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ABSTRACT

Environmental and engineering investigations o f the subsurface benefit from
minimally invasive and nearly continuous characterization through the application of the
appropriate geophysical methods. Consequently, borehole radar surveys, and particularly
crosshole tomography, are well suited for imaging hydrogeophysical property
distributions, such as radar velocity or porosity, in the shallow subsurface. The focus of
this dissertation is the application o f borehole radar and Fresnel volume tomography to
characterize a heterogeneous alluvial aquifer. Confidence bounds o f borehole radar
surveys are assessed by examining uncertainties in field data and collocated results. A
unified workflow is developed to generate consistent radar propagation velocity
tomograms with finite-fiequency Fresnel volumes assuming first order scattering as an
improvement over ray bas ed m ethods.

As a precursor to applying Fresnel volume velocity tomography at the Boise
Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS), an assessment and mitigation o f borehole radar
field data errors is completed. The investigation concerns eight sources in an error
budget and confirms that certain systematic errors, such as time zero, sampling frequency
mismatch, and borehole deviation can be mitigated. Other experimental errors more
difficult to mitigate, such as instrument timing and cable stretch, are quantified so that
this uncertainty can be incorporated as data weighting into the velocity inversion.
vii
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Furthermore, simulations incorporating budgeted random errors provide estimates of
velocity uncertainty on the order o f 2.7 %. Simulations also demonstrate the value of
quality control diagrams for processing field data before generating velocity tomograms.

To reconnoiter the BHRS subsurface, a three-dimensional (3-D) velocity
distribution is synthesized using results from 27 level-run (LR) surveys and 13 verticalradar profiles (VRP). The surveys are combined to enhance the strengths o f each method
and are then interpolated using a 3-D grid. This efficient physical property
characterization precedes the Fresnel volume tomography because it provides an image
o f subsurface heterogeneity at the site; velocity estimates for computing the tomogram
sensitivities; and a 0.003 m/ns velocity uncertainly derived using adjacent surveys.
Although the LR and VRP methods do not yield dense data coverage, this approach to
subsurface characterization is relatively fast when compared to radar tomography.

The analytical derivation o f the Fresnel volume sensitivity for crosshole-radar is
presented starting from the Helmholtz equation for electromagnetic wave propagation
and assuming first order scattering through the Bom approximation. This velocity
tomography approach is validated through comparison o f singular values and basis
functions with the full waveform sensitivity, and through forward and inverse modeling
of synthetic data. The finite-frequency model more closely approximates the full
waveform sensitivity and overcomes some regularization requirements o f ray theory
tomograms. Fresnel volume tomography is an improvement over current methods
because (1) robust traveltimes are picked based on first peaks o f recorded waveforms, (2)

viii
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regularization trade-off is determined using an L-curve for linear inversions, and (3)
meter-sized velocity heterogeneities in a synthetic velocity model are recovered and
localized, a resolution enhancement over ray theory.

Application o f Fresnel volume tomography at the BHRS includes an assessment
and interpretation of three adjacent and four intersecting tomograms. This analysis of
repeat measurements provides an uncertainty on velocity estimates o f about 2.5 %. In the
BHRS subsurface, two primary pairs of alternating slow and fast velocity zones are
imaged. Fast velocity zones are located between about 832 and 834 meters (m), and
between 839 and 843 m; whereas slow velocity zones are located between 834 and 839
m, and between about 843 and 845 m. Using a published petrophysical relation and a
BHRS-specific relation, the slow velocity zones o f 0.077 to 0.082 meters per nanosecond
(m/ns), are interpreted as high porosity zones o f around 0.27, and the fast velocity zones
of 0.088 to 0.092 m/ns, are interpreted as low porosity zones o f around 0.18. The bottom
slow velocity or high porosity zone is laterally continuous and may be important for
ground water flow at the BHRS. Furthermore, velocity tomograms are compared to four
collocated neutron porosity logs transformed by means of empirical petrophysical
transforms. High porosity zones interpreted from the radar tomograms correlate with
collocated neutron logs, whereas low porosity zones do not correlate well due to
measurement differences.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1

Research Setting

The research presented in this dissertation concentrates on the application of
borehole radar methods and in particular crosshole-radar propagation velocity
tomography. Nevertheless, issues such as data errors and inappropriate physical models
persist and hinder the efficient and confident application o f borehole radar and crosshole
tomography to reservoir characterization problems. This dissertation advances the radar
characterization problem by investigating a subset of these issues.

This dissertation is concerned with borehole radar methods applied to near
surface environmental and engineering problems. The near-surface environment is
typically heterogeneous at different scales and orientations. Robust interpretation of
results from subsurface investigations relies on accurate and densely spaced
measurements along with an accepted modeling algorithm to explain the data.
Complications arise when trying to distinguish real physical property estimates from
imaging artifacts introduced by data errors and poor modeling approximations. This
interplay between experimental limitations and robust property estimates is found not just
in borehole radar methods, but also appears in other geophysical techniques, as well as in
medical imaging methods.
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To improve subsurface characterization, the advancements to borehole radar
methods and velocity tomography presented in this dissertation focus on four key
interrelated areas: (1) the identification and mitigation o f errors in the crosshole-radar
field data; (2) the preliminary characterization of the radar propagation velocity
distribution in the heterogeneous alluvial aquifer; (3) the development of the Fresnel
volume finite-fiequency model for radar velocity tomography; and (4) the evaluation and
interpretation of Fresnel volume crosshole-radar tomograms at the designated field site.

1.2

Research Background

Characterization of the subsurface is currently a high priority. This is true for
ground water flow and contaminant transport modeling studies with public health
implications, and for subsurface geologic and engineered structure mapping efforts with
public safety implications. These problems have been summarized by two recent
government reports on subsurface characterization, including one by the US National
Research Council (2000), and the other by the US Department o f Energy (2000), and in
two independent summary volumes on geophysical applications by Ward (1990), and
Bridge and Hyndman (2004). As described in these summaries, geophysical remote
sensing and imaging techniques can contribute to this subsurface characterization,
especially if this is accomplished with reduced uncertainty and cost. Geophysical
methods that are typically non- or minim ally-invasive can survey variations in reservoir
property distribution with changing direction and length-scale as long as the
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measurement response and the petrophysical relation between geophysical and
hydrogeological properties is adequately understood. A suite o f complementary
geophysical approaches is available toward meeting these goals including surface and
borehole based methods that rely on acoustic, radioactive, and electromagnetic physics
(Keys, 1989; Telford and others, 1990; Greenhouse, 1991; American Society for Testing
and Materials, 1995; Sharma, 1997; American Society for Testing and Materials, 1999;
Butler, 2005; Rubin and Hubbard, 2005).

Within the above context, the focus of this research is on borehole radar methods
as it pertains to imaging hydrogeophysical properties. Borehole and reflection
tomography methods have a long record of research and are now commonplace,
particularly in seismology (Bois and others, 1971; Aki and others, 1977; Nolet, 1987;
Tweeton, 1988; Bregman and others, 1989; Woodward, 1992; Aldridge and Oldenburg,
1993; Squires, 1994; Ellefsen and others, 2002; Montelli and others, 2004).
Simultaneously, ground-penetrating radar (GPR) methods also have a sustained record of
developments and applications, particularly for physical property and structure mapping
in the near surface (Beres and Haeni, 1991; Greaves and others, 1996; van Overmeeren
and others, 1997; van Dam and others, 2002; Huisman and others, 2003). The effective
combination of borehole velocity tomography and GPR methods are demonstrated in
fractured bedrock (Olsson and others, 1992; Ellefsen, 1998), in vadose zone monitoring
(Binley and others, 2001; Alumbaugh and others, 2002), and in alluvial sediments (Vasco
and others, 1997; Clement and Knoll, 2001). Nevertheless, the application o f borehole
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radar and velocity tomography may be further improved through the advances proposed
in this dissertation.

Current crosshole-radar propagation velocity tomography methods have problems
due to data errors and inadequate forward models. This is the case at the Boise
Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS) where interpreters seek densely spaced

subsurface property estimates of the heterogeneous alluvial aquifer. Therefore, I refine
field data acquisition protocols and recommend quality control diagrams to deliver more
reliable radar measurements. In addition, I develop a better model with improved
physical approximations that is less sensitive to data errors and that simultaneously
allows a more systematic regularization of the inverse problem. Therefore, radar velocity
tomography with finite-frequency Fresnel volumes is advanced in this dissertation.
Ultimately, if one can better model subsurface property distributions, then the interpreter
confidence can be improved, and thus better informed decisions regarding the public
interest are attainable.

1.3

Research Objectives

I present this dissertation in manuscript format as opposed to the traditional thesis
style. Entire chapters or sections of chapters have been written with the intent o f
submitting these for publication. Therefore, the chapters have been written to stand alone
with separate introductory and concluding sections. Each chapter introduction contains a
review of previous work, a claim with the objectives for the work presented, and a
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roadmap for the accomplishments. Furthermore, each chapter conclusion contains
specific discussion addressing the findings in that chapter. The general dissertation
synthesis chapter at the end provides a summary o f the major research advancements and
suggests future research directions. Given this dissertation format, some repetition and
overlap of material is unavoidable. Finally to maintain flow and clarity, cross-references
to other dissertation chapters and pointers to appendices are provided.

This dissertation begins with two chapters that address preliminary issues in the
application of borehole radar methods followed by two chapters on the development and
validation of Fresnel volume radar velocity tomography in the shallow subsurface. In
Chapter 2 ,1 identify and mitigate errors in field data that tend to corrupt the tomogram
models. In addition, these errors are catalogued for future reference and the effect of
unresolved errors is demonstrated with a comprehensive suite o f quality control
diagrams. Chapter 2 contains a description o f the field site for the experiments in this
dissertation. This is the BHRS, which is a research well field situated in an
unconsolidated alluvial sand and gravel aquifer near Boise, Idaho. In Chapter 3 , 1
develop an efficient characterization of radar propagation velocity at the BHRS. This
three-dimensional characterization, based on interpolated level-run surveys and verticalradar profiles, provides a preliminary application o f the borehole radar method at the
BHRS. Furthermore, the results from Chapter 3 provide a background model o f the
velocity distribution for effective application o f Fresnel-volume tomography in a later
chapter.
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In Chapter 4 ,1 present a novel contribution to the radar propagation velocity
tomography method. I aim to improve the physical approximation by discarding the
infinite frequency ray assumption and instead presenting a more appropriate algorithm
that captures the physics of finite-frequency radar energy propagation. The chapter
develops the theoretical background for the exact Fresnel volume sensitivity distribution
based on the first-order scattering approximation. The Fresnel volume theory is validated
with forward and inverse modeling using synthetic examples. The information content of
the finite-frequency sensitivities is analyzed using singular values and basis functions,
which are compared to ray theory and full waveform results.

Following the validation o f the Fresnel volume tomography method, in Chapter 5
I apply the finite-frequency approximation to produce velocity tomograms with BHRS
field data. To this end, I exploit the adjacent and intersecting crosshole-radar velocity
tomograms, the collocated neutron porosity logs, and the heightened awareness o f data
errors to provide a measure o f the model uncertainly. In this chapter, several tests
demonstrate how velocity tomograms generated with improved data and model physics
compare to neutron porosity logs, which themselves possess inherent petrophysical
limitations. The need for robust characterization o f the physical properties at the BHRS
(Barrash and others, 1999; Clement and others, 1999) is ultimately motivating this
research to consistently generate and interpret high-quality radar propagation velocity
tomograms from field data.
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2

MEASURING AND CATALOGUING ERRORS IN
BOREHOLE RADAR FIELD DATA
2.1

Introduction

Borehole radar methods are popular in hydrogeophysical studies, but the
reliability of the survey results is often difficult to assess due to modeling and data errors.
Systematic and random data errors may affect the reliability o f subsurface velocity
estimates if not assessed correctly and tomograms may contain artifacts such as xpattems or high and low velocity comers. This is because current modeling algorithms
do not incorporate all physics and scaling issues. Consequently, the ensuing tomograms
may not match the expected results and differ from collocated velocity estimates.
Gheshlaghi and Santamarina (1998) explain that tomograms tend to magnify data errors
and that scatter plots of crosshole-radar data can reveal systematic errors such as delayed
traveltimes. Furthermore, Lanz and others (1998) describe that plots comparing nominal
and measured traveltimes are important for estimating the reliability o f tomograms
inverted from these data and that visual inspection o f individual traveltime picks is
important for reducing data errors. Finally, Hollender and others (1999) demonstrate that
compensation of the radar sampling frequency is important and may affect the velocity
tomograms if not completed properly.
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In addition, Peterson (2001) shows that calibration o f the borehole radar
instrument timing is a necessary procedure to ensure reliable tomograms and that scatter
plots o f traveltime versus propagation distance offer information on borehole location
errors. Tronicke and others (2002a) illustrate that scatter plots and maps o f field data
according to transmitter and receiver location provide information on pre-inversion data
quality and borehole deviation. Although, these individual studies indicate the
importance of measuring and reducing errors, a comprehensive summary o f possible
errors to quantify data uncertainty is not available. A thorough understanding o f the noise
in geophysical data allows for a more robust interpretation of the true geologic changes in
inverse models (Scales and Snieder, 1998; Routh and others, 2002). Incorporating data
uncertainty estimates into the modeling o f velocity tomograms allows the inversion to fit
the data rather than the noise.

Consequently, I aim to complete a comprehensive study o f assessing the
uncertainty in crosshole-radar field data. I describe the remediation o f systematic errors
and intend to include the remaining uncertainty, such as random traveltime errors, in the
tomography inversion. Specifically, I identify and catalog sources o f uncertainty and
compile these in an error budget. Two broad categories of uncertainty are distinguished:
(1) transmitter to receiver traveltime errors, and (2) propagation distance errors. Errors in
both categories contribute to the uncertainty o f velocity or slowness estimates, as I
demonstrate through simulations. Once these errors are identified and measured, I
confirm that they may comprise a significant fraction o f the data magnitudes. Therefore,
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the errors must either be mitigated or incorporated into the processing workflow.
Recognizing this, a unified workflow for the subsequent processing and inverse modeling
o f field data for radar velocity estimates is developed. To this end, a comprehensive
series of quality control (QC) diagrams, which are diagnostic graphical interpretations of
the field data, are compiled and tested, because these are invaluable to the tomography
practitioner. Assessing the field data for errors with these diagrams is more efficient than
belaboring the production of a marginal velocity tomogram.

I begin by describing the theory and methods for borehole radar data acquisition.
Following this description, I explain and apply each type o f QC diagram to crossholeradar data. The QC diagrams identify where in the data sets the errors occur and how
large they are, thereby allowing these diagrams to be used as a guide to delete
unreasonable data points, receiver gathers, or entire sets of field data. Next, for the two
broad categories of uncertainty in borehole radar field data, I propose eight unique
sources of error and measure the magnitudes o f these different errors. The error
magnitudes are estimated from multiple field data sets collected at the Boise
Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS) and from a series of independent experiments.
Furthermore, I explain the findings from each type o f error investigation and catalogue
my results in an error budget table. Finally, I apply the QC diagrams using two example
crosshole-radar data sets. The examples are a synthetic data set with simulated errors and
a field data set from the BHRS. The synthetic data set is generated with a heterogeneous
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velocity mode with noise added based on the cataloged error types. These simulations
demonstrate the diagnostic properties of each QC diagram.

2.2
2.2.1

Description of Field Site and Borehole Radar Methods

Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site
Because this investigation is based on field data, this section describes the Boise

Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS) and includes a brief synopsis o f relevant
hydrogeophysical studies at the site. The BHRS is a multidisciplinary field laboratory
situated in a sand and gravel bar adjacent to the Boise River about 15 kilometers
southeast of downtown Boise, Idaho (Figure 2.1), and is designed for testing and
developing geophysical and hydrogeologic methods. The BHRS consists o f a
heterogeneous unconsolidated alluvial aquifer composed o f unaltered coarse and fine
grained sediments underlain by a red clay aquitard (Barrash and Reboulet, 2004). In
place are 18 boreholes, which are cased with 10-centimeter (cm) inside diameter screened
PVC pipe, at offsets ranging from 2.6 to 80.4 meters (m) (Barrash and others, 1999). The
boreholes were drilled to an average depth o f about 19 m and penetrate the underlying
clay aquitard (Barrash and others, 2006). This study is limited to borehole A1 and the B
and C borehole rings of six boreholes each.

The BHRS subsurface may be characterized as a heterogeneous aquifer based on
grain-size distributions (Barrash and Reboulet, 2004), neutron porosity logs (Barrash and
Clemo, 2002), ground-penetrating radar (GPR) reflection surveys (Peretti and others,
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1999), seismic velocity tomograms (Moret and others, 2006), and pumping tests (Barrash
and others, 2006). These hydrogeophysical survey results show both lateral and vertical
variability on the order of a meter and greater. In addition, a nearby outcrop analog
pictured in Figure 2.2 displays a similar lateral and vertical sediment distribution
assumed to exist at the BHRS (Barrash and Reboulet, 2004). The observed sediments are
sub-horizontal sheets of gravel deposits interspersed with unevenly distributed sand
channels and lenses.

The BHRS is well suited for geophysical investigations, and in particular for GPR
based methods. Published borehole radar results image across 6.3 m (Clement and
others, 1999) and GPR reflection surveys image down to 14 m (Peretti and others, 1999).
The bulk electrical conductivity o f the BHRS aquifer matrix averages about 2
millisiemens per meter (mS/m) (Oldenborger, 2006). With a background electrical
conductivity in this range, and a GPR antenna radiating energy at a rated center
frequency of about 250 megahertz (MHz), propagation of the electromagnetic (EM)
energy dominates over dispersion in the medium (see Appendix A for more details).

2.2.2

Radar Propagation Velocity Theory
Estimates of radar velocity are directly proportional to the recorded propagation

distance and inversely proportional to the measured traveltime. The inverse of velocity is
slowness, which is often quantified in crosshole-radar tomography. The velocity ratio is
given as
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L
T

(2.1)

where v = radar propagation velocity in meters per second (m/sec), L = the transmitter to
receiver propagation distance in meters (m), and T = measured traveltime in seconds (ns).
The methods described here assume straight paths between the antennas. Texts by Annan
(1992) and Daniels (1996) provide a comprehensive description o f GPR methods and
theory, so I only present a brief summary in this section (see Appendix A for more
details).

The radar propagation velocity is computed either in terms o f the signal frequency
and the phase constant, in terms o f the dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability
o f the medium, or in terms of the speed o f light in a vacuum and the relative dielectric
constant. The following expression shows these quantities:

v

CO

1

c

(2.2)

where co = radar signal radial frequency in radian per second (rad/sec), j3= phase constant
in radians per meter (rad/m), s= dielectric permittivity in Faraday per meter (F/m), fi =
magnetic permeability in Henry per meter (H/m), k = relative dielectric constant, and the
speed oflight,c = lj*J/i0e0 = 2.998- 10'1Dm/sec = 0.2998 m/ns .
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The expression for the velocity is simplified when the relative dielectric constant
is expressed by the permittivity o f the medium normalized by the permittivity in freespace. This ratio is expressed as

k =—

(2.3)

where sD= 10~9/36tt Faraday per meter (F/m). Furthermore, the relative magnetic
permeability, which is set to one for the most geologic media, is the intrinsic magnetic
permeability of the medium normalized by the magnetic permeability in free space, as in

(2-4)

fh
where fir = relative magnetic permeability and Uc>—4n> 10'7 Henry per meter (H/m). To
simplify the velocity expression above, the velocity o f light in a vacuum is calculated
using the dielectric permittivity and the magnetic permeability values in free space.

In Table 2 .1 ,1 list typical propagation velocities or ranges obtained at radar
frequencies and room temperature, which are relevant to this research. Values for air,
water, selected geologic media that are both unsaturated and saturated with ground water,
and minerals are presented in the table (Keller, 1987; Telford and others, 1990; Annan,
1992; Sharma, 1997). In addition to velocities, I also list the relative dielectric
permittivity for each medium. The large contrast between the properties for air and water
is notable. As described later, when water is mixed with geologic media, the propagation
velocity through the mixture is greatly decreased. Furthermore, because this is a field
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application, it may be important to account for the frequency, salinity, and temperature
dependence of the dielectric constant measured for water. Lesmes and Friedman (2005)
describe the temperature dependence for the dielectric constant o f water using:

7854

'

1-4.759-10 3(<=?-25)+1.19-105(tf-2 5 )2-2 .2 8 - 10 s (^ - 2 5 )3 (2.5)

where d —water temperature in degrees Celcius (°C). In addition in Table 2.1,1 list the
electrical conductivity for each medium to confirm that these are indeed in the range
suitable for radar wave propagation, which ranges from 0.01 to 10 mS/m (see Appendix
A for more details).

Table 2.1. Comparison of the electrical properties and GPR characteristics of air,
water, and selected geologic materials (after Keller, 1987; Telford and others, 1990;
Annan, 1992; Sharma, 1997).
Material
Vacuum
Air
Distilled Water
Fresh W ater
Granite
Dry sand
W et sand
W et gravel
Quartz
Feldspar

2.2.3

Relative
dielectric
permittivity
1
1.0006
81
80
4-7
5
15
10-20
4.19-5.00
5.45-7.24

Radar
velocity
(m/ns)
0.300
0.2998
0.033
0.033
0.11-0.15
0.15
0.08
0.09-0.07
0.13-0.15
0.11-0.13

Electrical
conductivity
(mS/m)
0
0
0-0.02
30-60
0.01
1
10
10
0.1
0.1

Borehole Radar Data Acquisition and Processing
To derive estimates of radar velocity in the subsurface at the BHRS, both

measurements of traveltimes for the propagating radar energy, and measurements of the
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propagation distance between the transmitter and the receiver antennas are needed. The
borehole radar field data were acquired beginning in summer 1998 through summer 2004
using a commercial GPR system manufactured by Mala Geoscience with borehole
antennas rated at 250 MHz. The fiberglass-encased antennas are 5 cm in diameter and
1.7 m in length. The system is powered with rechargeable batteries, including the
antennas, which are connected to the control unit with high-strength fiber-optic cables.

During the level-run (LR) surveys in this study, the transmitter and receiver
antennas are stationed at approximately the same level or elevation in opposite boreholes
and are simultaneously lowered downhole, as illustrated in Figure 2.3(a). The radar
signal traces are collected at fixed 0.10-m intervals below the measurement point. The
vertical-radar profile (VRP) survey is similar to the original vertical-seismic profiling
method (Hardage, 2000). During the VRP surveys, the transmitter antenna remains
stationary on the ground surface and is oriented radially to the borehole axis. As
illustrated in Figure 2.3(b), the receiver antenna is lowered downhole shielding it from
external noise and a radar signal trace is collected at regular 0.05-m intervals for this
study. Both these types of field surveys described above take about two hours each to
collect, which is much faster than a typical crosshole tomography survey.

Crosshole-radar field data acquisition takes place methodically, such that the
transmitter antenna is located at measured positions in one borehole and the receiver
antenna is located at measured positions in another borehole, as illustrated in Figure
2.3(c). The receiver antenna occupies fixed stations in the borehole from 0 to 2 m below
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the measurement point (MP) at 0.5-m intervals and from 2.2 m to the borehole total depth
(TD) at 0.2-m intervals. The transmitter antenna is lowered continuously down the other
borehole and a trace is collected at 0.05-m increments from 0 m down to TD. The station
increments are this size to curtail measurement smear, an effect further discussed later. A
typical tomography survey takes about two days to collect. When processing the field
data, every fourth transmitter station is picked to be consistent with the receiver spacing,
to reduced the size of the data set, and because the crosshole panels in this study are over
sampled (Becht and others, 2004).

The received signal amplitudes are digitally sampled and recorded as a function of
time, and then stored by the borehole radar system as wiggle traces. These traces are
used to determine the traveltime, or the time for radar energy to propagate between
possible transmitter and receiver antenna location pairs. During this study, the radar
instrument is adjusted to collect 512 or 1024 samples at a typical sampling frequency of
2515.2 MHz. This sampling frequency is an order o f magnitude larger than the rated
center frequency o f the borehole radar antennas, so that signal variations can be captured
in the waveform. A sampling frequency o f this magnitude yields a sample interval of
about 0.4 ns. During sampling, each crosshole and LR radar trace is stacked 32 times to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio, whereas each VRP trace is stacked 256 times to further
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. These VRP data take longer to collect but it does allow
traveltimes to be picked at receiver stations that are deeper and farther from the
transmitter antenna. Because the GPR system is an imperfect recording device, I process
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the traces with sampling mismatch and timing corrections based on the results o f two
specialized surveys described in Section 2.4.2 (see Appendix B for more details).
Furthermore, I apply residual median de-wow (signal bias about zero) removal, zerophase high-cut frequency filtering, and trace-amplitude normalization to facilitate the
traveltime picking discussed later (Irving and Knight, 2003).

Position data for the boreholes and antennas are recorded as part o f field data
acquisition protocols. The starting MP for each o f the boreholes is surveyed, thereby
giving their relative positions in the local BHRS map grid. The transmitter antenna cable
length spooled downhole is recorded by the radar system using an optical depth encoder.
The receiver antenna cable length downhole is recorded manually using tape marks on
the cable. A correction is applied to account for the depth difference between the antenna
cable head and feedpoint. The borehole trajectory downhole is logged using deviation
measurements (see Appendix C for more details). These deviation logs provide an
estimate o f the position o f the boreholes in the subsurface and therefore these
measurements are incorporated into the crosshole data.

When assuming an infinite-frequency, ray theory approximation for borehole
radar energy propagation, such as for the LR and VRP surveys, I determine the
traveltimes of the first arriving energy at the receiver by manually selecting the first
breaks in the wiggle traces. The first-break picks are indicated by the red circles on the
synthetic borehole radar data in Figure 2.4. In contrast, when applying the finitefrequency Fresnel volume approach for radar tomography, introduced in a companion
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investigation, I determine the traveltimes o f the first arriving perturbed energy by
selecting the first-peaks in the wiggle traces. Vasco and others (1995) make the
argument adopted here that the peaks of impulsive high-frequency waveforms are
appropriate data when modeling Fresnel volumes. Picking first-peaks, which are
indicated by the red circles in Figure 2.5, is more robust than first-breaks. At large
antenna offsets, the signal-to-noise ratio in a trace decreases making the identification of
a maximum o f the pulse easier than picking an inflection point at the onset o f energy.

For comparison to the synthetic results above, I plot selected wiggle traces o f raw
field data as an example, showing recorded amplitude as a function of sample number.
The crosshole-radar data set was collected at the B2 to B4 panel at the BHRS. Figure 2.6
shows the raw unfiltered and unpicked data. The amplitudes are exaggerated to highlight
the high-frequency noise that is filtered out when preparing the traces for picking. Figure
2.7 shows the field data after processing. When picking the first-peaks, a minimum
threshold is specified to avoid picking a peak in the noise interval o f the trace. The firstpeak picks that identify the traveltime o f the scattered energy are highlighted with red
circles.

The amount of time required to pick the traveltimes depends on the survey type
and affects the efficiency of the borehole radar method. In this study, a typical crossholeradar field data set contains about 90 receiver gathers, one for each receiver antenna
position. Each receiver gather contains a collection o f about 360 traces, one for each
distinct transmitter antenna position. Picking the first-peaks in these 32,000 traces
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requires about 3 minutes as opposed to 3 days for manual first-break picking. The results
are controlled for quality following a procedure described next. The crosshole-radar data
are picked to a maximum antenna offset o f about 15 m because o f signal-to-noise ratio
limitations. A typical VRP survey contains about 300 traveltime data picked to a depth
o f about 14 m because of signal-to-noise ratio limits. A typical LR survey contains about
200 data points picked to a depth o f about 18 m. Picking for these last two surveys
occurs very quickly.

During data processing in this straight ray crosshole study, selected radar traces
may be deleted to avoid two possible sources o f error. These sources o f error include
refraction of the radar energy at the water table and radiation o f radar energy from the
antenna tips. As part of data quality control, only the data pairs with energy propagating
below the water table are used in the analysis. Refraction o f energy may distort the final
velocity tomogram when assuming straight paths between the transmitter and receiver
(Dyer and Worthington, 1988). Energy refracted according to Fermat’s principle travels
along the fastest path through a high-velocity zone, and arrives before the radar energy of
interest that samples the region between the transmitter and receiver antennas. An
additional source o f error in crosshole-radar tomography may be attributed to the finite
antenna element length, which induces radar energy radiation from both the antenna feed
and end points (Irving and Knight, 2005). This error primarily affects the high-angle
traces, which are deleted because o f the low signal-to-noise ratio or when the angle of
incidence exceeds 50 degrees.
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The maximum refraction depth for the LR and crosshole survey data is calculated
based on the water table depth measured at the time o f the survey and the borehole offset
(Rucker and Ferre, 2004a). This trigonometric method accounts for the velocity contrast
at the water table and the vertical distance, and estimates the critical refraction angle. To
separate refracted from direct radar energy traveltime picks, Rucker and Ferre (2004a)
prescribe the equation:

wadbse

saturated

vadose

saturated

(2.6)

where 31 = lowest refraction depth in meters (m), x0g = borehole offset in meters (m),
Vvadose= vadose zone velocity in meters per nanosecond (m/ns), and vsalurate^ = saturated
zone velocity in meters per nanosecond (m/ns). I chose vadose zone and saturated zone
velocities of 0.141 m/ns and 0.088 m/ns respectively. These estimates are derived from
the efficient velocity characterization at the BHRS (Buursink, 2004) and the vadose zone
value is confirmed in previous GPR work (Peretti and others, 1999).

The borehole radar antennas used in this study are rated at 250 MHz, which is the
rated frequency in air. The frequency of the energy radiated by borehole radar antennas
into the subsurface is typically lower (Lampe and Holliger, 2005). The frequency is
decreased when the antenna is loaded so that the medium surrounding it, for example
water in the borehole, changes the effective composition o f the antenna (Sato and
Thierbach, 1991). A frequency spectrum analysis o f an example crosshole-radar field
data set for the B2 to B4 panel at the BHRS yields a mean trace frequency o f 108 MHz.
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Figure 2.8(a) shows the power spectral density versus frequency for a series o f traces in a
transmitter gather, whereas Figure 2.8(b) shows the trend o f the frequency at the
maximum power density for the same range o f traces. The median frequency obtained
for all the BHRS field data, which is about 110 MHz, is later used for modeling synthetic
frill waveform crosshole-radar data and computing the finite-frequency Fresnel volume
sensitivity. In addition, assuming a median saturated zone velocity o f 0.088 m/ns for the
BHRS, yields a wavelength of A = vj f = 0.80 m in the subsurface, where f = a>(2n is
the frequency in Hertz (Hz).

2.3

Field Data Quality-Control Diagrams

In the subsequent methods sections, I develop each o f the three quality control
(QC) diagrams and describe their interpretation when used with crosshole data. I
demonstrate the QC method using traveltime picks and propagation distances from a
synthetic frill waveform data set generated for a heterogeneous velocity model based on
the efficient characterization of the BHRS, described separately. This demonstration
provides a best-case application with noise-free data so that subsequently I can show the
QC diagrams applied to noisy field data. To this end, I present: (1) ray-scatter plots, (2)
histograms, and (3) transmitter-receiver maps.
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2.3.1

Method for Scatter Plots
A complete set of scatter plots may illustrate true or erroneous trends in

crosshole-radar field data. These plots confirm expected trends in the field data and may
identify unexpected trends due to possible random or systematic errors in the data. In the
scatter diagrams, each pair of transmitter and receiver locations plots as a unique data
point. The four crosshole data scatter plots are demonstrated as a complementary set and
comprise (a) the measured traveltime versus the propagation distance, (b) the measured
traveltime versus the nominal traveltime, (c) the apparent velocity versus the propagation
distance, and (d) the apparent velocity versus the angle o f incidence for each crosshole
path. Each of these diagrams is further explained below with the aid o f an example
figure.

In the scatter diagram of traveltime versus the antenna-offset in Figure 2.9(a), the
picked traveltime for each data point is plotted against the propagation distance from the
transmitter antenna feedpoint to the receiver feedpoint, as in Figure 2.3(c). Typically in
the scatter plot, the traveltimes increase with increasing antenna offset, as shown by the
trend line calculated assuming a homogeneous velocity value. Any outlying data points
in this plot indicate that the transmitter-receiver pair may be deleted because the
traveltime has likely been picked incorrectly. More data points are plotted together at
smaller antenna separations than at larger separations because the larger offset traces
have a lower signal-to-noise ratio and therefore not all data pairs may be picked. If the
best-fit trend fine, which should have its intercept at the origin, yields anon-zero
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intercept, or an unrealistic slope or velocity outside the range expected for a particular
field site, then this is indicative o f either traveltime or offset error and additional plots
may be needed to identify the problem.

In Figure 2.9(b), the traveltime versus the nominal time scatter diagram plots the
picked traveltime for each data point against its predicted traveltime, which is calculated
using the measured antenna feedpoint offset and an assumed homogeneous background
velocity typical for the field site under investigation. At small traveltimes, the cross
plotted results may show more scatter, because these times are measured for both the
short and level-rays, which sample discrete velocity zones. At large traveltimes, the
cross-plotted results should lie close to the one-to-one line in Figure 2.9(b), because these
times are measured for long rays, which traverse the crosshole panel at high angles and
thus sample numerous velocity zones. The far offset data may show scatter though due to
difficulty picking these traces. Therefore, data points that are scattered and plotted far
from the trend fine are erroneous and may be deleted. If the data are biased either above
or below the one-to-one correlation line, then this suggests a systematic traveltime error
or an incorrect estimate of the background velocity.

The apparent velocity versus the propagation distance scatter diagram in Figure
2.9(c) plots the propagation distance divided by the measured traveltime for each data
point is plotted against the propagation distance. The short offsets represent the level and
near horizontal propagation paths, which may sample discrete lateral velocity zones, and
thus may have more velocity scatter. The long offsets, which sample numerous velocity
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zones, should have less velocity scatter. This is an observation for layered media. If
there is more scatter in the long paths than this may be diagnostic o f position or timing
errors for the far transmitter and receiver offsets. Typically position errors, such as
incorrect borehole deviation or cable stretch, which will be described next, occur near the
bottom of the borehole. If these far offset data points are scattered this information
should be discarded so that the eventual velocity tomogram is not biased.

The apparent velocity versus the angle o f incidence scatter diagram in Figure
2.9(d) plots the propagation distance divided by the measured traveltime for each data
point against its angle of incidence at the receiver antenna. The low angles represent the
level and near horizontal propagation paths, which may sample discrete lateral velocity
zones, and again may have more velocity scatter. The high angle paths, which sample
numerous velocity zones, again should have less velocity scatter. Furthermore, this
scatter diagram may diagnose velocity anisotropy in the field data when there is an
angular dependence associated with velocity (Peterson, 2001). If the medium is
anisotropic then the high angle ray velocities may be different from the near-horizontal
ray velocities, resulting in a concave or convex trend in the scatter plot data. If the
antenna offsets are incorrect due to borehole deviation error, then the velocities for the
positive angle rays may be different from the values for the negative angle rays, resulting
in a sloped rather than constant velocity versus incident angle trend.
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2.3.2

Method for Histograms
Histograms are useful for showing the expected distribution along with potential

detrimental biases in crosshole-radar field data. The three histograms include
distributions for (a) the traveltime data, (b) the nominal time difference, and (c) the
apparent velocity. Each of these histograms is further explained below with the aid o f an
example figure.

The histogram in Figure 2.10(a) shows the distribution o f the measured
traveltimes. For each transmitter-receiver pair a data point is picked, which becomes part
of the data set and the distribution. Based on a typical crosshole propagation length of
eight meters, assuming the average BHRS borehole layout, and a typical saturated
sediment velocity o f 0.080 m/ns, traveltimes around 100 ns are expected. Although
traveltimes vary based on expected velocity heterogeneity and antenna offset changes, the
first histogram for the example synthetic data set shows times grouped around 100 ns. A
histogram for a field set demonstrates the consequence o f carefully eliminating data
points (erroneously identified by the automatic picker) using the scatter plots.

The time difference histogram in Figure 2.10(b) shows the distribution o f the
differences between measured and predicted traveltimes. For each transmitter-receiver
pair the time is predicted using an assumed homogeneous velocity and the recorded
propagation distance. A difference is expected between the measured traveltime and the
predicted nominal travel time because velocity heterogeneity is common in the
subsurface. If the difference data are not distributed around zero, then either the assumed
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homogeneous velocity is incorrect or the measured traveltimes are erroneous. Again, this
histogram may highlight erroneous outlier data pairs that should be deleted.

The apparent velocity histogram in Figure 2.10(c) shows the distribution o f the
velocity calculated by using the measured traveltimes and the propagation distances. For
each transmitter-receiver pair the ratio o f the antenna offset and the traveltime becomes
the apparent velocity. For this calculation, I assume straight ray between the feedpoints
o f the antennas. The estimated values for this synthetic example are distributed around a
typical saturated sediment velocity o f 0.080 m/ns. This histogram may show velocities
that are much higher or lower than expected for saturated sediments (Table 2.1), and
consequently these data may be deleted because these should be symptomatic o f errors.

2.3.3

Method for Transmitter-Receiver Maps
A set of transmitter-receiver maps may identify trends, distributions, and potential

errors in crosshole-radar field data. The maps are generated by plotting the transmitter
antenna positions along the horizontal axis and the receiver antenna positions along the
vertical axis (Tronicke and others, 2002a). The maps show transmitter-receiver
combinations, so that each pixel corresponds to a unique crosshole data pair (Figure
2.11). A continuous colorbar is used to represent the magnitude o f each pixel value.
Transmitter-receiver pixels without picks or with deleted data are blank. The four
transmitter-receiver maps show the distribution o f (a) traveltime, (b) apparent velocity,
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(c) pick weight, and (d) time difference. Each o f these transmitter-receiver maps is
further explained below with the aid o f an example figure.

On the transmitter-receiver maps, the two antennas are near the bottom o f the
boreholes in the lower-left comer and are closest to the surface in the upper-right comer.
The diagonal between these two comers tracks the near horizontal or level data. The
upper-left and lower-right comers contain the data collected when the two antennas are
farthest apart and located at a high angle with respect to each other. Often no data points
are plotted in these comers because traveltimes are rarely picked for these field data pairs
due to their low signal-to-noise ratio. When applied to field data, the upper-right comer
o f the map typically shows higher velocities because these are the crosshole paths that
travel through the unsaturated zone and are not slowed by water content.

The first transmitter-receiver map plots the recorded traveltimes for individual
transmitter-receiver pairs in Figure 2.11(a). The continuous colorbar, which ranges from
about 80 to 140 ns, indicates the traveltime for each possible data pair. The transmitterreceiver map for apparent velocity in Figure 2.11(b) plots the velocity calculated using
the measured traveltimes and the lengths for straight rays. The continuous colorbar,
which ranges from about 0.065 to 0.0105 m/ns, indicates the apparent velocity for each
possible data pair. The transmitter-receiver map for p ick weights in Figure 2.11(c) plots
the confidence of each traveltime pick. The continuous colorbar, which ranges from 0 to
1 corresponding to the confidence range from low to high, indicates the relative trace
amplitude at the pick for each possible data pair. The transmitter-receiver map for time
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difference in Figure 2.11(d) plots the traveltime difference variation. The continuous
colorbar, which ranges from about -4 to 4 ns, indicates the difference between the
measured traveltime and the predicted time, assuming a homogeneous velocity. The
diagram is useful because of its focused dynamic range when compared to the traveltime
map, so that changes in time or errors are more readily observed.

The transmitter-receiver maps for field data should be smoothly varying similar to
the maps in Figure 2.11 and presumably due to natural changes in the medium velocity.
Abrupt changes occurring over a relatively small interval or across a few pixels should be
from expected and natural medium variation, such as the change in saturation at the water
table. If unexpected abrupt changes are observed then these may be indicative o f errors
in the data. Errors associated with a unique transmitter or receiver position may induce
vertical or horizontal streaking in these plots. Anomalous values in the relative weight
map may be indicative of a faulty traveltime pick.

2.4

Traveltime Errors in Crosshole-Radar Field Data - Methods and Results
The first category of errors in radar tomography field data consists o f traveltime

uncertainty. The principle sources o f traveltime errors include random and systematic
noise. The random noise is separated into traveltime picking and instrument drift errors,
whereas the systematic noise is separated into compensated sampling frequency and
time-zero correction errors. To distinguish random from systematic data noise, I examine
about six field data sets and conduct two calibration experiments. I use Table 2.2 as a
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budget to organize the error sources and types in this category, as well as to present the
error measurements.

2.4.1

Random Traveltime Noise
Errors in picking the radar traveltime and spurious EM interference at the receiver

antenna both generate random traveltime noise in crosshole-radar field data. Interference
at the receiver antenna makes identifying the traveltime pick on the digitized radar trace
more difficult due to a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 2.7). The error
magnitude for picking traces is quantified based on the assumption that picks can be
made within two samples. The sample interval of the digitized radar field data traces is
about 0.04 ns, given the trace sampling frequency o f 2,515.2 MHz. This error source and
magnitude is recorded as part of the error budget in Table 2.2.

In addition, random traveltime noise is induced by short-term drift in the radar
instrument response due to thermal changes, battery drain, and fiber-optic cable stretch.
This unpredictable interference may change the shape o f the radar trace, thereby biasing
the picking of the traveltime. The instrument drift error magnitude is quantified based on
thrice-daily airwave (AW) calibration surveys carried out before and after production
tomography surveys. The instrument drift may range up to 3 ns as recorded in Table 2.2.
Results from about three repeat receiver fans for each tomogram support this estimate.
Figure 2.12 illustrates this time drift error in the example B2B4 crosshole data set. The
near-horizontal propagation paths are extracted from the full data set and compared to the
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collocated LR data set. The timing error is apparent in the first half o f the crosshole data
above 839.5 m.

2.4.2 Systematic Traveltime Noise
Systematic traveltime noise may be due to the incorrect or missing evaluation of
the compensated sampling frequency (CSF) and the time-zero (TO) correction. These
sampling mismatch and timing corrections for the Mala Geoscience instrument are based
on surface walkaway (SWA) and AW survey results (see Appendix B for more details).
The median CSF magnitude is derived from 28 SWA surveys acquired during regular
fieldwork and controlled testing. Because the same GPR system and antennas are used
for the field surveys, a single CSF value is appropriate for correcting these data.
Assuming a typical traveltime o f 100 ns for a common BHRS tomogram panel, the
traveltime error may be up to 5.8 ns if the CSF correction is not applied. The TO
correction magnitude is based on 36 AW surveys and ranges between 0.1 and 11 ns with
a mean value of 8.8 ns. These systematic error sources and typical magnitudes are
recorded in Table 2.2. The CSF and TO corrections are usually applied to traveltimes as
part o f the processing workflow for field data.

2.5

Offset Distance Errors in Crosshole-Radar Field Data - Methods and Results
The second category of errors in radar tomography field data consists of

propagation distance uncertainty. The principle sources of offset errors include borehole
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and antenna position uncertainty. The borehole position uncertainty is separated into
borehole location and deviation errors, whereas the antenna position uncertainty is
separated into centralization and depth errors in the borehole (Table 2.2).

2.5.1

Borehole Position Uncertainty
Borehole position errors may arise from surveying uncertainty and

misunderstanding about the predetermined measurement point (MP) at each borehole.
Surveying mistakes can lead to incorrect easting (x-coordinate at the BHRS), northing (ycoordinate), or elevation (z-coordinate) values for the borehole in the local or regional
grid system. The survey measurements are made with a rod and transit level using the
clearly labeled MP on each BHRS borehole. The position error magnitude o f 0.1 meter
(m), recorded in Table 2.2, is based on duplicate elevation and distance surveys using the
local BHRS grid system.

Deviation error may be induced by an incorrect measurement of the borehole
location in the subsurface. This measurement may be corrupted either through faulty
deviation logging, erroneous deviation data reduction, or the uncertainty o f the deviation
probe sensors. Deviation logs are sensitive to instrument and depth encoder calibration,
to possible lack of sensor reset at the beginning o f a survey, to logging direction and
borehole obstructions, and to external magnetic fields. Deviation data reduction depends
on both the magnetic declination sign and magnitude, and the projection transforms from
magnetometer readings into easting and northing distances (see Appendix C for more
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details). Based on the rated error o f the instrument and the difference between triplicate
borehole deviation surveys, I estimate the propagation distance error at the bottom of a
typical 18 m deep BHRS borehole to be about 0.1 m, which is recorded in Table 2.2

2.5.2

Antenna Position Uncertainty
Antenna centralization error may occur when the borehole radar antenna rests

against one side of a severely deviated borehole instead o f hanging in the center along the
borehole axis. Because the inner diameter o f a PVC borehole at the BHRS is fixed at 10
centimeter (cm) and the outer diameter of a radar antenna is given as 5 cm, the centered
antenna ideally has 2.5 cm of water-filled borehole column on each side. When the
antenna leans against the borehole wall then the entire water column sits on one side of
the antenna. If this side faces the crosshole panel, then the 5 cm recorded in Table 2.2,
may account for 1.7 ns traveltime error given the typical radar propagation velocity in
water (0.03 m/ns).

Due to borehole cable stretch, the antenna feedpoint position in the subsurface
may be uncertain. Cable stretch error may be caused by cable warping that affects only
certain sections of the cable. An experiment designed to quantify this error is conducted
with the fiber-optic cable taped at least every 10 cm and a calibrated mechanical depth
odometer. The recorded and actual depths from a cable stretch experiment are compared
in Figure 2.13. Figure 2.13 (a) shows the trends o f the recorded antenna depth (red) and
the actual antenna depth (blue) and (b) illustrates the increasing position perturbation
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observed between the recorded and actual antenna stations at every meter (see Appendix
D for more details). The resultant error, which may amount to 20 cm over about 10 m of
cable, is listed in the Table 2.2 error budget.

During field data acquisition, smear of crosshole-radar measurements arises due
to the continuous lowering of the transmitter antenna while the receiver antenna remains
at a fixed station in the borehole. The data is recorded as receiver gathers during which
the transmitter antenna is triggered at 5 cm depth intervals. Because it takes a finite
amount of time to stack the samples in each data trace, the data are generally collected
over this small depth increment rather than at the discrete depth recorded by the radar
system. For boreholes 6 m apart, this smear produces a level path length error o f less
than 1 cm, and is thus small and not included in the error budget.

2.5.3

Error Budget Table and Simulation
The error sources identified in crosshole-radar field data are classified into two

categories and listed in the error budget table. Table 2.2 contains the error budget for the
crosshole-radar data collected at the BHRS. The magnitudes o f the error types are
estimated based on analysis of multiple field data sets and controlled experiments. The
error percentages listed in the table are derived assuming a typical measured traveltime of
100 ns and a propagation distance o f 10 m, representative o f the BHRS radar tomography
panels. The effect o f these errors on velocity estimates is simulated to ascertain their
importance.
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T able 2.2. Error budget for crosshole-radar data collected at the BHRS. Error
sources in field data are identified and classified into two categories, and the
magnitudes of the error types are estimated based on analysis of multiple field data
sets and controlled experiments. The systematic errors are typically removed.
Category
Traveltime

Type

Magnitude

Percentage

Picking Error

0.08 ns

0.1

Instrument Drift

3.0 ns

3.0

CompensatedSampiing Frequency

5.8 ns

5.8

Time-Zero Correction

8.8 ns

8.8

0.1 m

1.0

0.1 m

1.0

Antenna Position Antenna
Uncertainty
Centralization

0.05 m

0.5

Cable Stretch

0.2 m

2.0

Source
Random Noise

Systematic Noise

Propagation
Distance

Borehole Position Borehole Offset &
Uncertainty
Elevation
Borehole Deviation

A simulation is run to demonstrate the effect o f random combinations o f
traveltime and propagation distance errors recorded in Table 2.2 on eventual velocity
estimates. I use two extremes o f error magnitudes; the first scenario is run with 3 ns
traveltime error and 0.2 m propagation distance error, and the second scenario is run with
1 ns traveltime error and 0.1 m propagation distance error. Errors for 1000 unique cases
o f time error, m, and distance error, h, are simulated through

(2.7)
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where v = radar propagation velocity in meters per second (m/sec), L = the transmitter to
receiver distance in meters (m), and T —measured traveltime in seconds (sec). The
distance perturbation is defined as 8 7 f} = rf h>■8Lrmii + (1 - i f hr) ■5LrtBF and the traveltime
perturbation is defined as 5T <
j m) = rfm) ■<5Tmn + (1 -

57.^ , where

77

e [0, l ] .

The simulation outcomes are shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15. As expected,
plot (a) in both figures illustrates that the mean simulated velocity errors show no bias.
Plot (b) in both figures contrasts the magnitude o f the uncorrelated velocity uncertainty
for each simulation. Assuming a 0.088 m/ns background velocity, the first scenario in
Figure 2.14(c) produces a 6.6 % maximum worst-case error, whereas the second scenario
in Figure 2.15(c) produces a maximum 2.7 % or 0.002 m/ns error. These uncertainties in
velocity estimates are considered in subsequent interpretations o f the LR, VRP, and
crosshole tomography surveys.

2.6

Quality-Control Diagram Results

Through the following examples, I demonstrate the application o f the QC
diagrams to both synthetic and data field data sets. In the synthetic data application, I
demonstrate the value of the QC diagram method for identifying the effect of simulated
errors added to synthetic data. This demonstration uses four types o f data errors from the
error budget table and highlights the importance o f assessing uncertainly in crossholeradar data. The sample field data set, which comes from the B2 to B4 crosshole panel at
the BHRS, is processed and picked as described previously. This example reveals how
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the quality of a field data set is improved after application o f the QC diagrams and
removal of bad data pairs.

2.6.1

Synthetic Data Error Demonstrations
To demonstrate the efficacy o f the QC diagrams for identifying the field data

errors I simulate four error scenarios, including (1) lack o f TO correction, (2) lack o f CSF
correction, (3) erroneous borehole offset, and (4) traveltime error. The first error scenario
deals with the TO correction. If this correction based on the AW survey is not applied to
the raw field data, then the traveltimes are delayed. I simulate a delay error o f 10 ns to
facilitate calculations and show the effects in the Figure 2.16 scatter plots. The second
error scenario deals with the compensated sampling frequency correction. If this
correction based on the SWA survey is not applied, then the traveltimes are early by a
factor of 1.058 (see Appendix B for more details). I simulate the error by dividing the
synthetic traveltimes, which are not affected by sampling mismatch, by 1.058 and show
the effects in Figure 2.17. The third and related error scenario deals with the borehole
offset. Although this error can range up to 10 cm at the BHRS based on repeated
borehole position surveys as discussed in the error budget, I simulate an increased
separation o f 40 cm to show the similarity between the borehole offset and CSF error
effects. Results of this error simulation are shown in the Figure 2.18 scatter plots.

The fourth error scenario deals with the traveltime drift correction that is applied
based on the SWA and AW surveys. The set of transmitter-receiver maps in Figure 2.19
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show a simulated 3 ns time drift error in the receiver positions above 10 m. Because field
data is typically collected over two days as describe previously, the top receiver gathers
are collected the first day and the bottom receiver gathers are collected the second day.
When the traveltime drift correction is applied to the simulated data collected on the first
day the results in Figure 2.11 are obtained. On the traveltime map, Figure 2.19(a), the
error is difficult to distinguish due to the large dynamic range o f the plot, but when the
nominal traveltimes are subtracted, the time variation is better visualized and the timing
error becomes apparent in Figure 2.19(d). Figure 2.19(b) also shows the timing error in
the apparent velocity values. Therefore a combination o f QC figures helps to identify
this error, which if ignored can induce artifacts in the resultant velocity tomograms.

The preceding figures show high-quality data without random noise because these
are synthetic results. This provides an opportunity to highlight the systematic error that is
introduced by each of the three scenarios. For instance in the velocity versus angle
scatter plot the time-zero error, the velocities are slower than the sampling frequency and
borehole position error results. In addition, the sampling frequency error results show
faster velocities at high angles, whereas the borehole position error results are faster at
low angles. In the discussion, I will further describe the outcomes o f these systematic
field data error scenarios.
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2.6.2

BHRS Field Data Example
To demonstrate the QC diagrams with an example field data set, I show the plots

for the BHRS B2 to B4 crosshole-radar data set both before and after processing. The
QC diagrams are useful to set the limits for deleting the bad transmitter-receiver data
pairs. Given the background velocity o f 0.087 m/ns and a borehole offset o f about 7 m
for the crosshole panel, traveltimes less than 50 ns and greater than 130 ns are deleted. In
addition, data with a nominal traveltime difference greater then ±5 ns are omitted because
I interpret these as bad picks. Furthermore, traces for refracted energy and for high angle
paths are not considered. As described earlier, this is done to avoid water-table
refractions and energy that leaves the antenna tips instead o f the feedpoint. A series of
figures shows the before and after QC diagrams, including scatter plots, histograms, and
transmitter-receiver maps in Figure 2.20 through Figure 2.25. For example, Figure 2.20
shows that very few data points suffer from the antenna radiation pattern at high angles.
Similar diagrams are applied to evaluate remaining BHRS field data sets.

The complete series of QC diagrams for the field data set after decimation now
resemble more closely the smooth results o f the synthetic data set shown earlier. The
synthetic data are computed for a model that simulates the velocity heterogeneity at the
BHRS and therefore I consider these results a good standard for evaluating this field data
set. The data are plotted in terms of elevation at the BHRS whereas the synthetic data are
plotted in terms of depth, and the field data have antenna stations every 20 cm deep
whereas the synthetic data have stations every 40 cm, thereby doubling the number of
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data plotted. Although fewer data points are plotted in the diagrams after QC, the points
that are plotted align along the trend line in the data scatter plots, form a single peak in
the histograms, and vary smoothly in the transmitter-receiver maps.

2.7

Discussion of Quality Control and Error Assessment

Based on the field data error measurements summarized in Table 2.2, the random
noise traveltime errors are smaller than the systematic errors. The large systematic CSF
and TO errors are 5.8 and 8.8 % respectively, but may be mitigated using calibration
methods, such as the AW and SWA surveys. Although the traveltime equivalent of the
borehole centralization error is larger than the sampling interval error, the likelihood o f a
borehole centralization error occurring in the field is rare because it requires severe
deviation o f the borehole into the plane o f the crosshole tomogram. Borehole position
uncertainty in the offset-distance error category can be minimized with careful deviation
and surface MP location surveys. Cable stretch error o f 2.0 % is another large error, but
this uncertainly may not be easily mitigated. Based on the remaining errors in Table 2.2,
I propose to include a 3 % traveltime uncertainty when crosshole-radar field data are
modeled as velocity tomograms in subsequent research. This uncertainly estimate should
account for significant time drift and persistent cable stretch errors, and for any errors
still unmeasured. In addition, running repeated error simulations quantifies the effect of
these remaining errors on the final velocity estimates. The estimate o f 2.7 % velocity
uncertainty is used later when interpreting BHRS field data tomograms.
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When assessing uncertainly in field data using QC diagrams, data scatter plots
and histograms are diagnostic of systematic data trends and biases. These diagrams
cannot pinpoint problems with individual data points or receiver data gathers like
transmitter-receiver maps can. If an erroneous data trend or bias is observed, a repeat of
the prescribed raw data processing and picking workflow may be required to delete the
bad data and improve the appearance o f the scatter diagrams and histograms. The
transmitter-receiver maps should vary smoothly based on natural subsurface
heterogeneity, so any abrupt changes across adjacent data pairs should be due only to
large velocity boundaries, such as the water table. Unexpected large velocity contrasts
may be indicative of errors in the data. In addition, vertical or horizontal streaking in
these plots may indicate data errors associated with unique transmitter or receiver
positions. In the scatter diagrams, the traveltime versus distance data trend line may be
derived using an independent background velocity estimate, such as integrated LR and
VRP results (Buursink, 2004).

The QC scatter plots developed and explained here are used to diagnose simulated
errors applied to the synthetic crosshole data. Based on these diagnostic examples, the
error simulations can be interpreted to make several points. For the TO error simulation,
all transmitter-receiver paths o f all lengths showr the errors in a similar manner. In the
error simulation o f CSF, the long transmitter-receiver paths, and corresponding large
traveltimes, demonstrate the greatest perturbation due to this error. In the borehole offset
error simulation, the short level paths demonstrate the largest perturbation due to this
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particular error, and the long high-angle paths experience the least change. In the QC
diagrams, the error simulations with synthetic data show that omitting the CSF correction
may be confused with incorrect borehole offset if the difference between large and small
traveltimes is not carefully monitored. In addition, the TO correction constitutes a large
fraction o f the traveltime error for short paths, whereas the CSF error affects these the
least. Lastly, the change in apparent velocity with angle of incidence observed in the QC
scatter plot may be incorrectly interpreted as anisotropy, as demonstrated by the borehole
offset error simulation.

2.8

Conclusions

The preceding sections have presented a thorough assessment o f the systematic
and random errors associated with the acquisition o f borehole radar field data. Eight
different sources of error are identified and accounted for in an error budget. Along with
this assessment, a comprehensive set o f diagnostic QC diagrams, designed to identify the
errors in crosshole-radar field data, is provided. Some errors identified in the field data
are more significant than others based on the error budget table and error simulations.
Careful quantification of all sources o f uncertainty in field data measurements is
important because these may individually or cumulatively affect the final inverse
modeled velocity tomograms. Confident tomogram velocity estimates depend on both
traveltime and distance measurements and therefore each should be made with equal
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care. Inspecting the field data for errors using QC diagrams is an efficient method to
avoid producing poor velocity tomograms.

While certain systematic errors in crosshole-radar field data, such as TO
calibration, sampling frequency mismatch, and borehole deviation, can be mitigated,
others cannot. Time drift is not necessarily predictable and therefore remains a random
error. The random errors that cannot be mitigated, such as instrument drift and cable
stretch are quantified so that this uncertainty in the field data measurements can be
incorporated into the inverse modeling algorithm for velocity tomography. An inverse
model is more unique and robust when all possible a priori information, including data
error, has been included.

The value o f the QC diagrams is demonstrated based on their application to both
synthetic and field data sets. Furthermore, these QC diagrams aid with the methodical
assessment and mitigation o f errors in crosshole-radar field data. Therefore, I
recommended that these methods be incorporated into the processing and inversion
workflows for similar near surface borehole radar studies. Because this thorough error
assessment and QC procedure is not common practice, an objective o f this research is to
document this investigation for other practitioners. Future work may include deriving
sensitivities of the radar propagation model to different types o f data error.
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Figure 2.1. Map of the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS) location
along the Boise River near Boise, Idaho (Barrash and Reboulet, 2004). The inset
shows the relative locations of the inner 13 boreholes at the site.
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Figure 2.2. Photograph of a sand and gravel quarry outcrop, located near Boise,
Idaho, that serves as an analog for the heterogeneous alluvial deposits at the BHRS
(Barrash and Reboulet, 2004).
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Figure 2.3. Diagrams of three unique borehole radar survey acquisition geometries,
including (a) the level-run survey, (b) the vertical-radar profile survey, and (c) the
crosshole-radar tomography survey. For clarity, all surveys show a limited number
of transmitter-receiver data pairs. Also included are references to the borehole
measurement-point and the antenna feedpoint.
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Figure 2.4. Example receiver antenna gather of synthetic crosshole-radar data
traces with first-break picks. The traces show modeled amplitude as a function of
sample number and are offset for display. The first-break picks that identify the
traveltime of the direct arrival energy are highlighted with red circles.
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Figure 2.5. Example receiver antenna gather of synthetic crosshole-radar data
traces with first-peak picks. The traces show modeled amplitude as a function of
sample number and are offset for display. The peak picks on the first pulses that
identify the traveltime of the first arriving scattered energy are highlighted with red
circles.
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Figure 2.6. Example receiver antenna gather of raw crosshole-radar field data
traces. The traces show the recorded amplitude as a function of sample number and
are offset for display. The field-data set was collected at BHRS panel B2 to B4. The
amplitudes are exaggerated to highlight the noise that may be filtered out.
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Figure 2.7. Example receiver antenna gather of processed crosshole-radar field
data traces with first-peak picks. The traces show the recorded and processed
amplitude as a function of sample number and are offset for display. The data set
was collected at BHRS panel B2 to B4. The first-peak picks that identify the
traveltime of the first arriving perturbed energy are highlighted with red circles.
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Figure 2.8. Frequency spectrum for example crosshole-radar field-data, including
(a) the spectral density for a transmitter antenna gather collected at BHRS panel B2
to B4, and (b) the maximum frequency for each trace in the same gather.
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Figure 2.9. Crosshole-radar data scatter plot quality control diagrams for the
synthetic full waveform results generated using a heterogeneous velocity model
based on the BHRS. Diagram (a) plots measured traveltime versus propagation
distance for all transmitter-receiver data pairs. The trend line shows the time
predicted for each offset calculated assuming the background velocity value.
Diagram (b) plots measured traveltime versus the predicted nominal traveltime,
calculated assuming the background velocity value. Diagram (c) plots the apparent
ray velocity versus the propagation distance. Diagram (d) plots apparent
propagation velocity versus the angle of incidence of the crosshole path.
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Figure 2.10. Crosshole-radar data quality control histograms for the synthetic full
waveform results generated using a heterogeneous velocity model based on the
BHRS. Histogram (a) shows the measured traveltime distribution. Histogram (b)
shows the difference between the measured traveltime and the traveltime predicted
assuming the background velocity value. Histogram (c) shows the apparent velocity
distribution calculated using the measured propagation distances.
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Figure 2.11. Crosshole-radar data quality control transmitter-receiver maps for the
synthetic full waveform results generated using a heterogeneous velocity model
based on the BHRS. Map (a) shows the picked traveltime data for each transmitterreceiver pair. Map (b) shows the apparent radar propagation velocity for each data
pair. Map (c) shows the relative pick weight for each data pair. Map (d) shows the
traveltime difference, calculated assuming a homogeneous background velocity, for
each data pair.
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Figure 2.12. Traveltime profiles for BHRS borehole pair B2 to B4 showing the
level-run survey results compared to results extracted from the crosshole survey
data for the near horizontal paths. The jump in the crosshole traveltimes at 839.5 m
is due to uncorrected timing error. The level-run data are truncated below the
water table refraction limit (SR).
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Figure 2.13. Plots of the borehole radar receiver antenna cable stretch error. The
first plot (a) shows the trends of the recorded antenna depth (red) and the actual
antenna depth (blue). The second plot (b) illustrates the increasing difference
observed at meter intervals between the recorded and actual antenna depths.
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Figure 2.14. Crosshole-radar data error simulation results for 3.0 ns traveltime
error and a 0.2 m propagation distance error showing (a) the mean velocity error,
(b) the maximum velocity error, and (c) the percent error.
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Figure 2.15. Crosshole-radar data error simulation results for 1.0 ns traveltime
error and a 0.1 m propagation distance error showing (a) the mean velocity error,
(b) the maximum velocity error, and (c) the percent error.
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Figure 2.16. Data scatter quality control diagrams showing the effect of time-zero
error in crosshole-radar data. The blue points are the correct data, whereas the red
points are the data with a simulated timing error of 10 ns. Diagram (a) plots
traveltime versus propagation distance. Diagram (b) plots traveltime versus
nominal time assuming the background velocity value. Diagram (c) plots apparent
velocity versus propagation distance. Diagram (d) plots apparent velocity versus
angle of incidence.
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Figure 2.17. Data scatter quality control diagrams showing the effect of
compensated sampling frequency error in crosshole-radar data. The blue points are
the correct data, whereas the red points are the data with a simulated sampling
frequency error ratio of 1.058. Diagram (a) plots traveltime versus propagation
distance. Diagram (b) plots traveltime versus nominal time assuming the
background velocity value. Diagram (c) plots apparent velocity versus propagation
distance. Diagram (d) plots apparent velocity versus angle of incidence.
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Figure 2.18. Data scatter quality control diagrams showing the effect of borehole
offset error in crosshole tomography data. The blue points are the correct data,
whereas the red points are the data with a simulated offset error of 40 cm. Diagram
(a) plots traveltime versus propagation distance. Diagram (b) plots traveltime
versus nominal time assuming the background velocity value. Diagram (c) plots
apparent velocity versus propagation distance. Diagram (d) plots apparent velocity
versus angle of incidence.
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Figure 2.19. Quality control transmitter-receiver maps showing the effect of timing
error in the synthetic full waveform results. The vertical break in the maps is
induced by a 3 ns traveltime error. Map (a) shows the traveltimes; map (b) shows
the apparent velocity; map (c) shows the pick weight; and map (d) shows the
traveltime difference.
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Figure 2.20. Data scatter quality control diagrams for the raw BHRS B2 to B4
crosshole-radar field data set. Diagram (a) plots measured traveltime versus
propagation distance. Diagram (b) plots measured traveltime versus nominal
traveltime, calculated assuming the background velocity value. Diagram (c) plots
apparent velocity versus propagation distance. Diagram (d) plots apparent ray
velocity versus angle of incidence.
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Figure 2.21. Data scatter quality control diagrams for the decimated BHRS B2 to
B4 crosshole-radar field data set. Diagram (a) plots measured traveltime versus
propagation distance. Diagram (b) plots measured traveltime versus nominal
traveltime, calculated assuming the background velocity value. Diagram (c) plots
apparent velocity versus propagation distance. Diagram (d) plots apparent ray
velocity versus angle of incidence.
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Figure 2.22. Quality control histograms for the raw BHRS B2 to B4 crosshole-radar
field data set. Histogram (a) shows the measured traveltime distribution.
Histogram (b) shows the difference between the measured traveltime and the
predicted time using the homogeneous velocity value. Histogram (c) shows the
apparent velocity distribution calculated by using the measured offset distances.
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Figure 2.23. Quality control histograms for the decimated BHRS B2 to B4
crosshole-radar field data set. Histogram (a) shows the measured traveltime
distribution. Histogram (b) shows the difference between the measured traveltime
and the predicted time using the homogeneous velocity value. Histogram (c) shows
the apparent velocity distribution calculated by using the measured offset distances.
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Figure 2.24. Quality control transmitter-receiver maps for the raw BHRS B2 to B4
crosshole-radar field data set. Map (a) shows the picked traveltime data for each
transmitter-receiver pair. Map (b) shows the apparent radar propagation velocity
for each data pair. Map (c) shows the relative pick weight for each data pair. Map
(d) shows the traveltime difference, calculated assuming a homogeneous
background velocity, for each data pair.
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Figure 2.25. Quality control transmitter-receiver maps for the decimated BHRS B2
to B4 crosshole-radar field data set. Map (a) shows the picked traveltime data for
each transmitter-receiver pair. Map (b) shows the apparent radar propagation
velocity for each data pair. Map (c) shows the relative pick weight for each data
pair. Map (d) shows the traveltime difference, calculated assuming a homogeneous
background velocity, for each data pair.
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3

EFFICIENT CHARACTERIZATION OF RADAR VELOCITY AT
THE BOISE HYDROGEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH SITE
3.1

Introduction

Crosshole-radar propagation velocity tomograms are effective for subsurface
characterization, but are costly in terms of the time and effort required to collect and
process these data. A more efficient method for estimating subsurface radar velocity that
serves as a first-order precursor to crosshole-radar tomography may be a sound
alternative. The efficient characterization method will integrate level-run (LR) survey
and vertical-radar profile (VRP) velocity estimates. Bridge and Hyndman (2004), and
Rubin and Hubbard (2005) advocate multiple methods, including borehole radar surveys,
to characterize heterogeneous hydrogeophysical properties o f shallow aquifers, such as
the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS). The BHRS is an experimental well
field designed to develop and test hydrogeophysical methods. A t the BHRS and at
similar heterogeneous aquifers, various hydrogeophysical applications may benefit from
subsurface velocity characterization. These applications include Fresnel volume
tomography that requires an estimate o f background velocity in order to generate the
sensitivities for the crosshole panel (Buursink and others, submitted). In addition, valid
starting and reference velocity models can reduce non-uniqueness o f crosshole
tomograms (Vasco and others, 1996). Furthermore, radar reflection two-way traveltimes
can be converted to depth estimates using the appropriate site-dependent velocity model
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(Daniels, 1989; Bradford, 2006). Finally, densely spaced geophysical measurements
such as radar propagation velocity, which is a good proxy for water content or porosity in
an aquifer, can improve parameter estimation in hydrologic flow and transport modeling
(Dam and Christensen, 2003).

Several prior applications o f the LR and VRP methods demonstrate the efficacy
o f these surveys. The LR method has been applied to derive radar propagation velocity
estimates, to characterize the vadose zone, and to monitor ground water flow (Clement
and Knoll, 2001; Binley and others, 2002; Rucker and Ferre, 2004b). The VRP method
has been applied to assess porosity (Buursink and others, 2001; Clement and Knoll,
2006), to monitor tracer infiltration (Witten and Lane, 2003), to investigate an
archeological site (Hui and Sato, 2000), and to optimize the survey design (Tronicke and
Knoll, 2005). These LR and VRP methods have previously been developed separately
and applied in individual boreholes and borehole pairs.

I propose to combine the LR and VRP methods and apply these in multiple
boreholes to characterize the spatial variation o f radar velocity at the BHRS. This
characterization goal is in line with the objectives for investigating the heterogeneity at
the site (Barrash and others, 1999; Clement and others, 1999). Time and cost often limit
the number of accessible boreholes needed to adequately assess the heterogeneity of an
aquifer, but at the BHRS the available network of boreholes is an asset. To characterize a
large region of the BHRS, I integrate and interpolate the results from LR and VRP
surveys to exploit the strengths and abate the weaknesses o f each survey method.
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This deliberate synthesis o f the LR and VRP methods is comparatively rapid and
efficient for constructing a dense volume o f radar velocity estimates in the subsurface and
provides for greater coverage in less time than crosshole tomography. My approach can
also augment the finite depth of investigation o f radar reflection methods because the
boreholes penetrate the entire unconfined aquifer from the water table down to the
aquitard clay layer at the bottom at the BHRS. This three-dimensional (3-D) radar
velocity volume for the BHRS can serve as a background or reference model for
crosshole tomography because inverting models from field data is improved with prior
information on the expected outcomes.

To develop the efficient characterization method, I follow a prescribed path
through the acquisition, processing, integration, and interpretation o f the LR and VRP
velocities. First I describe the procedure for acquiring both LR and VRP data in the field.
The LR and VRP results are processed for individual crosshole panels and boreholes
respectively. Assessment of these results shows the differences in the methods, but
should also provide a repeatable estimate o f heterogeneity at the field site. The complete
set of individual surveys is integrated to characterize radar velocity distribution at the
BHRS. The characterization is visualized and used to describe both lateral and vertical
velocity heterogeneity in the subsurface.
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3.2
3.2.1

Borehole Radar Velocity Characterization Methods

Efficient Borehole Radar Field Data Acquisition
The acquisition of borehole radar data in the field, and the subsequent processing

o f these measurements to estimate velocity are pivotal to the subsurface parameter
characterization at the BHRS. To image the velocity distribution, I seek the rapid
collection of radar traveltime data and therefore chose a combination of LR and VRP
surveys. The VRP and LR surveys are very different, but both are more efficient than a
typical crosshole tomography survey.

During a LR survey, the transmitter and receiver antennas are stationed at
approximately the same depth or elevation in adjacent boreholes and are simultaneously
lowered downhole. A radar signal trace is collected at 10-centimeter (cm) intervals
below the measurement point as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The VRP survey is similar to
the original vertical-seismic profiling method (Hardage, 2000). During a VRP survey,
the transmitter antenna remains stationary on the ground surface and is oriented radially
to the borehole axis. The receiver antenna is lowered downhole shielding it from
interference and a radar signal trace is collected at 5-cm intervals as shown in Figure
3.1 (b). Both types of field surveys described above take about two hours each to collect,
which is shorter than a field crosshole tomogram survey that takes about two days to
collect. For comparison, the acquisition geometry o f a typical crosshole survey that
includes multiple receiver gathers is shown in Figure 3.1(c).
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The dense arrangement o f boreholes at the BHRS allows the LR and VRP surveys
to occupy a large number of borehole pairs and individual boreholes, respectively. I
exploit this redundancy by analyzing 27 LR data sets and 13 VRP data sets, which are
mapped in Figure 3 .2. The LR and VRP surveys are located in the A, B, and C boreholes
at the BHRS. A number of the LR surveys also intersect inside the B borehole circle. A
more detailed description of the BHRS and a summary of previous work completed at the
site were provided earlier. The LR and VRP traces are filtered to reduce noise and
improve picking. After first break picking, the LR and VRP traveltime data are adjusted
with the compensated sampling frequency and time-zero corrections.

The results from each of the LR surveys are used to derive 27 velocity profiles. I
convert the measured traveltimes to radar velocity estimates assuming straight ray paths
for the energy traveling from the transmitter to the receiver antenna. The equation for
velocity is used in the LR analysis, as follows

y=j:

(3. 1)

where v = radar propagation velocity in meters per second (m/sec), L = the transmitter to
receiver distance in meters (m), and T = measured traveltime in seconds (sec).

I assume straight rays to analyze the LR data and because in the saturated zone at
the BHRS I expect less than 20 % velocity variation, which does not significantly bend
ray paths (Peterson, 2001). I recognize that radar energy may be refracted by the water
table and thus remove picks above the maximum refraction depth, which is calculated
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based on the water table measured at the time o f the survey and the borehole offset
(Rucker and Ferre, 2004a). Borehole deviation survey data are used to calculate the
borehole offset for each transmitter-receiver data pair (see Appendix C for more details).

The results from each of the VRP surveys are used to model 13 velocity profiles.
I inverse model the measured traveltimes for velocities assuming straight rays and a
uniform layer thickness, and by accounting for the small offset between the transmitter
feedpoint and the borehole axis (Clement and Knoll, 2006). The model algorithm arises
from the ordinary least-squares inverse o f the forward problem, Gm = d, expressed by

(3.2)
where m = predicted velocity model vector, G —path length matrix, and ( t bs = observed
traveltime data vector. The equation for damped-weighted least-squares, or Tikhonov
regularized inversion is then used to estimate velocity values (Menke, 1989)

m = (GTw / w dG + v w J iv „ )-' ( a TW/W^

)

where Wj = data weighting matrix, Wm= model smoothing matrix, and

(3.3)
77 =

regularization

trade-off parameter.

To derive the VRP inverse model velocities, I assume 0.50-meter (m) thick model
layers, a dimension based on the inference o f the BHRS aquifer structure from the local
outcrop analogs and geostatistical analysis (Barrash and Clemo, 2002), and I assume a
0.50-nanosecond (ns) data noise estimated from picking multiple data sets. Inverse
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model damping is applied with a second-derivative operator, which I assume mimics
smoothly varying geologic deposits but acknowledges variation within layers. The
regularization trade-off parameter is selected based on visual model inspection seeking an
appropriate compromise between fitting the data and not the noise, and smoothing o f the
model.

3.2.2

Efficient Velocity Integration Method
The LR and VRP results are synthesized into velocity profiles and interpolated

into a 3-D characterization. Integration o f the LR and VRP velocities exploits the
strengths and discounts the weaknesses o f each survey. Processing these results takes
much less time than inverse modeling a velocity tomogram, but nevertheless requires the
same careful quality control procedure applied to the field data.

The LR data may under-sample slow velocity zones in the subsurface due to
refraction of the radar energy through adjacent faster velocity zones (Ellefsen, 1999).
Because subsurface water content slows radar propagation, due to its high dielectric
constant, the vadose zone or low porosity zones may induce radar energy refraction. I
remove some of this bias by deleting the LR data collected above or near the water table.
The VPR data incur no such bias because the near-vertical rays are assumed to cross all
zones at approximate right angles, if the velocity contrasts are low and the layers are
horizontal. Papers by Clement and Knoll (2001), and Buursink (2004) also describe
these differences between velocity estimates from LR and VRP surveys.
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The VRP data may be affected by near-borehole disturbances induced during
drilling at the BHRS. When the aquifer formation material does not collapse against the
screen, a water-filled void remains, which slows the measured radar propagation velocity.
In addition, the loss tangent determines the penetration distance o f a radar signal, and
thus limits the depth of investigation o f the VRP surveys. The loss tangent is the ratio of
the conduction current to the displacement current in a medium, so in a low loss
environment the radar signal mostly propagates through the subsurface rather than
completely dissipates. Furthermore, the vertical resolution o f the VRP results depends on
the inverse model smoothing, whereas the LR results have a high vertical resolution,
which depends on the signal wavelength. Finally, the LR results will tend to spread the
lateral velocity changes induced by dipping horizontal structure because the LR rays cut
across the dip. The VRP method avoids this issue and the results may reproduce the
velocity peaks that are located at different elevations for adjacent profiles.

Velocity profiles are synthesized from the borehole radar data through integration
o f the LR and VRP results to enhance the strengths o f each method and remedy the
weaknesses. Therefore, the synthesis utilizes 1) the VRP results at the top o f the
borehole near the water table, where the level-run data are biased, 2) the mean o f both the
VRP and LR results in the intermediate interval, and 3) the LR results at the bottom
because the VRP signal does not penetrate to these depths. Either an integrated velocity
profile is synthesized from two adjacent LR surveys and a single collocated VRP survey,
or an integrated velocity panel is synthesized from a single LR survey and two collocated
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VRP surveys. Integrated velocity profiles located at adjacent boreholes are interpolated
using two-dimensional (2-D) cubic-spline interpolation. Even though the different panels
were obtained from separate surveys, both the interpolated velocity panels and the
integrated velocity panels may be displayed as transects that constitute one or more fence
diagrams.

To generate the 3-D characterization, the synthesized velocity profiles are
interpolated in three dimensions. I first interpolate across depth layers using Delaunay
triangulation and nearest neighbor methods (Barber and others, 1996) as illustrated in
Figure 3.3. Given a collection o f scattered data points, the Delaunay triangulatLon is a set
o f lines connecting adjacent data points. The nearest neighbor method provides
interpolation of velocity estimated without the need to assume a linear or higher order
polynomial fit. The interpolation grid size is guided by the lateral and vertical spacing of
the data. The lateral data spacing exists on the order o f meters based on the LR borehole
offset range from 2.7 to 7.6 m. The vertical data spacing exist on the order o f 10 cm
based on the LR acquisition interval and VRP modeling. Following interpolation across
the individual depth layers, I stack these to assemble the velocity volume. As a result, the
subsurface velocity distribution may be visualized by slicing through this volume at
different distances, depths, and angles to better understand the heterogeneity at the
BHRS.
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3.3
3.3.1

Radar-Propagation Velocity Characterization Results

Level-Run Survey Results
To better assess the variation in radar propagation velocity across the site with

respect to elevation, the individual LR results are compared. The velocities of all 27 LR
surveys are plotted in Figure 3.4(a) as a function o f elevation at the BHRS. The mean
water table depth at 847.5 m and the lowest water table refraction boundary at 843.1 m
are included with the LR results. For each LR survey, the velocities are truncated above
the local water table refraction boundary, which is determined from both the water table
depth at the time the data were collected and the borehole offset. While the LR data were
being collected over several days, the water table elevation ranged between 847 and 848
m AMSL due to fluctuation in the Boise River level. In Figure 3.4(a), the mean velocity
profile for all the LR results is plotted as a black trend fine starting below the lowest
water table refraction boundary. In addition, Figure 3.4(b) plots the velocity standard
deviation profile for all the LR results, which ranges between 0.001 and 0.002 m/ns.
Combining the results helps to evaluate the quality o f the velocity estimates.

In Figure 3.4, the LR results differentiate zones with slow and fast radar velocities
at the BHRS. Scatter in the velocity estimates occurs at both 832 and 845 m elevation
over about a 0.5 m interval. Furthermore, slow velocity zones centered at about 835 and
837.5 m are consistently measured by the majority o f the LR surveys. The lower slow
zone, which is 2 m thick, is larger than the upper slow zone, which is 0.5 m thick.
However, the increased standard deviation in the profile shows that the elevation o f these
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zones may vary laterally at the BHRS. Between 838.5 and 841.5 m little variation exists
in velocity estimates, whereas below this zone the velocity standard deviation increases
from about 0.015 to 0.020 m/ns. The median background velocity for the all the LR
profiles is about 0.088 m/ns. The mean velocity for both the slow zones is about 0.082
m/ns.

3.3.2

Vertical-Radar Profile Results
By plotting the VRP results together, I may assess the lateral and vertical

variability o f velocity estimates and I may interpret the elevation and thickness o f slow
and fast velocity zones. The velocities o f all the 13 VRP surveys are shown in Figure
3.5(a) and again the results are plotted as a function o f elevation to facilitate comparison.
Included with the profiles are the mean water-table depth and the lowest water-table
refraction boundary, above which the VRP velocities are assumed to be more accurate
than the LR results because these are not affected by refracted energy. The depth of
investigation o f the VPR results varies according to the deepest trace for which a
traveltime is picked. The mean velocity profile for all the VRP surveys is plotted as a
black trend fine and thus ends well above the typical borehole total depth. Again, in
Figure 3.5(b), the velocity standard deviation profile for all the VRP results is plotted.
Changes or consistency in velocity estimates may now be interpreted.

The VRP velocities are comparable to the LR results. Nevertheless, the overall
velocity estimate standard deviation for the VRP results, 0.004 m/ns, is greater than that
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for the LR results. In Figure 3.5, most o f the VRP results show a slow velocity zone
centered at 844 m that is about 2 m wide. According to variations in the results, some
surveys measure the slow velocity zone either 0.5 m higher or lower than 844 m. A fast
velocity zone exists in nearly all the VRP results and is centered around 841 m, but its
elevation varies by ±1.5 m across the profiles. Another slow velocity zone is centered at
838 m, but only appears in selected VRP results due to the limited depth o f penetration of
most surveys. The standard deviation results suggest that the velocity profile peaks and
troughs are defined by the VRP results, but that their size is variable across the BHRS.

3.3.3

Survey Integration Results
First I show the mean velocity profile for the entire BHRS, then I show two

example integrated velocity estimates, and finally I show results from the velocity
volume. In Figure 3 .6 ,1 combine the results from all 27 LR and 13 VRP surveys. In
general, the elevations of the velocity peaks and troughs match across the LR and VRP
profiles. In the faster velocity intervals, the LR and VRP results overlap. In the slow
velocity intervals, the VRP surveys generally estimate a slower velocity than the LR
surveys.

The mean velocity profile calculated for the entire integrated set o f LR and VRP
surveys is shown in black in Figure 3.6. The mean velocity versus elevation curve for the
BHRS provides a smoothed estimate that plots between the LR and VRP results. This
profile preserves both the laterally persistent slow and fast velocity zones observed in the
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LR and VRP surveys, but deemphasizes the local lateral variation, which will be
described later. The mean velocity profile is downward continued using the deepest
measured velocity estimate. At the top o f the profile, the unsaturated zone velocity of
0.141 m/ns is estimated based on the average VRP velocity and the average non-refracted
LR velocity. This value matches a previous estimate from radar surveys at the BHRS
(Peretti and others, 1999).

Based on this efficient velocity characterization at the BHRS, a velocity
distribution histogram is plotted in Figure 3.7. This histogram shows the velocities in the
saturated zone exclusively, because this region will be the focus of crosshole-radar
velocity tomography described in subsequent research. The histogram clearly highlights
the mean velocity with a peak along with estimates o f both the lower and upper limits at
the BHRS. The mean saturated zone velocity at the BHRS is 0.085 m/ns, which is slower
than the 0.088 m/ns estimate obtained from the LR results alone. Based on the single
integrated profile, the maximum velocity is 0.090 m/ns and the minimum velocity is
0.073 m/ns, which results in a 19.7 % velocity range.

To illustrate typical integrated LR and VRP velocity results I show two example
borehole pairs. Figure 3.8 shows the integrated velocity profiles for BHRS borehole
pairs B5-B2 and B6-B3. These velocity profiles are each synthesized from a single LR
survey and two VRP surveys. Similar integrated velocity profiles are obtained for the
other 27 BHRS borehole pairs. Again, the LR velocities above the water-table refraction
boundary are truncated and the VRP results show a decreased depth o f penetration. In
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general, in both the LR and VRP results, the fast velocities greater than 0.141 m/ns,
which are observed near the surface, are not considered in the synthesis because the radar
energy travels through the air following the path of shortest time. In the majority of the
VRP results, the velocities in the interval from 846 to 848 m are the slowest (around
0.068 m/ns). Below this elevation, the velocity estimates approach the mean velocity of
0.085 m/ns for the combined LR and VRP results.

The pair o f slow velocity zones centered at about 835 and 837.5 m is consistently
measured by the integrated survey results. In addition, the slow velocities observed in the
interval from 842 to 845 m are offset about a meter vertically for integrated BHRS
borehole pairs C1-B2, B4-C4, and B4-C3. This indicates later variability o f the slow
zone across the BHRS. In general, for each integrated borehole profile or crosshole
panel, the integrated velocity tracks the LR and VRP velocity estimates in the fast zones,
and splits the difference between the LR and VRP estimates in the slow zones, but
nevertheless provides a unique estimate of velocity in that locale o f the BHRS.

To demonstrate this localized velocity variation at the BHRS, Figure 3.9 shows
two intersecting velocity transects that constitute a fence diagram in the local BHRS
coordinate system. The transect between boreholes C1-B2-B4-C4 is 17.6 m long and is
perpendicular to the Boise River or the dominant alluvial aquifer structure, whereas the
transect between boreholes C6-B6-B4-C3 is 15.8 m long and is roughly parallel to the
river. The diagram also shows the surface locations o f the boreholes in the inner BHRS
well field for which additional velocity panels were obtained. A t low elevations in the
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fence diagram, a pair of laterally continuous slow velocity zones separates two laterally
discontinuous intermediate velocity zones. A thin slow velocity zone is located just
below the vadose zone and becomes thicker and slower in the direction o f borehole C4.
These results are further interpreted in Table 3.1 at the end of this section.

As a complement to the previous figure, Figure 3.10 shows two perpendicular
intersecting slices through the interpolated 3-D velocity distribution at the BHRS. This is
another possible rendition of the integrated results. The diagram slices are 28.3 m long
and 20 m tall, and include the subsurface trajectories o f the deviated boreholes in the
inner BHRS well field, which define the bounds o f the efficient survey results. Near the
bottom of the volume, the lateral distribution of two more slow velocity zones labeled as
3 and 5 is mapped. Furthermore in the velocity slices, the thick fast velocity zone,
labeled 6, between 839 and 842 m is laterally continuous. The lateral extent o f the slow
velocity zone, labeled 9, is contoured at 0.070 m/ns based on the efficient LR and VRP
integration. These results differ from the fence diagrams mainly because different slices
are shown, but also because the velocity estimates are interpolated using the integrated
borehole profiles rather than the crosshole panels. At the boreholes, some velocity
estimates do not match and differ by 0.003 m/ns, which is a measure o f the estimate
uncertainty.

Table 3.1 summarizes the observations made from the velocity profiles and the
fence diagrams in the saturated zone. The table lists in order o f increasing elevation the
distribution and continuity of both fast and slow velocity zones. It details the zone
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elevation ranges captured from the velocity profiles, and the zone continuity and
velocities captured from the fence diagram. Dipping layers are indicated as such. The
expected porosity o f each zone is based on its average velocity. Because o f the high
dielectric constant of water compared to the aquifer matrix material, increased porosity
and associated water content results in decreased radar velocity. This type of
interpretation is included in the table.

Table 3.1. Summary of slow, intermediate, and fast radar propagation velocity
zones identified in the efficient characterization at the BHRS. The lateral extent as
the well as elevation range for each zone is tabulated. The expected porosity is
predicted based on the estimated radar velocity.
Zone Number
("from bottom)

Elevation
Range (m)

Laterally
Continuous'?

Velocity Range
tm/ns)

Expected
Porosity

9

846 - 848

No

0.068 - 0.075

High

0 083 - 0.088

Intermediate

M

M

M

844 - S46

7
5
■

a

w
3

i

M

m

842 - 845

Yes (dipping)

0 078 - 0.083

High

S39 - 842

Yes

0 088 - 0.093

Low

837 - 839

yes

0 .0 7 3 -0 .0 8 3

High

835 - 837

iliiiiiii—M M ^ iiltn

0 080 - 0.085

Intermediate

834 - 836

Yes (dipping)

0 .0 7 8 -0 .0 8 3

High

No

0 OSS - 0.090

Intermediate

No

0.085 - 0.088

High

■BlBllllWlllBfcsaiMlftaiiiiaB] 832.5 - 834
1

H

831 -8 3 2 .5

3.4

Discussion of Efficient Characterization

This discussion contains separate comments on the LR surveys, then on the VRP
surveys, and finally on the survey integration results. Separating the discussion o f these
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results allows each to be treated more clearly. Ultimately the efficiency and flexibility of
the methods are promoted.

The LR surveys show consistent velocity estimates for some zones and lateral
variability for other zones. The standard deviations vary due to velocity heterogeneity at
the BHRS but do not change as a function o f elevation. Therefore, the lack o f bias or
systematic error observed in the velocity estimates indicates that the borehole offset and
borehole deviation data may be confidently analyzed, assuming that the traveltime data
are measured accurately. Incorrect borehole deviation data may have resulted in widely
scattered LR velocity estimates, particularly with increasing borehole depth. Due to a
better signal-to-noise ratio from short offsets, the LR data are easier to pick, and therefore
have less scatter in the velocity estimates and provide estimates at lower elevations then
the VRP data.

The VRP results show more oscillations and larger slow zones in the velocity
estimates, when compared to the LR results, which may be due to (1) the increased
sensitivity o f VRP surveys to slow velocity zones, and (2) the choice for the inverse
model regularization. The VRP results may include inversion artifacts due to smoothing
across the water table and may be more sensitive to near-borehole disturbances, such as
sediment voids evacuated during drilling, which can exaggerate slow velocities. The
VRP measurements are localized near the borehole, whereas the LR survey samples
measurements between two boreholes. In addition, the VRP method described here
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assumes that the velocity distribution around the borehole is radially symmetric, which
may not always be an accurate interpretation.

Exploiting the strengths of each method and mitigating the weaknesses o f the
individual LR and VRP surveys produces an integrated mean velocity profile for the
BHRS. The integrated mean profile presents the background velocity variation with
elevation for the BHRS onto which all local velocity variation can be based. Estimates
that depart from this curve may be attributed to velocity heterogeneity and not to errors in
the surveys. The individual integrated borehole profiles provide one model because these
weigh the LR results moreheavily, whereas the integrated crosshole panels, based on a
different integration, provide another model because these weigh the VRP results more.
This difference highlights the possibility that different models can be generated given the
same data when using different interpolation methods. In the instances when the velocity
estimates from collocated surveys do not match at the borehole, this difference o f 0.003
m/ns can be used to put uncertainty bounds on subsurface radar-propagation velocity
estimates.

LR surveys mostly propagate radar energy in a horizontal direction, and VRP
surveys mostly propagate energy in a vertical direction. Although differences between
the velocity estimates from the VRP and LR methods across selected elevation intervals
exist, nevertheless because of uncertainties in both methods, isotropic radar propagation
at the BHRS cannot be ruled out. Because o f the sources o f uncertainty associated with
each method, the velocity estimates may be more a function o f the survey type than the
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direction of measurement. Therefore, I assume that the application of an isotropic
crosshole-radar forward model at the BHRS may be appropriate.

The radar velocity zonation depicted in the 2- and 3-D results may be interpreted
as dominant structure of the BHRS aquifer. This assessment o f the subsurface parameter
distribution at the BHRS addresses the original goal o f characterizing its heterogeneity
(Barrash and others, 1999; Clement and others, 1999). Specifically, the 3-D results
highlight fine-scale changes in velocity magnitude between the boreholes, an observation
not easily made when using the one-dimensional integrated velocity profiles alone.
Consequently, channels or stringers, which can be thin or narrow deposits o f low or high
velocity material, about 1 m thick, are identified across portions o f the BHRS aquifer.
For instance, the fast velocity region, zone 6, between 839 and 842 m is interpreted as
laterally continuous. Zone 7 between 842 and 845 m is interpreted to be dipping to the
south. The interpretation of these velocities is denser than the five units delineated at the
site by Barrash and Reboulet (2004) using grain-size distribution data and porosity logs.
Additional transects and radar tomography can possibly add more information on the
locations of zones pinching out between boreholes. This characterization may be
improved, but would no longer be efficient, if the LR and VRP results are jointly inverted
for a 3-D model grid. Additional characterization gains may be realized if finitefrequency Fresnel volume sensitivities, discussed next, are used instead o f rays to model
borehole radar propagation.
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3.5

Conclusions

Synthesis of the LR and VRP results enhances the strengths of each borehole
radar method to create an efficient 3-D velocity characterization o f the BHRS. This type
o f characterization is faster and more efficient than regular crosshole-radar tomography.
Nevertheless, these first-order velocity estimates do not yield as much data coverage and
redundancy when compared to a tomogram between two boreholes. Results from this
efficient LR and VRP characterization contribute to subsurface investigations. The
efficient characterization method provides a way to reconnoiter a site before beginning
cost-intensive production radar tomography. A user o f this method may choose to focus
tomography in some volume of the subsurface and forgo others based on the results from
the integrated LR and VRP characterization.

At the BHRS, the radar velocity characterization may be applied as a background
or reference model in tomogram inversion and may furthermore be appropriate as the
velocity model for depth migration of radar reflection data. Eventually the velocity
volume may be useful to constrain ground water flow and contaminant transport
modeling at the BHRS. The BHRS velocity reference model is immediately beneficial to
crosshole-radar tomography discussed in subsequent research. Because tomogram
inverse modeling tends to be non-unique, the algorithm may incorporate additional
information, such as this reference velocity model, to make the results more robust.
When this a-priori information is added, the inversion algorithm may also be able to
converge more quickly and potentially avoid an unrealistic solution.
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The data and results presented here can serve as a check for reasonable
traveltimes and propagation distance measurements in the field, as well as provide
bounds on velocity estimates obtained from the QC diagrams and inverse models
presented as part of later research. While the integration results presented as part o f this
study provide two possible realizations o f the radar velocity distribution at the BHRS,
other models exist and may certainly also be valid interpretations. Furthermore, the
efficient first-order characterization for the BHRS provides an example of a method that
can be applied at similar sites, such as contaminated aquifers, that may require timely yet
detailed subsurface property estimates.
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Figure 3.1. Diagrams of three unique borehole radar survey acquisition geometries,
including (a) the level-run survey, (b) the vertical-radar profile survey, and (c) the
crosshole-radar tomography survey. For clarity, all surveys show a limited number
of transmitter-receiver data pairs. Also included are references to the borehole
measurement-point and the antenna feedpoint.
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Figure 3.2. Map of the BHRS borehole radar surveys in the local coordinate system
showing the distribution of the boreholes in red in which 13 vertical-radar profile
surveys were acquired, and showing the arrangement of the crosshole panels
between borehole pairs, in blue, across which 27 level-run surveys were acquired.
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Figure 3.3. Map of the BHRS borehole radar survey interpolation in the local
coordinate system showing the distribution of the 2-D depth-slice interpolation
composed of natural triangles between evenly spaced points.
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Figure 3.4. Level-run (LR) survey results plotted with elevation at the BHRS. (a)
Compilation of the 27 LR radar propagation velocity profiles and a black line to
indicate the mean velocity for all the profiles, (b) Standard deviation with elevation
for all the LR velocity profiles. The LR survey data are truncated below water table
refraction limit (SB) for individual borehole pairs.
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Figure 3.5. Vertical-radar profile (VRP) results plotted with elevation at the BHRS.
(a) Compilation of the 13 VRP radar propagation velocity results and a black line to
indicate the mean radar-propagation velocity for all the profiles, (b) Standard
deviation with elevation for all the VRP velocity results.
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Figure 3.6. Integrated 2-D radar propagation velocity profile for the BHRS based
on synthesizing all the level-run (LR) results in blue and all the vertical-radar
profile (VRP) results in red. The integrated velocity profile, indicated in black, is
synthesized using the mean LR and VRP velocity profiles.
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Figure 3.7. Histogram of the radar propagation velocity distribution at the BHRS
based on the mean integrated velocity profile in the saturated zone. This histogram
summarizes the integrated results of the efficient LR and VRP characterization.
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Figure 3.8. Two integrated radar propagation velocity profiles synthesized for
BHRS borehole panels B5 - B2 and B3 - B6. For each panel the integrated velocity
profile is shown along with the level-run (LR) result for the panel and the two
vertical-radar profile (VRP) results for the two abutting boreholes.
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Figure 3.9. Two intersecting fence diagrams showing the lateral and vertical extent
of both slow and fast radar propagation velocity zones at the BHRS. The crosssection view provided by the fence diagrams is based on the efficient LR and VRP
survey integration method.
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Figure 3.10. Two perpendicular intersecting slices through the interpolated 3-D
radar propagation velocity distribution at the BHRS. The lateral extent of a slow
velocity zones (0.070 m/ns) is mapped based on the efficient LR and VRP survey
integration. The unique velocity zones identified in the results are labeled and
further described in Table 3.1.
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4

RADAR VELOCITY TOMOGRAPHY WITH FINITE-FREQUENCY
FRESNEL VOLUME SENSITIVITIES
4.1

Introduction

Typically, ray theory is applied in crosshole-radar velocity tomography to
characterize near-surface problems, in particular aquifer water content or porosity
(Peterson and others, 1999; Clement and Knoll, 2000; Alumbaugh and others, 2002;
Binley and others, 2002). Radar tomography borrows heavily from crosshole seismic
methods. Numerous workers have attempted to better model the physics inherent in
wave propagation for seismic velocity tomography. As part o f this effort, advances have
been made in waveform inversion (Sen and Stoffa, 1991; Pratt, 1999), and in wave
equation or wave path tomography (Luo and Schuster, 1991; Woodward, 1992; Stark and
Nikolayev, 1993; Vasco and Majer, 1993; Yoshizawa and Kennett, 2005). The research
demonstrated that the traveltime of frequency-limited energy is related to the volume
integral of slowness over a wave path between the source and receiver.

Hagendoom (1954) first introduced the idea o f a finite beam width to bridge the
gap between ray theory and seismic wave propagation. In the infinite-frequency
approximation, the sensitivity calculation is constrained to rays and the physics o f wave
propagation may be over simplified. Nevertheless, the signal wavelength and bandwidth
determine the spatial resolution of the geophysical imaging method. Waves
approximately propagate as rays at the high frequency limit and thus energy lost due to
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scattering is ignored. Subsurface heterogeneities far from the ray path can still affect the
propagated energy and the resulting scattering may be significant when the structural
dimensions exist on the order of the wavelength (Spetzler and Smeder, 2004).
Furthermore, high frequencies are lost most rapidly due to dispersion, especially when
the propagation distance in a dissipative medium is long. In ray theory tomography,
traveltime sensitivities are modeled as line integral measurements along paths with
infinitesimally small width; whereas in finite-frequency tomography, traveltime
sensitivities are modeled as volume integral measurements, for which the support volume
may be approximated by the first Fresnel zone (Vasco and others, 1995). For a regular
model grid, the Fresnel zone is defined as the region containing all pixels with sensitivity
computed based on the transmitter to receiver propagation distance, the signal frequency,
and the background velocity (Kravtsov and Orlov, 1990).

Fresnel volume or ‘fat ray’ tomography is an appealing compromise between the
efficient ray theory tomography and the computationally intensive full waveform
tomography (Cerveny and Soares, 1992; Yomogida, 1992; Ammon and Vidale, 1993).
Full waveform radar tomography is costly because each wave path calculation requires
both forward and backward propagation o f the waveform. In addition, the inputs are
typically broadband waveforms and not traveltime picks, and a starting velocity model
derived from ray or other tomography is needed (Knapp, 1991). Ground-penetrating
radar traveltime data is now widely available, so the Fresnel volume method previously
applied to seismic surveys may now be implemented for electromagnetic (EM) wave
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propagation (Lehmann, 1996; Valle and others, 1999). Johnson and others (2005)
developed and successfully applied Fresnel volumes to crosshole-radar attenuationdifference tomography.

Day-Lewis and others (2005) utilized Fresnel volumes for crosshole-radar
velocity tomography and implemented the ‘fat ray’ approach prescribed by Watanabe and
others (1999) and Husen and Kissling (2001). In this approach, a weighting function
based on the traveltime delay dictates that more sensitivity is attributed to pixels nearer
the axis of the Fresnel volume, which is the infinite frequency ray path. The sensitivity
then decreases linearly from the axis to zero at the edge of the Fresnel volume.
Grandjean and Sage (2004) developed seismic tomography software, which also relies on
the above approach. Due to a lack o f proper theory and computational limitations,
arbitrary ‘fat ray’ approaches have been applied as band-limited sensitivities in velocity
tomography. In this study, I derive an analytical expression for the Frechet kernel
assuming first-order scattering. This improved finite-frequency Fresnel volume
sensitivity for delay times relies on the whole-space EM Green’s function and the Bom
approximation. In my approach, the sensitivity magnitude within the first Fresnel volume
is based on first-order scattering, which is similar to the theory advocated by Dahlen and
others (2000) and by Spelzler and Snieder (2004) for seismic waves. Therefore, the
three-dimensional (3-D) velocity sensitivity approaches zero both along the axis o f the
Fresnel volume and at the edges.
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Bmirsink (2004) identified velocity heterogeneities on the order of the GPR
wavelength in the efficient borehole radar characterization o f the Boise
Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS). The BHRS is the example field site in this
development When the signal wavelength is comparable to the length scale o f the
scatterers, the application of ray theory is limited (Woodward, 1992). This motivates my
development and application of the Fresnel volume scattering theory to the tomography
problem. To systematically understand the advantages of the finite frequency scattering
theory, I examine the Fresnel volume, full waveform, and ray theory sensitivities through
singular value decomposition (SVD). Plotting the matrix singular values and basis
functions addresses why a method maybe better suited for reconstructing the velocity
distribution in a tomogram.

To begin, the theory for the Fresnel volume sensitivity kernel is derived from
Maxwell’s equations and the Helmholtz equation for radar propagation. I use SVD to
demonstrate that Fresnel volumes are closer to the full waveform than the ray theory
models. Next, I analyze and apply the Fresnel volume sensitivity expression as a forward
model and compare my traveltimes to ray theory and full waveform results. I also apply
the Fresnel volume sensitivity kernel to inverse model synthetic traveltime perturbations
for velocity tomograms. Lastly, I discuss the Fresnel volume tomograms and compare
these to results from a published curved ray method.
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4.2
4.2.1

Theoretical Development

Radar-Propagation Velocity Perturbation
Finite-frequency sensitivities are originally derived for the seismic wave

perturbation problem (Dahlen and others, 2000; AM and Richards, 2002; Nolet and
others, 2005). I use equations describing both the background and scattered radar fields
to derive the Fresnel volume forward model for traveltime perturbations. The solution to
the Helmholtz equation for a delta-type point source and a small velocity-perturbation are
developed starting from Maxwell’s equations. Therefore, I start with Faraday’s law and
Ampere’s law with Maxwell’s extension in the frequency domain:

Vx E{r,co) - -icoB(r , a > )

(4.1)

Vxff(r,&>) = J(r,a>) + ia)D(r,G))

(4.2)

where E —electric field intensity in Volt per meter (V/m), B = magnetic induction in
Weber per meter-squared (Wb/m2) or Tesla, H —magnetic field intensity Ampere per
meter (A/m), J = conduction current density in Ampere per meter-squared (A/m2), D =
displacement current density in Coulomb per meter-squared (C/m2), r —position vector
with respect to the origin in meters (m), co= radar signal radial frequency in radian per
second (rad/sec), and Vx is the curl operator.

The constitutive relations were derived empirically and couple Maxwell’s
equations based on intrinsic electromagnetic (EM) medium properties. In order to
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simplify the subsequent analysis, the following constitutive relations assume a medium
that is homogeneous and frequency independent:

B{r,co)-/x(r)H(r,w)

(4.3)

D ( r,«?) = s(r)i?(r,«?)

(4-4)

J{r,Q}) = <j{r)E[r,co)

(4.5)

where // = magnetic permeabihty in Henry per meter (H/m), s = dielectric permittivity in
Faraday per meter (F/m), and cr= electrical conductivity in Siemens per meter (S/m).

To begin deriving the Helmholtz equation, I substitute the constitutive relation for
the magnetic induction, Equation (4.3), into Faraday’s law, Equation (4.1), take the curl
ofboth sides, and apply a vector identity (Vx Vxyf = V (V -A ) - V2a ) , so that

V ( V - E { r , m ) ) - V 2E(r,G>) = -icofNxH(r,a>).

(4.6)

Next, I substitute Ampere’s law, Equation (4.2), and the constitutive relations for the
electric current densities, Equations (4.4) and (4.5), into Equation (4.6). The Helmholtz
equation is simplified by assuming a low loss medium, where conduction currents are
insignificant compared to displacement currents, so that the potential field lines do not
diverge, V ■E (r, &))« 0 (Jackson, 1999). Because the radar energy propagates in a
geologic medium according to the loss tangent, I cannot make the typical assumption that
the Helmholtz equation for a vacuum is appropriate. For the final Helmholtz equation, I
separate out the complex EM wavenumber and add a point source function term to obtain
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'V2E(r,co) = im^{<j[r)E{r,co) + icos{r)E{r,co))

(4.7)

V 2E(r,o?) + K2E(r,co)= S ( c o ) S ( r - r s)

(4.8)

where k 1 = co1[is-icoficr is the wavennmber per meter (1/m) and S ( cd) S ( r - rs ) = point
source term in Volt per m eter (V/m).

In this development, the EM wavennmber is simplified by assuming (1) a low loss
medium, where conduction currents are insignificant compared to displacement currents
and (2) a high signal propagation frequency. This yields a very small loss tangent, which
is the ratio of the conduction currents to the displacement currents in a material, such that
tan o - cr/cos <s:l. Therefore, the imaginary term is ignored when compared to the
magnitude of the real term in the wavenumber, which is simplified as

2

k

-co us-icoucr = co us = —r = s co
V

(4.9)

where v = radar propagation velocity in meters per second (m/sec) and s = radar
propagation slowness in seconds per meter (sec/m). The EM propagation velocity is
expressed in terms o f the signal frequency and the phase constant, /?, or when further
simplified, in terms of the dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability, so that
V = C o j P = \j^ [ J t£ .

Next, a velocity perturbation is induced in the wavenumber expression in Equation (4.9)
whereby
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I will use the velocity for the present derivation and substitute the slowness, the
reciprocal of velocity, at a later stage. Equation (4.10) is simplified assuming a small
radar-propagation velocity perturbation, Svjv

1. The subsequent formulation is

similar to that shown in Tong and others (1998) for the seismic wavenumber:

(4.11)

4.2.2

Green’s Function and Bom Approximation
In order to incorporate the wavenumber perturbation into Equation (4.8), the

electrical field is now perturbed. To accomplish this, I first set up the background
electrical field assuming a frequency dependent point source at rs and accounting for the
distance to the receiver, which is r. In the following expression, SE = electric field
perturbation, such that

V 2(E + 8 E ) +

( E + 5 E ) = S ( w ) S ( r - r s).

(4.12)

Next, I substitute the expression for the perturbed wavenumber from Equation (4.11),
simplify the expression, and cancel out the background field equation. The equations for
the scattered field with the new source term on the right-hand side are
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f

V 2( E + S E ) +

coi \
(E +8E)
{ v2 P

f . a>28 v ^

( E + S E ) = S ( c o ) S ( r - r s) ,

(4.13)

v3 ,

f <y2<5v^
7
CO2
V 25 E + ^ - 5 E = 2 —
(E +8E).
V v /

(4.14)

To solve the background electrical field in Equation (4.8), I utilize the wholespace Green’s function for the background electrical field in a boundless domain, where
the transmitter and source are located within the medium. This assumption maps out the
point scatterers, or velocity changes from background, in space using i* and sums over all
the model pixels, such that the dimensions o f the sensitivity pixels must be smaller than
the dominant wavelength of the electrical field signal. The Green’s function is the
response of a unit point source at the origin so that the electrical field remains a function
of the radiated distance and the signal frequency (Ward and Hohmann, 1987), as in

E(r,co) = J G { r , r \ c o ) S [ c o ) 8 { r - r i ) d r '

(4.15)

vol

E (r,co) = G(r,ri ,co)S[co).

(4.16)

Similarly, the perturbed electrical field in Equation (4.14) is solved using the Green’s
function in a boundless domain. The terms without radial distance dependence axe pulled
out o f the integral below:

{
5E(r,co)= j G ( r , r ’,co)

2S v ( r ’)

CO

(E{r',co) + S E ( r ', c o ) ) d r ' ,

(4.17)

r co2
SE{r,co)= 2 — \^ G (r ,r \c o )8 v {r ') ^ E (r ', o o )+ 5 E (r \c o y }d r '.

(4.18)

vol

\

J vol

Equation (4.18) is the perturbed electrical field under the full scattering approximation.
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Next because I assume first-order scattering o f the radar signal in the shallow
subsurface, I utilize the Bom approximation and replace the total electrical field in the
integral with the background electrical field (Jackson, 1999), so that

(4.19)

Bom theory assumes a single scatterer and a linearized relation between the medium
perturbation and the scattered field (Bom and Wolf, 1999). The Green’s function for the
background electrical field in Equation (4.16) is now substituted. The first Green’s
function below represents the propagation from the scatterer to the receiver and the
second one represents the propagation from the source to the scatterer:

V ^ /

4.2.3

vo!

Delay Time Induced by an Electrical Field Perturbation
The delay time is a measure o f the influence o f the velocity perturbation in the

medium on the observed traveltime. Both the time-domain background electrical field, e,
and the electrical field perturbed due to the scatterer, 5e, are considered. In Equation
(4.22), I apply the auto-correlation o f the background field and then in Equation (4.23),
the cross-correlation of the background with the total field is used to estimate the delay
time, as follows
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C (T ) = j e ( t - T ) e ( t ) d t ,

(4.22)

C ( r ) + 5 C ( r ) = J e ( / - r ) [ e ( / ) + 5 e (f)]d f

(4.23)

where C ( ) = cross-correlation operator and T = observed traveltime in seconds.

The derivative expressions are needed to find the point at which the crosscorrelations are maximized. Therefore, I differentiate the cross-correlation with respect
to time and use dot notation for simplicity, such that

C ( r ) + $ C ( r ) = - J e ( / - r ) [ e ( / ) + i? e (/)]d f.

(4.24)

Next, I consider a small traveltime delay, ST, which is appropriate for this crosshole data
application, and an arbitrary reference time, to, to substitute these for the traveltime
quantity, T = t0 + S T . This delay induced by the perturbation is measured at the auto
correlation maximum:

C (t0 + S T ) ■+SC (/„ + S T ) = - J e ( t - 10 - ST) [e( /) ■+Se (/)] d t .

(4.25)

The first-derivative of the electrical field is expanded using a Taylor series. Because I
assume first-order scattering, the expression below is simplified by lumping and
eventually ignoring the higher-order terms:

e ( i - i 0- J r ) = e ( i - i 0) - e ( / - i 0)J7 , + o ( ||j r ||2).

(4.26)

Next I substitute the derivative expansion into Equation (4.25) by neglecting the higher
order terms and maximize the auto-correlation at to=0 for a causal signal, such that
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C(#0+i57,) + <yC(/0+ <5 r) = - J [ e ( / - / 0) - e ( / - / D)5 r][e(/)+ < 5 e(/)]£ & ,

(4.27)

C ( 5 r ) + <yC(<57’) = - J [ e ( /) - e ( /) < y j,] [ e ( / ) + < y«(/)]*.

(4.28)

The cross-correlation is maximized for the perturbed signal at delay time ST, so that at
the stationajy point C (8 T) + 8 C ( S T ) - 0 in Equation (4.28). The terms are then
multiplied out to derive a formulation similar to Marquering and others (1999) for
seismic waves, which is

0 = - J [ e ( f ) - e ( / ) < ? r ] [ e ( / ) + $«(•/)]<#,

(4.29)

0 = -^e(t)e(t)dt+^e{t)e(t)8Tdt-^e(t)5e{t)dt+ ^e(t)8e(t)STdt.

(4.30)

The first auto-correlation term is maximized for the unperturbed signal at zero
lags, so that C (0) = 0. Furthermore, I cancel out the second-order term in Equation
(4.30), and rearrange about the first-order equality so that

^e {t )e {t )8 T d t = j e ( t ) S e ( t ) d t .

(4-31)

Because the traveltime delay is not a function o f the time integration, it can be removed
from the integral and the following ratio can be set up:

e ( t)—
8 e ( t) d t
ST = j[ w

To solve the above equation, the quantities inside the integrals must be calculated

for each transmitter-receiver data pair. Specifically the scattered field must be calculated
by considering the scatterers in the entire volume for all times. The expression above is
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converted to the frequency domain to avoid these complications with volume integrals
and convolution operators. One can use ParsevaTs theorem, which states that power
computed in either the time o f frequency domain equals the power in the other. I apply
the pair of Fourier transform integrals and then the derivatives o f the transforms:

E { a > ) - ^ e { t ) e ,s>tdt and e(t) = -^ -j E (a > )e “>tda),
27T'
_
e(t) = — j(ioy)E[co)ell!,tda> and e{t) =
E(a>)dat-da>.
2t t

j

v

v

!

w

2k

■

First, I consider only the denominator in Equation (4.32) and then substitute in the
Fourier transforms above. The integrals are rearranged to group like terms as in

^ e ( t ) e { t ) d t - J — ^{ico')2E[cc>')e'a tdco'-— ^E[co)e'atda> dt.9
2/^

(4.33)

2

2n,

j j j ^ ' 2E(co’) E (<«)

dtv'dco.

(4.34)

I then apply a delta function, £ (a>'+ co), to solve the time integral o f the exponential and
combine the integrals when the delta function is one (<s/ = -<w). Finally, I substitute the
complex conjugate, E (-<«) = E* (&’), into Equation (4.34) because I am dealing with a
real causal signal, so that

■ Je(f)e(f)£fr=

-jj® '2E (oT)E ( g} ) S ( g)'+ g>)d w ' d w ,

J

(D2E{-a))E[co)dco,
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'J _ '2
J m2E* (ty ) E { m ) d m .
27F

(4.37)

Second, I consider the numerator in Equation (4.32) and then substitute the
Fourier transforms above. Again, the integrals are rearranged to group like terms:

^e(i)8e{t)dt = J —
22 ^
7T’
1

j"e { i) 5e {t )d t = —

J

(m')e,atdm'- — j S E ( m ) e >atdm

dt,

(4.38)

2j l

j j ^ [ i m ’) E ( m ’) 8 E ( m ) j e Ka'+a)tdt dm 'd m .

(4.39)

I use another delta function to solve the time integral o f the exponential and can now
combine the integrals when the frequency delta function is one. Finally, I repeat the
substitution of the complex conjugate because I am dealing with a real causal signal in
the following

^e{i)5e(t)dt= —

j

Q(im')E(m')5E(m)8{m'+m)dm'dm.

( i Y
je(t)de(t)dt= - — j

J

(im)E { - m ) 5 E { m ) d m ,

J’e ( t ) S e ( t ) d t = - ^ - ^ - ^ J imE* ( m ) 5 E { m ) d m .

(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.42)

Thirdly, I combine the new expressions for the numerator in Equation (4.42) and
the denominator in Equation (4.37), obtaining

ST =

J

(im)E* (m^SE^ m^ dw

J

(4.43)
m 2E *( m ) E ( m ) d m
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Further simplification is appropriate because the numerator is real and the functions are
symmetric about co = 0. I also derive the power o f the electrical field and generate an
equation similar to that of the Nolet and others (2005) tutorial on Fresnel volume
sensitivities for seismic waves:

ReJ^ (ia))E* [co)SE[G})dco
ST-

(4.44)
Jo co2\E ((y)|2dee

4.2.4

Finite-Frequency Fresnel Volume Sensitivity Kernel
To begin deriving the final kernel for the finite-frequency Fresnel volume

sensitivity, I now can go back and substitute in the Green’s functions derived previously
into Equation (4.44). First, I will consider the numerator and substitute in Equations
(4.16) and (4.21):

ReJ^ {i(o)E* {ce)5E{ce)d€e =
(4.45)
a\
■'dee
Re M (ia>)G* (r,rs,a>)S* (eo) 2 — S(ce) j G(r,r',ce)G(r',rs ,a>)Sv(r')dr'
\ v J
r

iy

I rearrange the numerator and separate out the volume integral. The power o f the source
signal can also be easily simplified, as in

ReJ^ (ioe)E* (ce)3E(ee)doj =
(4.46)
vol

[

ice)jiS'(cy)|:2 2~ y G* (r,rs,a>)G(r,r\(o)G(r',rs ,a>)dco \ d r }
0

V V

J

I
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Second, I will consider the denominator and again substitute in the Green’s
function, which is Equation (4.16) derived previously:

J co21E (<£>)|2 dco =

|G (r,rs ,<y)|2|<S(*u)|2dco.

(4.47)

Now I consider only the frequency integrals in the kernel function in the subsequent
development and treat the spatial integral separately. Having obtained the expressions
for the numerator and denominator in Equation (4.44), the delay time can be expressed as
the volume integral of the inner product o f the kernel and the velocity perturbation:

(4.48)

where the Frechet kernel, K (r, r ', rs), is now given by

.(4.49)

K (r,r',rs) =
Jo co2|G (r,rs,*y)|2

dco

Equation (4.49) is the expression for the Frechet kernel in a heterogeneous
velocity medium. To evaluate the Frechet kernel in a heterogeneous medium, the
Green’s function needs to be solved. At the BHRS, the radar velocity variation is not
significant and therefore I consider a homogeneous background medium. For a
homogeneous velocity model, the analytic expression o f the whole-space Green’s
function for the 3-D EM problem (Ward and Hohmann, 1987) is:
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Now, I substitute in the traveltimes for the path lengths given the background velocity;
first from the transmitter to receiver, then from the transmitter to scatterer, and finally
from the scatterer to the receiver:

(4.51)
(4.52)
L" = \ r - r ’\ = v-t.sr ‘

(4.53)

where L —the transmitter to receiver distance, L ’ = the transmitter to scatterer distance,
and L ” = the scatterer to receiver distance in meters (m). I chose to express the path
lengths consistent with Dahlen’s (2004) notation as shown in Figure 4.1.

Next I list the different Green’s functions for the three different path lengths and
include a complex conjugate expression that will be needed later in this theoretical
development:

(4.54)
(4.55)
1
(2
*
1
G(r,rs,ry) = G*(r,ri ,<w)G(r,!•,,<») = ------ -y—- ,
( 4t t v )

C

(4.56)
(4 .57)

G ( r ,r > ) = — !—
47tvtsr
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I substitute the necessary Green’s function expressions back into the kernel,
cancel out the like terms, move the constants to the front, and obtain

.00/

, ,,

,2

do:

R e f (ku )Ls(<y) ------- =

( i ^ v

^

2
# R e f (i<u3)|)S'(<5u)|2 e ^ ^ ^ ^ d o o
X ( r ,r \ r s) = - ^ r - ^
Jo V J 1 V
,--------------- .
1
W
fj j r
J V \ s ( a : f da:

(4.60)

To break apart the exponential in the equation above into real and imaginary parts, I use
Euler’s formula. I also include the imaginary number and create a single variable for the
detour time z = tt + tsr - tp as follows in

/(e*” J = i(co s(£ v r)+ /sin (£ v r)).

(4-61)

Only the final negative real term is substituted back into the numerator in Equation (4.60)
along with the wavenumber expression

i

k

*

=
^-n V

_i
K (r,r',r ) = —
K

= ° y ^ in

- f fy3|5'(<u)| sin (k v z )do:
\ A /
’
.

f

(4.62)

00 |<S(<w)| d00

ttsfsr

f ooz

fcy)|2sm((DT\doo
----- 7---■
£a,*\s(a>)\2da>
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Next, I substitute the path lengths back in and then rewrite the sensitivity
expression in terms o f slowness, using S s ( r ') =

-<?v(r')
j—- to rewrite the final expression

for the Frechet kernel as

(4.64)

(4.65)

(4.66)

Equation (4.65) is the final expression for the Frechet kernel sensitivity and along
with Equation (4.66) is used to model the traveltime perturbation in terms o f a slowness
perturbation. Rather than base the Fresnel volume or ‘fat ray’ forward-model sensitivity
on an arbitrary function, the analytical Frechet kernel has been derived using the
Helmholtz equation, the whole-space EM Green’s function, and the Bom approximation
for first-order scattering.

I chose the analytical formulation o f the Frechet kernel as opposed to the paraxial
approximation (Dahlen and others, 2000), because the analytical formulation provides
greater sensitivities for the model pixels near the transmitter and receiver locations in the
boreholes. This exact Fresnel volume formulation places the transmitter and receiver at
the foci of the ellipsoid. For seismic whole-earth tomography, the model region of
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interest is deep in the Earth’s crust away from potential sources and receiver stations,
whereas for crosshole-radar tomography, I am interested in the entire model plane
between the boreholes. In addition, for the paraxial solution, the computation o f the
detour time depends on the perpendicular distance from the scatterer to the nearest point
on the line connecting the transmitter and receiver, whereas for the exact solution the
detour path is simply related to the detour time, which is ST = s(L'+

4.3
4.3.1

L).

Sensitivity Analysis and Comparison

Fresnel Volume Sensitivity Demonstration
The finite-frequency radar Fresnel volume sensitivity is computed for a prescribed

acquisition geometry and tomogram model dimensions. Specifically, for each
transmitter-receiver data pair, the sensitivities are calculated for the model pixels within
the first Fresnel volume. The calculation o f the Fresnel volume sensitivily is limited by
the predicted radius of the first volume, which is ■n/ZT/2 (Hung and others, 2001), as
illustrated in Figure 4.1. For instance, based on my analysis o f field data, the median
center frequency is 110 megahertz (MHz), so the period of the waveform is x = 1//= 9.1
nanoseconds (ns), where the frequency is / = m j l n Hertz (Hz). Assuming a median
saturated zone velocity of 0.088 m/ns at the BHRS, yields a wavelength o f A = v / f =
0.80 m. With a typical 10 m transmitter to receiver offset (or a 114 ns traveltime), the
Fresnel zone diameter would be about 2.8 m or 32.1 ns across in distance or traveltime
respectively. Lindsey (1989) summarizes the expressions for the Fresnel-zone diameter
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derived by Sheriff and Berkhout, which yield diameters o f 3.4 and 2.4 m respectively,
calculated by assuming an 7-m borehole separation. These values are close to the
original diameter and are similar to the crosshole tomography resolution limits proposed
both by Williamson and Worthington (1993), and by Schuster (1996), whose
formulations are also based on the Fresnel volume diameters. The computational grid for
the finite-frequency sensitivities has 0.2-m square pixels, which is an order o f magnitude
smaller than the diameter of the Fresnel volume.

The magnitude of the sensitivity o f each tomogram pixel is computed with my
Fortran code using the path lengths, radar energy frequency, and background velocity
according to the previous derivation. The program requires about one hour o f run time
on a typical personal computer for a crosshole panel, and reads an input file with a listing
o f all the transmitter-receiver data pair elevations and offsets, along with an input file
with a listing of all the model pixel dimensions. Rather than output a file with sensitivity
values for all the matrix indices, the program uses frill indexing and saves only the non
zero values and the corresponding sensitivity matrix indices (Saad, 2003). Because the
crosshole panels between the boreholes in near-surface applications are typically assumed
two-dimensional (2-D), I collapse the 3-D Fresnel volume matrix into 2-D and thus sum
all the sensitivity values outside the plane. In addition, in the code I exploit the symmetry
o f the Fresnel volume about the crosshole trajectory and only calculate the values on one
side, after which the values for the full sensitivity are doubled.
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The dimensions of the velocity models and the acquisition geometry mimic the
typical dimensions of typical near-surface crosshole-radar panels at the BHRS. Both the
transmitter and receiver stations start at 4.0 m because data from stations above this depth
are typically affected by water table refractions. The stations are spaced 0.4 m apart,
which is double the typical field spacing to improve computation times, and stop at 20.0
m depth, which is the approximate depth o f the clay aquitard at the BHRS. The stations
are located in boreholes drilled 6.0 m apart. When using the Fresnel volume forward
model, the stations are 0.5 m from the edge because this allows sensitivities to extend
behind the boreholes, which is a benefit o f using the exact theory rather than the paraxial
theory.

Because the finite-width and finite-frequency Fresnel volume sensitivity is a
departure from the infinite frequency ray approximation, relating the two types o f model
sensitivities and confirming the expected behavior the Fresnel volumes at very high
frequencies is instructive. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.2, where I show the
distribution of the crosshole sensitivities for a typical high-angle data pair with the
transmitter located at 4 m and the receiver at 14 m depth. Figure 4.2 contains Fresnel
volume sensitivities for both (a) a 110 MHz signal, which simulates typical crossholeradar field data, and for (b) a 2.5 GHz signal, which approximates a ray-like distribution.
Because the sensitivities are collapsed to a plane for the 2-D problem, the expected return
to zero sensitivity along the propagation axis, referred as the ‘banana-doughnuf’ effect by
Marquering and others (1999) for the 3-D kernel, is not preserved, but the negative and
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positive lobes are reproduced. In Figure 4.2, the velocity anomaly located at 5 m depth is
intersected by the finite-width Fresnel volume but not by the ray approximation. When
inverting data with the ray theory model, the velocity anomaly may be smeared and
enlarged to account for this lack o f ray sensitivity. This issue will be demonstrated in the
subsequent sensitivity decomposition and inversion results.

Because the finite-frequency Fresnel volume sensitivity approximates the full
waveform crosshole-radar propagation physics, relating these two model sensitivities is
also instructive. The full waveforms are computed in 2-D using the finite-difference
method published by Holhger and Bergmann (2002) for crosshole-radar. The full
waveform computational grid has 5 cm square pixels, which is less than the 10 points per
wavelength or about 8 cm recommended by Holhger and Bergmann (2002) to control
numerical grid dispersion. A 110 MHz Ricker wavelet is used to simulate field data with
background velocity model of 0.060 m/ns and a 0.20 m square perturbed velocity region
of 0.100 m/ns. To derive the full-waveform sensitivity plotted in Figure 4.2(c), the
change in traveltime is normalized with respect to this velocity perturbation. The finite
width and magnitude distribution o f the full waveform sensitivity matches the 110 MHz
Fresnel volume sensitivity distribution. The differences between Figure 4.2(a) and (c)
may be attributed to numerical errors induced by finite differencing.
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4.3.2

Singular Value Decomposition o f Radar-Propagation Sensitivity
An understanding of the differences between the distribution o f the finite-

frequency Fresnel volume, the full waveform, and the ray theory sensitivities is
beneficial. The Fresnel volume Frechet kernel is integrated over all space as in Equation
(4.66), whereas the equation for the ray based traveltime, on which traditional traveltime
tomography is based, is integrated along the path length segments as

(4.67)
i

where s = radar propagation slowness in seconds per meter (sec/m), L = the transmitter to
receiver distance in meters (m), and j d l = path-length integral. Straight ray traveltimes
i

are simply a function of slowness or velocity and the path length between the transmitter
and receiver antennas, T = sL = L /v . If the frequency content o f the radar signal is
assumed to be very high, then the wave equation may be approximated by infinitefrequency ray theory, thus ignoring the finite signal bandwidth.

In traditional velocity tomography applications, the path o f the ray segments
through the model grid may be traced based on the velocity model and is therefore curved
(Aldridge and Oldenburg, 1993). The tomography forward model is a centered finitedifference traveltime code using the Eikonal equation (Vidale, 1988). The Eikonal
equation for curved ray tracing relates the velocity or slowness structure to the gradient of
the traveltime as in
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where x ,z = model coordinates in meters (m). This is a non-linear partial differential
equation, which can be linearized when considering a small slowness perturbation in a
reference slowness model. Using Equation (4.68), the finite-difference algorithm
calculates traveltimes to every grid-point in the given slowness field and the ray is back
projected through each square cell of the slowness field using bilinear interpolation
(Aldridge and Oldenburg, 1993).

I can assess the need for regularizing the tomography inverse problem based on
the singular value spectrum for each o f the radar-propagation velocity sensitivity
matrices, which are computed using singular value decomposition (SVD) (Strang, 1988).
When applying the SVD formula for a standard least-squares model without
incorporating a priori information, the sensitivity matrix can be decomposed by

G =U - A V r

(4.69)

where G = sensitivity kernel matrix, U = matrix o f singular vectors in the data space, A =
ordered diagonal matrix of decreasing singular values, and V= matrix of singular vectors
or basis functions in the model space. The estimated inverse solution for the radarpropagation velocity model is given by Menke (1989) as

m = W Tnf™ = VA^lU rd cbs
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(4.70)

where e fbs = observed data vector, m = predicted model vector, and mtrue = true model
vector. To illustrate the concept o f linearly combining basis functions, which are
weighted by the singular value coefficients to assemble an inverse model, the equation
above can be rewritten as a summation o f these basis functions

n

( U T-dohs}

V,

(4.71)

where n —total number of eigenvalues.

The M l waveform sensitivity matrix represents the true or best available physics
and is used to benchmark the sensitivity analysis. The ray theory and Fresnel volume
sensitivities are compared to the full waveform physics by plotting the singular value
spectrum and the basis function distributions. Model basis functions may provide an
improved understanding of the image or tomogram reconstruction (Michelena, 1993;
Schweiger and Arridge, 2003; Johnson and others, 2005). The aim o f plotting the SVD
basis functions is to show that the Fresnel volume approximation provides a more
resolved solution with fewer artifacts than the infinite-frequency ray approximation.

The finite-frequency Fresnel volume sensitivities used in the SVD basis functions
analysis are generated with a 0.084 m/ns background velocity model, and a 0.40 m square
pixel grid to speed computation. The straight ray path length sensitivities are computed
with a 0.084 m/ns homogeneous background model. The M l waveform sensitivities are
also generated with the same background velocity model that is perturbed with a 10%
velocity change. Rather that place transmitter and receiver stations every 0.4 m in the
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boreholes, these are placed at every 4 m to expedite computation. This results in 25
crosshole data pairs.

4.4
4.4.1

Numerical Modeling Methods

Forward Modeling for Traveltime Perturbations
I evaluate the proposed Fresnel volume forward model by predicting changes in

traveltime given a radar propagation velocity perturbation. To complete the evaluation, I
compare the predicted Fresnel volume traveltime changes to straight ray and M l
waveform forward modeling results. The ray theory calculation and M l waveform code
each generate a pair of traveltime data sets based on a pair o f velocity models. The
traveltimes are then differenced to find the perturbations for each method. To simplify
the analysis, I assume a velocity perturbation for a homogeneous model.

Two sets of results are analyzed, first are forward modeling results from a
receiver gather collected with a fixed transmitter position and a single velocity
perturbation of 0.088 m/ns, second are results from multiple transmitter and receiver
positions with both positive and negative velocity perturbations. I compute all the
models with a 0.080 m/ns homogeneous background velocity, and the combination
models with both 0.088 and 0.072 m/ns homogeneous velocity perturbations. I ignore the
high-angle data pairs with path lengths longer than 13 m, or about 160 ns, to simulate the
effect of a low signal-to-noise ratio in the field data collected at these offsets. When
applying the Fresnel volume and straight ray computations, the calculated model times
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can be used, whereas when applying the full waveform computations, the traveltimes are
picked from the full waveform trace first-peaks. I pick the first-peaks based on the
argument by Vasco and others (1995) that the peak of the first pulse may be adequate
when modeling first-order scattering with Fresnel volumes. For impulsive highfrequency waveforms, such as those I measure in radar tomography, the cross-correlation
o f first pulses, which are typically used for identifying the sensitivity to velocity
perturbations, is dominated by the peaks o f these pulses. Furthermore, picking firstpeaks is more robust than picking first-breaks, because the signal-to-noise ratio in a trace
decreases for large antenna offsets and identifying a maximum at the peak is easier than
an inflection point at the break.

4.4.2

Inverse Modeling Traveltime Perturbations for Velocity Tomograms
The inverse modeling algorithm for Fresnel volume crosshole-radar tomography

is developed in this section. To invert for velocity anomalies based on traveltime
perturbation data, I setup an objective function to formalize my modeling goals. The
objective function I propose is commonly used in crosshole tomography, which is an illposed and ill-conditioned problem (Bregman and others, 1989; Tweeton and others,
1992; Aldridge and Oldenburg, 1993). This objective function, expressed in Equation
(4.72), seeks to minimize, in the least-squares sense, the data misfit while simultaneously
seeking to minimize, again in the least-squares sense, the difference between the
predicted model and the reference model. To apply the least-squares inverse solution in
the next step, I assume Gaussian data noise and calculate the sizes o f the objective
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function differences with the L-two norm. The trade-off between these two objectives is
weighted by a regularization parameter, as given in

®oi;ecf/H8

Wd (Gm - d oii)

+7?w

m( m - m ref)

(4.72)

where G = sensitivity kernel matrix, t f bs —observed data vector, which are the traveltime
differences with respect to background, m —predicted model vector,
weighting matrix, Wm = model flattening matrix,

77

Wd = data

= regularization trade-off parameter,

and m reJ = reference model vector.

In the objective function, I propose regularization because the velocity
tomography problem is mixed determined. A mixed-determined problem is one in which
some o f the pixels in the model are over-determined, while other pixels are underdetermined by the data. In the tomography problem, the solution may have errors due to
inconsistent data, and due to a null-space where model pixels values cannot be
determined from the data. I apply regularization through both data weighting, which
formalizes that equal error is assigned to all data values, and through model flattening,
which formalizes a priori information on the subsurface structures at the shallow aquifer
field site. The data-weighting matrix contains the reciprocal o f the standard deviation of
the data error estimates along the diagonal and the 2-D isotropic model flattening matrix
consists of the first derivative operator.
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To solve the objective function, I apply the ordinary least-squares solution from Lawson
and Hanson (1974), and Menke (1989), which satisfies the least-squares criterion. This
formulation arises from the inverse o f the forward problem, Gm - d, as in

(4.73)
The equation for damped-weighted least-squares, or Tikhonov regularized inversion, is
repeated below based on Equation (3.39) in Menke (1989):

m = (GrW /W dG+ pW mTWm)~‘ (GTWdTWdd ohs + p w J W j n ' * ).

(4.74)

The augmented matrix formulation o f the regularized inverse modeling algorithm is
expressed by a linear system of equations

(4.75)

The sensitivity kernel values are calculated using the Fresnel volume theory. To
maintain consistency between the forward and inverse modeling, I use a sensitivity grid
with 0.2 m square pixels. Therefore, this sensitivity matrix is large and typically has
dimensions of 3000 model pixels by 2000 data values, given the typical crosshole panel
dimensions and data acquisition geometry for field data, as explained previously.
Consequently, this matrix is large but sparse due to the distribution o f the Fresnel volume
sensitivities for unique transmitter-receiver data pairs. To solve Equation (4.75), I apply
the LSQR algorithm from Paige and Saunders (1982), which iteratively solves the leastsquares inverse problem. Solving the inverse o f the large sensitivity matrix explicitly
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would be too slow to be practical for modeling field data. The LSQR iterative algorithm
is commonly used to solve crosshole tomographic inversions (Aldridge and Oldenburg,
1993; Nolet, 1993), and more recently to solve the seismic whole-earth Fresnel volume
tomographic inversion (Montelli and others, 2004).

The value o f the parameter that links the trade-off between data misfit and model
size is determined using the L-curve method (Hansen, 1992). The L-curve graphically
shows the optimum regularization parameter value that occurs at the knee in the plot
(Figure 4.3). The relation between the model difference norm and the data residual norm
is plotted for 50 regularization parameter values ranging from 1 to 100,000.

The Fresnel volume tomogram inverse modeling procedure consists o f the
following six steps:
1) Pick the traveltimes based on the first peaks in the data traces and find the
mean slowness, so, for the crosshole tomogram based on the best-fit line through the
traveltime, T, versus propagation distance, L, cross plot including average time, T :

;

X (W )(z;-r)

;

(4.76)

2) Compute the Fresnel volume sensitivities based on the panel dimensions, data
acquisition geometry, including potential borehole deviation, and mean background
slowness using Equation (4.66);
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3) Find the traveltime perturbations, ST, with respect to the nominal straight-ray
traveltimes calculated with the mean slowness and adjusted with the pulse width, as in

5T - T - (tnom+ tpuhe)

(4.77)

where tmm = s0L = nominal straight-ray traveltime in seconds (sec), t = observed
traveltime, and tpuise = mean time between the first break and first peak picks, and then
format these as the data vector;
4) Estimate with LSQR the inverse o f the large and sparse linear system in
Equation (4.75), including terms for the regularization operator and the data error, for a
range of trade-off parameter values;
5) Extract the slowness perturbation model, as, for the optimum trade-off
parameter chosen based on the L-curve method, 7]i.curve, and difference these from the
background slowness as in

■W = h. + Ss{r]L_cwve);

(4.78)

6) Plot the final velocity tomogram model, v(orao = 1jstorm along with the
transmitter and receiver locations in the boreholes, for interpretation.
These Fresnel volume tomography steps are applied to the synthetic heterogeneous model
traveltimes and to subsequent field data traveltime inversions.

The Fresnel volume tomograms are compared to the true velocity model and to
the inverse velocity model generated using curved ray tomography. The non-linear
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tomography method o f Aldridge and Oldenburg (1993) uses finite-difference traveltime
maps to trace ray sensitivities to a velocity distribution. This inverse modeling algorithm
is non-linear because the parameters, which are the path lengths in each grid cell, depend
on the model, which is the slowness or velocity distribution. The ray theory tomography
code has successfully been applied in both near-surface crosshole-radar and seismic
applications (Alumbaugh and others, 2002; Moret and Knoll, 2003). A systematic
comparison o f the tomograms is carried out using a set o f metrics developed for this
purpose. These metrics include a classification of the velocities reproduced, the velocity
structures recognized, and the anomalies or false structures produced in the models.

To evaluate the Fresnel volume inverse modeling algorithm, I use synthetic
traveltimes computed with a heterogeneous velocity model. For this experiment, the
heterogeneous model in Figure 4.4 is constructed based on the efficient assessment of
radar propagation velocity heterogeneity size and distribution at the BHRS (Buursink,
2004) and based on a velocity model used in previous radar tomography validation
experiments (Clement and Knoll, 2000). The model contains thick and thin lenses of
contrasting velocities either at the center o f the model or at the edge o f the model with a
pinch out. Sharp boundaries rather than blurred boundaries are chosen based on the
desire to implement the simplest approach, which does not require a choice on the
smoothing imposed on the velocity model. The blurring induced by the inversion
algorithm, and shown in the resulting inverse velocities, is therefore not a function o f the
original synthetic model. Also given this velocity distribution, I assume that a Straight-
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ray forward model is appropriate. Because the typical velocity contrasts between
adjacentheterogeneiti.es encountered in an aquifer are less than 20 %, the assumption of
straight rays proposed by Peterson (2001) is satisfied.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the same model at different velocity scales in order to
differentiate between the vadose zone and saturated zone heterogeneity. Figure 4.4(a)
highlights the velocity distribution above the water table, including an above ground air
layer with a 0.299 m/ns velocity, a vadose zone layer with a 0.140 m/ns velocity, and a
capillary fiinge layer with a 0.120 m/ns velocity. Figure 4.4(b) highlights the velocity
distribution below the water table. The magnitude o f the velocity anomalies in the
saturated zone ranges from 0.070 to 0.095 m/ns with a background velocity o f 0.085
m/ns, while the dimensions of the velocity anomalies range from 1.5 to 2 m thick and
from 2 to 6 m wide. The velocity anomalies are distributed so that both the lateral and
vertical resolution of the tomography sensitivities can be evaluated. The bulk electrical
conductivity values for the model, which are 0.0001 Siemens/m (S/m) for the vadose
zone and 0.002 S/m for the saturated zone, are based on previous modeling by Clement
and Knoll (2000), and on measurements by Oldenborger (2006).

The dimensions of the synthetic heterogeneous velocity model and the acquisition
geometry are equivalent to those described in the sensitivity analysis section. The
synthetic traveltimes are picked from full waveform crosshole-radar data generated with
the Holliger and Bergmann (2002) code and a 110 MHz Ricker wavelet source signal.
For the Fresnel volume inversion I pick the first peaks as described earlier, and for the
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non-linear tomography inversion I follow the ray theory convention and pick the first
breaks in the traces. The traveltime picks above 4.0 m are deleted because data from
stations above this depth may be affected by water table refractions. The angular
coverage of the synthetic data mimics what is typically encountered in field data so that
data pairs with incidence angles greater than 60 degrees are deleted. The data pairs
deleted above this high angle limit should not unduly smear the velocity heterogeneities
in the tomograms (Becht and others, 2004).

The synthetic traveltime data that are picked from the full waveform modeling
traces should be relatively noise and error free. These data now have reduced systematic
noise, because this should be cancelled out when the homogeneous and heterogeneous
model traveltimes are differenced as shown in the following equation:

=

(v0 +<5v)

- v0

(4.79)

These data do contain random noise due to numerical grid dispersion because the
full waveform code implements a finite-difference method, but this error should be small
due to the fine grid size that is chosen. In order for the synthetic traveltime data to mimic
noisy field data, additional normally distributed noise is added on the order o f 0.5 %
based on the maximum traveltime. This magnitude o f additional random data noise is
incorporated into the data weighting matrix when the traveltime data are inverse modeled
with the Fresnel volume damped weighted least-squares algorithm.
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4.5
4.5.1

Sensitivity Assessment and Modeling Results

Singular Value and Basis Function Analysis
In Figure 4 .5 ,1 compare the singular values for the full waveform, Fresnel

volume, and ray theory sensitivities. The sensitivity matrices were calculated for similar
acquisition geometries and tomogram dimensions. The singular value spectrum shows
the similar decay between the Fresnel volume and the M l waveform sensitivities when
compared to the ray theory sensitivities. The ray theory singular values decrease rapidly
and then cluster near 1.5 at higher ranks. Although Figure 4.5 shows only the first 800
singular values, the singular values for the Fresnel volume and M l waveform sensitivities
steadily decrease with increasing rank. Because the ray theory singular values are larger
than the values from the other two methods, this would suggest that ray theory provides a
better inverse model solution when considering the matrix conditions number. However,
this is not the case because the model reconstruction largely depends on the nature of the
basis functions in model space and these are described next.

Figure 4.6 contains the basis functions for each o f the three sensitivity matrices.
The results for the M l waveform, Fresnel volume, ray theory sensitivities are displayed
as three columns using the same color scale, so that the basis functions for the first
through sixth, tenth, and 20th singular values are grouped in rows. The M l waveform and
Fresnel volume basis functions are similar because these show smooth variation at low
ranks. These functions gradually become more oscillatory with increasing rank (Figure
4.6). These first two types of basis functions display more localization, whereas the ray
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theoiy functions display the ray coverage as a typical X-pattem, which may be induced
by the limited aperture o f the acquisition geometry (Rector and Washboume, 1994). The
increased localization in the full waveform and Fresnel volume basis functions improves
the spatial resolution o f velocity heterogeneities in the resulting tomograms. The Xpattem and oscillations apparent in the ray theoiy basis functions may induce tomogram
artifacts, which could be misinterpreted as velocity variation.

Based on the singular value spectrum shape in Figure 4.5, the full waveform and
Fresnel volume sensitivities may reconstruct a tomogram image with fewer basis
functions than ray theoiy. Thus for a given noise level, a smaller number (depending on
the acquisition geometry) of high quality basis functions is required to construct a model
when using Fresnel volumes. In a recent study of surface wave tomography singular
values, Trampert and Spetzler (2006) note that the magnitudes for their finite frequency
kernel drop off only slightly faster than the magnitudes for their ray theoiy kernel. As
opposed to surface wave tomography, crosshole tomography has increased data coverage
that is more homogeneous thereby reducing the model null space. In addition,
differences between the full waveform and Fresnel volume basis functions may be
attributed to numerical errors induced by finite differencing o f the frill waveform as
opposed to the analytical Fresnel volume sensitivity computation, which is accurate to the
first order.
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4.5.2

Traveltime Forward Model Validation
To assess the Fresnel volume forward model I compare it to the full waveform

and ray theoiy results. I use both a plot o f traveltime perturbations and a histogram to
check for angle-dependent and bias errors, respectively. In Figure 4.7(a), I plot the
forward modeling results for a receiver gather collected at a single transmitter position.
The vertical axis of the figure shows the delta times, or traveltime perturbations,
calculated with all three methods, whereas the horizontal axis shows the receiver antenna
sweeping from 4 to 20 m while the transmitter antenna remains stationary at 10 m. For
this same scenario, Figure 4.7(b) shows the difference in the delta-times between the
Fresnel volume and full waveform methods, between the Fresnel volume and ray theory
methods, and between the ray theoiy and full waveform methods.

The trends for the delta-times modeled with each methods match in Figure 4.7(a),
and because the perturbed velocity model is faster than the background velocity model,
the negative traveltime perturbations are expected. As the receiver antenna moves down
from 4 m to 10 so that it is level with and closest to the transmitter antenna, the traveltime
perturbation magnitude decreases. When the receiver antenna moves farther down the
borehole towards 20 m, the propagation distance from the transmitter increases and the
traveltime perturbation increases again. The behavior for all three methods is expected.

The traveltime perturbations for the Fresnel volume and ray theory methods are
compared when the antennas are level in Figure 4.7(b). This yields a difference o f less
than 0.05 ns, which is a negligible when compared to typical errors in field data recorded
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in a preliminary investigation. The mean difference between these curves is 0.03 ns with
a standard deviation of 0.026 ns. The perturbation differences between the Fresnel
volume or straight ray and full waveform traveltimes are more scattered. The mean
difference between the M l waveform and Fresnel volume times is 0.1 ns with a standard
deviation of 0.034 ns. Similarly, the mean difference between the M l waveform and
straight ray times is 0.1 ns with a standard deviation o f 0.050 ns. The M l waveform delta
traveltimes show some numerical dispersion error associated with the finite-difference
calculations in the code (Holliger and Bergmann, 2002). Nevertheless, both the ray
theoiy and M l waveform times confirm the Fresnel volume results.

In addition to simulate realistic velocity variation, I examine the Fresnel volume
forward modeling performance for a combined positive and negative velocity
perturbation from background for all possible transmitter and receiver positions. To
check for traveltime bias I plot the histogram in Figure 4.8 for the traveltime perturbation
differences between the Fresnel volume and the M l waveform methods assuming 110MHz radar energy. The histogram shows no traveltime bias because the peak is centered
on zero while most of the difference in time perturbations occurs between ±0.05 ns,
which is larger then the M l waveform code sample interval. The remaining results occur
in the range from - 0 . 1 to

0 .1

ns, which is less than

1

% error when considering a typical

transmitter to receiver traveltime o f 100 ns. Again, this error is within the tolerable limits
when compared to the results of a preliminary investigation into sources o f data
uncertainty. The agreement between the Fresnel volume results and the other methods in
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Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 suggests that picking the first-peaks o f the synthetic full
waveform data is appropriate. Picking the first-peaks o f the radar traces avoids the
complications and added computation time involved with picking times through cross
correlation.

4.5.3

Heterogeneous Synthetic Velocity Tomograms
The findings in this section highlight the performance o f the Fresnel volume

velocity tomography. The tomograms are inverse modeled using the synthetic traveltime
data calculated for the heterogeneous velocity model. To evaluate the velocity
tomograms I difference the true and the inverted models, an approach not possible with
field data. Furthermore, I compare the Fresnel volume models to results obtained with
ray theoiy tomography and evaluate these with the prescribed metrics.

The Fresnel volume tomography results are shown in Figure 4.9. The figure is
divided into three panels, so that panel (a) shows the velocity distribution o f the synthetic
model, panel (b) shows the velocity inverse model, and panel (c) shows the velocity
model difference for the metrics table. The inverse model pixels outside the region with
crosshole data indicated by the transmitter (x’s) and receiver (o ’s) positions are truncated.
The regularization for the inverse velocity model is determined by the L-curve plotted in
Figure 4.3. Based on the knee in the L-curve, the trade-off parameter

77 is

910.3. The

tomogram shows that most of the features in the heterogeneous model are reproduced in
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the inverse model, so that the velocity distribution is similar but the boundaries are
smoothed.

Figure 4.10 shows the quality control (QC) diagrams for the residual traveltimes,
which have an RMS error of 0.64 ns. The residual traveltimes are the difference between
the observed data and the data predicted using the inverse velocity model. Because
crosshole data are numerous and overlapping, plotting residuals is more informative than
displaying both observed and predicted traveltimes on the same plot. In Figure 4.10, QC
diagram (a) is a scatter plot of the residual traveltime versus the angle o f incidence at the
receiver antenna, diagram (b) is a residual traveltime distribution histogram, and diagram
(c) is a residual traveltime map for each crosshole data pair. As expected from the frill
waveform forward modeling, no dependence on the angle of incidence is seen in the
residuals. However along the diagonal o f the residual map, high traveltime residuals may
be indicative of smoothing at the sharp velocity boundaries in the synthetic model or of
ray bending that is not modeled. On the residual map, at depths above 5 m, the high
residuals are induced by refraction o f the radar energy by the water table located at 2 m in
the synthetic model. These refracted rays are typically removed from field data during
processing.

The curved ray tomography results are shown in Figure 4.11. While both the
Fresnel volume and ray theory inverse models are regularized with a first-derivative
operator or flattening matrix, no L-curve or similar method is available to chose the
trade-off parameter

77

for the non-linear inversion. Instead, a trade-off parameter o f 10 is
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arbitrarily chosen to produce the inverse model that most closely matches the synthetic
model and Fresnel volume results. Five iterations are specified in the non-linear
inversion as a compromise that uses both the most data pairs and model pixels with an
acceptable ray density. Model pixels with a ray density below 5 m/m are left blank. The
velocity inverse model for the non-linear tomography shows the effect o f the ray tracing
due to the appearance of a faint X-pattem in the tomogram. This pattern can be
recognized in the basis functions plotted in Figure 4.6 and in the ray density diagram
plotted in Figure 4.15(c). Figure 4.12 shows the QC diagrams for the residual
traveltimes, which have an RMS error o f 0.92 ns. As seen in the histogram count in
Figure 4 .12(b), the ray theoiy inversion uses 19 fewer transmitter-receiver data pairs or 1
% less data than the Fresnel volume inversion, due to ray tracing errors. Again the
residuals show no angular dependence, but the ray theoiy tomography residuals do not
show the effect of velocity smoothing at sharp boundaries as seen with the finitefiequency inversion.

To compare the regularization o f the two methods, I produce a ftnite-frequency
Fresnel-volume tomogram without a data weighting matrix, and instead use the identity
matrix, so that Wj=I, as in the curved ray inversion. For the Fresnel volume L-curve in
Figure 4.13, the maximum rj is determined using

j -dobs j . The tomograms

modeled with the two methods using the same value for

tj ,

2.9, are shown in Figure 4.14

and Figure 4.15. The resulting Fresnel volume tomography RMS error is 0.65 ns, while
the curved ray tomography RMS error is 0.87 ns. The ray theoiy results are rough and
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reveal the X-pattem as shown in the ray density plot in Figure 4.15(c). These models do
improve when the regularization

77 is

increased to 10 (Figure 4.11). Nevertheless, the

residuals in Figure 4.16 for the tomogram with a regularization parameter of 2.9 are
practically the same as the results in Figure 4.12 for the tomogram with the regularization
parameter o f 1 0 .

Based on the summary in Figure 4.17, the Fresnel volume tomograms are less
dependent on prior information and requires a smaller regularization parameter than the
ray theory inversion. This decrease in regularization o f the Fresnel volume inversion is
possible due to the finite width of the sensitivities, which overlap and cover multiple
model pixels. The rays of the non-linear tomography method have sensitivity distributed
along a line integral, which intersects fewer model pixels when compared to the Fresnel
volumes. Although the ray theory tomogram image is improved when a higher

77 is

used,

the residuals are not noticeably affected. Therefore given approximately the same data,
the model null space for the Fresnel volume inversion is smaller than that for the ray
theoiy inversion.

Table 4.1 summarizes the evaluation o f the two velocity inverse models based on
a set o f metrics for each of the five velocity anomalies in the heterogeneous synthetic
velocity model (Figure 4.4). For each velocity anomaly, I evaluate the reproduction, in
the inverse model, of the velocity magnitude and the anomaly location. Furthermore, I
evaluate the anomaly shape distortion and blurring o f the boundaries. The criteria are
classified as good, acceptable, and poor. The good metric is defined as a reasonable
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match between the true and the inverse models or within 5 % velocity error. The
acceptable metric is defined as a less desirable match between the true and inverse
models or within 10 %. The poor metric indicates a match that is not appropriate, so that
velocity error is greater than 10%, which must be noted when interpreting field data. I
quantify the velocity error for each anomaly based on the tomogram difference panel.
This is done for both the Fresnel volume tomography results, shown first, and for the ray
theory tomography results, shown second in italics.

Table 4.1. Summary of the velocity tomography evaluation metrics for both the
Fresnel volume ray theory tomograms. The Fresnel volume results are given first
and the ray theory results are given second.
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In Table 4.1, the metrics for the Fresnel volume inversion are better than the ray
theory inversion for the two centered square anomalies, each surrounded by high-contrast
velocity zones. The metrics for the layer anomalies are nearly the same for both
methods. The Fresnel volume method has smaller velocity difference errors. The
histograms and statistics derived for the Fresnel volume and ray theory inverse modeling
are shown in Figure 4.18. These histograms and statistics quantity the difference
between the true and inverse models for both (a) the Fresnel volume and (b) the ray
theory tomograms. The statistics panel includes the root mean square (RMS) error, the
mean and median differences, and the maximum and minimum difference. Based on the
histograms, each method appears to perform equally, well. Although the model difference
RMS for the Fresnel volume method is slightly lower than the value for the ray theory
method, neither method shows any bias in the velocity difference about zero. A peak of
velocity differences at 0.01 m/ns suggests a persistent error in the ray theory results. This
error may be induced by the effects o f ray clustering in this non-linear inversion (Moret
and others, 2006).

4.6
4.6.1

Discussion of Fresnel Volume Sensitivity

Comparison of Sensitivities and Forward Models
The theoretical development o f the finite-frequency Fresnel volume sensitivity

kernel includes the Bom approximation for first-order scattering and tire whole-space EM
Green’s function. The derivation starts with Maxwell’s equations and provides a more
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physically robust approximation for crosshole-radar energy propagation. This first-order
scattering kernel, which was previously applied to seismic whole-earth tomography, may
now be tested and applied to crosshole-radar velocity tomography in the shallow
subsurface.

The accuracy of the Fresnel volume forward model for radar-propagation is
demonstrated by comparing traveltimes to results from full waveform and ray theoiy
modeling. A set o f velocity perturbation tests show (1) that all three methods are in
agreement with only computational noise inducing scatter in the results, (2) that there is
no traveltime bias in the results, and (3) that there exists little to no angular dependence
associated with the traveltime perturbation calculations.

The SVD analysis of the different crosshole-radar velocity sensitivities
demonstrates that the Fresnel zone inversion can model the data with fewer higher-order
oscillating basis functions. In both the Fresnel volume and full waveform results, a fewer
number of good basis functions can model the data, as opposed to the ray theory
methods, which require many non-ideal basis functions. This affects the tomogram
regularization.

4.6.2

Comparison of Tomograms and Inverse Model Regularization
When comparing the velocity tomograms, I find that the velocity heterogeneities

are typically better reproduced in the finite-frequency results. Both the locations and the
magnitudes of the velocity heterogeneities are closer to the synthetic true model
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properties. The inverse models demonstrate that the velocities near the center o f the
tomogram can be interpreted with confidence, whereas the velocities at the top and
bottom of the tomogram panels are less certain. The issue of interpreting the edges o f the
velocity tomograms may be addressed when adjacent field data tomograms are inverted.
The ray theory tomograms show an X-pattem in the velocity and ray density
distributions, and omit and smear heterogeneities from the true velocity model.

The regularization of the finite-frequency inversion benefits from the improved
model physics and may be determined using an L-curve. Currently, no similar systematic
method to determine the magnitude o f regularization for the ray theory inversion is
implemented. I adjust the regularization parameter for the ray tomograms so that these
results match the true velocity model, an approach that is impossible when using field
data. Because Fresnel volume sensitivities have a finite width when compared to rays, I
demonstrate a decreased need to regularize the Fresnel volume inversion. This is shown
by both the singular value analysis and the magnitude o f trade-off parameter for each
method. Furthermore, ray theory tomograms are more sensitive to the regularization
parameter size or SVD truncation index. Nevertheless, when the

77 value

for the ray

theory tomograms is increased, the residuals are not improved. This is symptomatic of
the inability of the ray theory to model the finite-frequency physics. Moreover due to
overlapping sensitivities, I show a reduction in the errors and false anomalies in the
Fresnel volume results that may otherwise be induced by limited or clustered ray
coverage. Decisions on regularization typically depend on a priori information about the
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expected model. Decreased regularization o f the inverse problem and model
improvements that make the inversion less under-determined are benefits demonstrated
by the finite-frequency kernel.

4.7

Conclusions

Several important conclusions can be made regarding the Fresnel volume radarpropagation velocity tomography method developed in this study. The analytical
derivation of the Frechet kernel for the Fresnel volume sensitivity is now based on the
Helmholtz EM wave equation. This finite-frequency Fresnel volume approximation of
radar energy propagation more closely matches the full waveform propagation model as
shown in the comparison of the velocity sensitivity distributions. The finite width o f the
Fresnel volume sensitivity is explained in terms of improved model physics that
incorporates the frequency o f the energy, slowness o f the background model, and
propagation distance between the transmitter and receiver antennas. In contrast, the ray
theory approximation is an infinite frequency approximation that is well established in
velocity tomography but that provides none o f the physical advancements o f the Fresnel
volume kernel. Nevertheless, validating the Fresnel volume application by comparing it
to established ray theoiy and full waveform results is important to ascertain its
applicability to radar tomography.

The Fresnel volume sensitivity distribution simulates the frill waveform
distribution by assuming the first-order scattering approximation and avoiding the
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arbitrary ‘fat ray’ distribution. The sensitivity analysis and singular value decomposition
o f the M l waveform, finite-frequency Fresnel volume, and ray theory sensitivities reveals
the limitations of ray theoiy and shows the similarity between the full waveform and
finite frequency sensitivities. Because the Fresnel volumes have a finite width and
frequency content, the averaging o f overlapping sensitivities and joint inversion o f data
from multiple frequencies may improve the model approximation in future work. In
contrast, the tomograms based on ray theory require significant regularization to reduce
the affect of the oscillating basis functions, whereas the Fresnel volume inversion models
the data with more localized basis functions, requiring reduced regularization. Additional
work may determine if bending or curving o f the propagation paths is an issue when
modeling velocity contrasts expected in the example shallow aquifer.

By using a quantitative assessment, the Fresnel volume and ray theoiy
tomography results are comparable through the model difference statistics. Nevertheless,
when using a qualitative assessment o f the two types o f tomograms based on a synthetic
heterogeneous velocity model and applying a series o f metrics, the Fresnel volume results
are superior. Therefore, because the Fresnel volume results are on par with or exceed the
quality of the ray theoiy tomograms, these findings suggest that the Fresnel volume
method may have potential for application to field data as well. This suggestion is
especially valid because the ray theoiy method is published and popular with multiple
velocity tomography practitioners. Finally, the tomogram resolving ability may be
quantified according to size o f Fresnel volume, which is another benefit o f the method.
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When compared to finding the path lengths in the ray theoiy approach and the
arbitrary sensitivities in existing ‘fat ray’ approaches, the Fresnel volume modeling
requires more computation time to calculate the sensitivities based on the Frechet kernel,
in part because it has a more robust physical basis. Nevertheless, for practical problems,
implementing Fresnel volume radar tomography is an improvement over the ray theory
inversion because of the following three advantages:
1) Picking traveltimes based on first peaks for finite-frequency tomography is
easier and more robust than picking these on first breaks for ray theoiy tomography;
2) The Fresnel volume inverse model requires a smaller amount o f regularization,
which can be determined robustly using the L-curve method;
3) The Fresnel volume tomograms recover and localize velocity heterogeneities
better than ray theoiy tomograms.
4) Fresnel volume tomography avoids the limitations o f ray tracing while
computation time is not increased significantly.
Therefore, propagation velocity tomography with Fresnel volumes may be a practical
option for inverting crosshole-radar field data.
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Scatterer

Transmitter

Receiver
Fresnel Volume

Figure 4.1. Fresnel volume dimensions including the transmitter to receiver
antenna feedpoint path length, L, and the detour path lengths, L ’ and L”, to and
from the scatterer respectively. The Fresnel volume diameter, y f l l , is also
included.
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Figure 4.2. Two finite-frequency Fresnel volume sensitivity distributions plotted
across a tomogram model panel for (a) a 110 MHz frequency radar signal and (b) a
2.5 GHz frequency radar signal, along with a velocity anomaly. Also (c) is the full
waveform sensitivity distribution to a velocity perturbation of a 110 MHz frequency
radar signal.
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Figure 4.3. Example L-curve from the finite-frequency Fresnel volume crossholeradar propagation velocity tomography method. The L-curve knee with a
regularization parameter value of about 910.3 is highlighted in red and indicates the
optimum trade off between minimizing the model norm and the residual norm.
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Figure 4.4. Heterogeneous synthetic velocity model based on a first-order radar
propagation velocity characterization of a shallow aquifer. The model is plotted
with different scales to (a) highlight the velocity distribution above the water table,
and to (b) highlight the saturated zone velocity distribution.
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Figure 4.5. Spectrum of the first 800 ranked singular value magnitudes for three
sensitivity matrices, including the finite-frequency Fresnel volume (red), the ray
theory path lengths (blue), and the finite-difference full waveform (green). All
sensitivity matrices were derived given the same acquisition geometry and
tomogram model dimensions.
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Figure 4.6. Basis functions computed from spectral decomposition of three radar
propagation sensitivity matrices. The first column contains full waveform (FW)
functions, the second column contains the finite-frequency Fresnel volume (FV)
functions, the third column contains the ray theory (RT) functions. The first
through the sixth, tenth, and 20th basis functions are shown in the rows.
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Figure 4.7. Traveltime perturbation forward modeling results at 110 MHz for a
receiver gather collected while the transmitter is fixed at 10 m. In part (a) the delta
times for the ray theory, Fresnel volume, and full waveform modeling are shown. In
part (b) the differences between the delta times for the Fresnel volume and ray
theory, for the Fresnel volume and full waveform, and for the ray theory and full
waveform methods are shown.
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Figure 4.8. Histogram of the traveltime difference between the Fresnel volume and
the full waveform traveltime perturbation generated assuming a 110 MHz radar
signal. A 0.080 m/ns background velocity model is perturbed with both a 0.088 m/ns
positive and a 0.072 m/ns negative homogeneous velocity model.
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Figure 4.9. Synthetic Fresnel volume tomogram (b) inverted using synthetic
traveltimes generated with the heterogeneous synthetic velocity model (a). The
inversion starting model is a homogeneous velocity based on the median model
value of 0.084 m/ns and the regularization parameter is 910 determined from the Lcurve. The transmitter antenna positions are indicated with x ’s and the receiver
positions with O’s. (c) The velocity model difference.
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Figure 4.10. Quality control diagrams for the inverse modeling residual times from
the Fresnel volume tomogram. Diagram (a) is a scatter plot of the residual
traveltime versus the crosshole angle of incidence. Diagram (b) is a residual
traveltime distribution histogram. Diagram (c) is a residual traveltime map for
each crosshole data pair.
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Figure 4.11. Synthetic ray theory tomogram (b) inverted using synthetic traveltimes
generated with a heterogeneous velocity model (a). The inversion starting model is a
homogeneous velocity based on the median model value of 0.084 m/ns and the
regularization parameter is 10. (c) The velocity model difference.
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Figure 4.12. Quality control diagrams for the inverse modeling residual times from
the ray theory tomogram when the regularization parameter is 10. Diagram (a) is a
scatter plot of the residual traveltime versus the crosshole angle of incidence.
Diagram (b) is a residual traveltime distribution histogram. Diagram (c) is a
residual traveltime map for each crosshole data pair.
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Figure 4.13. L-curve from the finite-frequency Fresnel volume tomography with the
identity data weighting matrix. The L-curve knee with a regularization parameter
value of 2.9 is highlighted in red and shows the optimum trade off between the
model norm and the residual norm.
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Figure 4.14. Fresnel volume tomogram (b) inverted using synthetic traveltimes
generated with a heterogeneous velocity model (a). The inversion starting model is a
homogeneous velocity based on the median model value of 0.084 m/ns and the
regularization parameter is 2.9 determined from the L-curve with an identity data
weighting matrix.
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Figure 4.15. Ray theory tomogram (b) inverted using synthetic traveltimes
generated with a heterogeneous velocity model. The inversion starting model (a) is a
homogeneous velocity based on the median model value of 0.084 m/ns and the
regularization parameter is reduced to 2.9. The ray density is plotted in (c).
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Figure 4.16. Quality control diagrams for the inverse modeling residual times from
the ray theory tomogram when the regularization parameter is 2.9. Diagram (a) is a
scatter plot of the residual traveltime versus the crosshole angle of incidence.
Diagram (b) is a residual traveltime distribution histogram. Diagram (c) is a
residual traveltime map for each crosshole data pair.
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Figure 4.18. True and inverted velocity model difference histograms and statistics
for both the (a) Fresnel volume and (b) ray theory tomography results. Both these
methods inverted the traveitimes picked from the synthetic full waveform traces
generated using the heterogeneous velocity model.
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5

FRESNEL VOLUME RADAR VELOCITY TOMOGRAPHY AT
THE BOISE HYDROGEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH SITE
5.1

Introduction

Subsurface structure may affect ground water flow and contaminant transport.
The Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS) is a research well field, situated in a
heterogeneous alluvial aquifer, designed to facilitate the development o f methods to
characterize this structure. Results from geophysical measurements and models may
contribute towards imaging the subsurface at the BHRS (Barrash and others, 1999).
Consequently, velocity tomography at the BHRS has led to the modeling o f selected
crosshole-radar (Peterson and others, 1999; Tronicke and others, 2004) and seismic
(Moret and others, 2006) data sets. Nevertheless, interpretations o f multiple collocated
seismic and radar tomograms are appropriate for investigating a large area because
replicate velocity estimates may increase confidence in subsurface characterization
(Ellefsen and others, 1998; Alumbaugh and others, 2002). Incorporating replicate and
complementary surveys may help to assess the confidence o f tomogram physical property
estimates, an important problem according to Vasco and others (1996). For example,
surface and borehole ground-penetrating radar (GPR) characterization o f subsurface
heterogeneity may be validated through correlation with outcrop observations and
porosity measurements (Beres and others, 1999; Tronicke and others, 2002b; Clement
and others, 2006).
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Estimates o f radar propagation velocity are considered a good proxy for water
content (Greaves and others, 1996; Hubbard and others, 1997; Huisman and others,
2003). Although making an effective correlation in the subsurface between the measured
velocity and porosity remains difficult (Bridge and Hyndman, 2004; Rubin and Hubbard,
2005). In velocity tomography, uncertainty in traveltime measurements, the crosshole
acquisition geometry, the radar propagation forward model, and regularization o f the
inversion algorithm may affect the results. In porosity logging, the petrophysical
transform, scaling between the field and laboratory, the neutron log volume of
investigation, and measurement distortion in the borehole annulus may affect these
results.

To investigate the subsurface heterogeneity at the BHRS, I propose a unified
workflow for modeling multiple crosshole-radar propagation velocity tomograms with
Fresnel volume sensitivities. The unified workflow I advance is derived from the
standardized procedure for seismic methods presented by Yilmaz and others (2001). The
finite-frequency Fresnel volume crosshole-radar forward model I suggest is an
improvement over ray theory as previously demonstrated with synthetic results (Buursink
and others, submitted). I now apply this forward model to field data from the BHRS and
exploit the Fresnel volume benefits, such as first-peak picking and improved
regularization. Nevertheless some o f the earlier tomogram correlation problems may
persist, so I present experiments to assess the reliability of the Fresnel volume
tomography and quantify the confidence bounds o f the resultant velocity estimates. This
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assessment relies on the network of replicate crosshole tomography panels at the BHRS
and on the porosity estimates from collocated neutron logs. The unified workflow, which
includes quality control (QC) diagrams to diagnose errors in the field data and artifacts in
the inversion residuals, is applied to produce consistent tomograms for these experiments.

I assess the Fresnel volume velocity tomograms generated with field data from the
BHRS by asking two questions. First, is the tomography able to reliably image velocity
changes in the subsurface? Second, is the finite-frequency model physics sensitive to
wavelength size heterogeneities? The Fresnel volume forward model is applied without
considering velocity anisotropy given the lack o f angular dependence shown in the
efficient borehole radar characterization at the BHRS (Buursink, 2004). I hypothesize
that the consistent application of the Fresnel volume sensitivities for modeling BHRS
field data along with the quantification o f uncertainty should increase confidence in the
velocity tomograms.

In this investigation, I describe the unified workflow to collect, process, and pick
the data, and then invert and display the results from the Fresnel volume radar
propagation velocity tomography. I detail the conversions for the neutron logs to allow
comparison between the velocity tomograms and the porosity fraction. Following this
description of the methods, I compare the velocities for collocated model pixels by
assessing adjacent tomograms arranged in a triangle and tomograms intersecting near the
center of the panels. This arrangement allows me to evaluate the velocity estimates at
both the edge and center pixels of the tomograms. Furthermore, I correlate the tomogram
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radar velocities with neutron porosity logs through two published and a locally derived
petrophysical transforms. I conclude with a discussion on the key advantages and
limitations of applying Fresnel volume tomography and focus on estimated velocity
confidence bounds.

5.2
5.2.1

Methods for Crosshole-Radar Velocity Tomography with Field Data

Acquisition and Processing o f Data at the BHRS
The BHRS is a multidisciplinary field laboratory situated in a sand and gravel bar

adjacent to the Boise River about 15 kilometers southeast of downtown Boise, Idaho.
The field laboratory is designed for testing and developing geophysical and
hydrogeologic methods and their complementary application to subsurface
characterization. The BHRS consists o f a heterogeneous unconsolidated alluvial aquifer
composed of unaltered coarse and fine-grained sediments underlain by a red clay aquitard
(Barrash and Reboulet, 2004). In place are 18 boreholes, which are cased with 10-cm
inside diameter PVC to hold back the formation and allow for a wide variety of
geophysical measurements at different offsets (Barrash and others, 1999). The boreholes
were drilled to an average depth o f about 19 meters (m) and penetrate the underlying clay
aquitard (Barrash and others, 2006).

To apply and test Fresnel volume tomography with field data, a subset o f the
BHRS crosshole panels is identified to produce replicate velocity estimates. The
arrangement of the adjacent and intersecting radar tomograms is shown in Figure 5.1 with
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borehole offsets ranging from 4.7 to 7.1 m across. In the inner ring o f B boreholes,
tomogram panels B2 to B4, B4 to B6, and B2 to B6 constitute the triangle o f adjacent
velocity tomograms. Tomogram panels B5 to B2 and B4 to B1 constitute the velocity
tomograms that intersect with tomograms B4 to B6 and B2 to B6, respectively (Figure
5.1). These two tomogram panels are also used to correlate velocity estimates with
collocated porosity logs at borehole A 1. In addition, porosity logs in B2, B4, and B6 are
correlated when plotted next to the three adjacent tomograms.

The unified workflow developed for consistently generating Fresnel volume
velocity tomograms with field data is introduced in Figure 5.2, which includes a data
acquisition step. To derive estimates of radar velocity in the subsurface at the BHRS,
both measurements of traveltimes and propagation distances between the transmitter and
the receiver antennas are needed. The crosshole data were acquired beginning in summer
1998 through summer 2004 using a commercial GPR system manufactured by Mala
Geoscience with borehole antennas rated at 250 megahertz (MHz). The size o f the
fiberglass-encased transmitter and receiver antennas is 5 cm in diameter and 1.7 m in
length. The system is powered with rechargeable batteries, including the antennas, which
are connected to the control unit on the surface with fiber-optic cables.

For this study, the crosshole-radar field data acquisition takes place methodically,
whereby the transmitter antenna is located at measured positions in one borehole and the
receiver antenna is located at measured positions in the nearby borehole. The receiver
antenna occupies fixed stations in the borehole from 0 to 2 m below the measurement
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point at 0.5-m intervals and from 2.2 m to the borehole total depth (TD) at 0.2-m
intervals. The transmitter antenna is lowered continuously down the other borehole and,
to reduce measurement smear, a trace is acquired at 0.05-m increments from 0 m down to
TD. A typical crosshole tomogram survey takes about two days to collect. When
processing the field data, every fourth transmitter station is retained to match the receiver
spacing and reduce the size o f the data set, and because the crosshole panels in this study
are over sampled (Becht and others, 2004).

For each of the velocity tomograms generated using the workflow (Figure 5.2), I
process the raw radar signal traces with a residual median de-wow removal and a zerophase high-cut frequency filter (Irving and Knight, 2003). Next, the traveltimes are
picked based on the first peaks of the traces, as demonstrated in Figure 5.3 following the
argument of Vasco and others (1995) for first-order scattering. The raw traveltime data
are adjusted with the time-zero (TO) correction and the compensated sampling frequency
(CSF) ratio to account for the delay time and sampling mismatch in the radar instrument
response, respectively. The systematic TO correction and CSF errors are determined
independently using airwave and surface walk-away surveys (see Appendix B for more
details). The radar transmitter and receiver positions are adjusted with the antenna feed
point correction and the borehole deviation logs. The borehole deviation for the BHRS
B-ring boreholes ranges from about 0.2 to 0.5 m laterally (see Appendix C for more
details).
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I apply QC diagrams to check the processed traveltimes and distance
measurements as the next step in the unified workflow (Figure 5.2). The QC procedure
verifies crosshole data using a series o f diagnostic diagrams, including scatter plots,
histograms, and data pair maps, to identify and remove random data errors, and is also
applied post inversion to check residual times. For example, transmitter-receiver data
pairs with outlier values, which plot apart from the main traveltime and velocity data
clouds in the scatter diagrams, are deleted. Furthermore, traces for long crosshole paths
that may be picked incorrectly due to low signal-to-noise and antenna radiation pattern
issues (Irving and Knight, 2005) are removed. Data from stations above about 845 m are
truncated due to interference from refraction of radar energy by the water table (Rucker
and Ferre, 2004a). The field data are now ready to be inverse modeled as velocity
tomograms with Fresnel volume sensitivities.

5.2.2

Inversion of Fresnel Volume Tomograms
The finite-frequency Fresnel volume kernel is derived from the Helmholtz

equation assuming first order scattering and solved analytical^ using the whole-space
Green’s function (Buursink and others, submitted). The sensitivity distribution is
determined by to the radar signal frequency, distances between the antennas and the
scatterer, and the background slowness or velocity. The Fresnel volume kernel
expression quantifies the traveltime perturbation based on a localized slowness
perturbation as follows
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5T(r,rs)= $ K { r, r ', r s)Ss(r<)dr’

(5.1)

vol

where<ST= traveltixne perturbation in seconds (sec), s = radar propagation slowness in
seconds per meter (sec/m), r = distance to the receiver in meters (m), t* = distance to the
scatterer in meters (m), rs —distance to the source in meters (m), and

I \ J (y3|&(<y)|2sin[<«,y(ZM-Z"-Z)]<Zcy
^
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1^-----^
.
' 2n{L'L ")
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where L = the transmitter to receiver distance in meters (m), Z' = the transmitter to
scatterer distance in meters (m), Z" = the scatterer to receiver distance in meters (m), oo=
I
12
radar signal frequency in radians per second (rad/sec) or (180/ tt H ertz), and <S(«w) is
the source signal power.

Along with the signal frequency and background slowness, the Fresnel volume
sensitivity matrix for each tomogram panel is computed based the acquisition geometry,
which typically contains antenna stations spaced 0.2 m apart from about 831 up to 845 m
elevation, and on the tomogram model dimensions, which range around 6 m horizontally
and 16 m vertically. A frequency spectrum o f the radar data traces yields a mean
frequency of 110 MHz, which determines the width o f the Fresnel volume. The
background slowness is estimated from independent borehole radar measurements of
velocity at the BHRS, which typically is about 0.088 meters per nanosecond (m/ns). The
model grid of 0.2 m square pixels is chosen based on several factors: (1) mimicking the
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data acquisition geometry; (2) meeting the typical tomogram discritization requirement
for local-scale hydrologic models (McKenna and Poeter, 1995); (3) capturing the
dimensions of the heterogeneities at the BHRS, which exist on the order of meters
(Barrash and Reboulet, 2004; Buursink, 2004); and (4) considering the trade-off between
pixel size, model uncertainty, and computational efficiency. The model pixels extend
about 0.5 m out from the antenna locations to accommodate the finite width o f the
Fresnel volume sensitivities. Given the tomogram model grid and typical crosshole
acquisition geometry, the sparse Fresnel volume sensitivity matrix usually has
dimensions of about 4000 model pixels and about 3000 data pairs.

To inverse model the Fresnel volume velocity tomograms based on traveltime
perturbation data, I setup an objective function that formalizes my modeling goals. The
objective function I propose is commonly used in crosshole tomography, which is an illposed problem (Tweeton and others, 1992; Aldridge and Oldenburg, 1993). This
objective function, expressed in Equation (5.3), seeks to simultaneously minimize the
data misfit, and the difference between the predicted and reference models. To apply the
least-squares inverse solution, I assume Gaussian data noise and calculate the sizes of the
objective function differences with the L-two norm. The trade-off between these two
objectives is weighted by a regularization parameter, as shown in

objective
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where G = sensitivity kernel matrix, djbs = observed data vector, m = predicted model
vector, Wd = data weighting matrix, Wm = model weighting matrix,

77 =

regularization

trade-off parameter, and m re~f= reference model vector.

The velocity tomogram is computed using the damped-weighted least-squares
inversion or Tikhonov regularization formulation from Menke (1989) and the LSQR
iterative approximation from Paige and Saunders (1982) for a series of 50

77 values.

In

the data weighting matrix, I assess a 3 % traveltime error for the field data acquired at the
BHRS based on my separate inventory o f crosshole-radar traveltime and propagation
distance errors. Random and unmitigated systematic data errors described previously
may include a combination o f picking mistakes, time drift, cable stretch, and antenna
centralization. Furthermore, a two-dimensional (2-D) isotropic first-derivative flattening
matrix is used to regularize the inversion. Finally as part of the unified workflow (Figure
5.2), I plot the velocity tomogram based on the optimum regularization trade-off
parameter. The optimum trade-off between fitting the data and providing a simple model
may be determined by the L-curve method o f Hansen (1992) plotted with all

77 values.

Because o f topographic variation at the BHRS, the tomograms are displayed in common
elevations rather than borehole depths to facilitate the interpretation.

5.2.3

Neutron Logging at the BHRS
Neutron logs are typically acquired to measure moisture content above the water

table and total porosity fraction below the water table assuming full water saturation
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(Fetter, 1988). The saturated porosity is measured at the BHRS with a probe that
contains a neutron source and detector. The neutron count received at the detector is
decreased by increased water content, because hydrogen nuclei have nearly the same
weight as the neutrons, which are slowed and then scattered. The response o f neutron
porosity logs may be affected by changes in borehole parameters, such as the transition
from a cased hole to an open hole, and from cave-ins o f the formation during drilling
(Keys and MacCary, 1971). At the BHRS, the PVC borehole casing can also scatter
neutrons, but this effect may be ignored because it is constant over the logging interval.

The neutron log response is recorded in counts per second and converted to water
content using calibrated or published lower and upper bounds. The equation for this
conversion is documented by Rider (1986) as follows

[N -A )/

<Z>=10

(5.4)

where 4>= water content, N = measured neutron counts per second, A = upper count rate
for the saturated zone, and b = lower count rate for the saturated zone. Barrash and
Clemo (2002) applied Equation (5.4) to transform the neutron log data acquired at the
BHRS using published lower and upper porosity bounds of 0.12 and 0.50 for cobble and
sand deposits. The porosity measurements have few sources o f noise because minimal
formation disturbance occurred during drilling and clay minerals are rare in BHRS
deposits that have a common provenance and have not been altered or cemented (Barrash
and Clemo, 2002). I use a subset o f these data and thus Figure 5.4 shows both the
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converted raw and smoothed neutron porosity logs for boreholes A l, B2, B4, and B 6 .
The log smoothing is based on the instrument volume o f investigation described next.

The radius of investigation for the neutron logs primarily depends on the probe
configuration and the formation sediment. Hearst and others (2000) detail a study with
three different types of neutron probes that received 90 % of the recorded signal within
170,236, and 262 mm from the borehole wall. These measurements were made in sand
with a saturated porosity o f 35 %. Because this is within the range o f the BHRS values, I
interpret this as approximately a 0.2 m radius o f investigation or a 0.4 m diameter sphere
around the probe measurement point. I apply smoothing to the BHRS porosity logs
based on the approximately spherical volume o f investigation; and use a seven-point
operator that smoothes the neutron porosity measurements spaced at 0.06 m over 0.42 m.
Consequently, some small short-period peaks are muted (Figure 5.4).

In the following volumetric equations, the air content in the saturated zone is
assumed to be negligible and all porosity may be quantified by the neutron response.
Initially, the porosity o f a three-phase system, with air, water and sediment, is calculated
using

a

vair +vwater V
r air +v
1 f water
vsediment
,
~ vtotal

/c

c\

,

where (f>= porosity fraction, Vair = volume o f air, Vwater = volume o f water, and Vsedimsnt —
Vtotal —total volume of the sediment matrix. The volumetric water content, 6 , is based on
ratio o f the volume of the water to the volume o f the sediment matrix as in
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8 =

Kwater

(5.6)

sediment

Next, the degree of water saturation must be considered when converting from
volumetric water content to porosity fraction. When the volume o f sediment quantity is
cancelled out, the two quantities are related by the expression:

water
water

e

(5.7)

0

where Sw = degree of saturation. Specifically, when the neutron log data are acquired
below the water table, the degree o f saturation may be assumed as unity. Furthermore,
Moret and others (2004) measured seismic pressure-wave velocities at the BHRS that
contraindicate the presence of gas in the subsurface. Therefore, in this study the recorded
volumetric water content should be a good measure o f the porosity fraction, such that

0= 8.

5.2.4

Application o f Petrophvsical Transforms
Radar propagation velocity in the subsurface is strongly affected by the ground

water content because of its high dielectric constant compared to geologic materials. The
velocity of radar propagation through a medium is inversely proportional to the square
root o f the bulk dielectric constant and may therefore be given as

c

4k
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where v = radar propagation velocity in meters per second (m/sec), k = relative dielectric
constant, and the speed o f light, c = 2.998- 10'1Gm/sec = 0.2998 m/ns . The relative
dielectric constant of water (about 80) is much higher compared to the values o f sediment
grains (ranging around 3 to 6 ) and air (about 1), as reported in textbook tables such as
Sharma (1997). Therefore, when the water content, or saturated porosity fraction, of a
sediment and water mixture increases, the measured dielectric constant o f the mixture
increases and its measured radar propagation velocity decreases.

I evaluate different petrophysical transforms that convert between the porosity
fraction and the relative dielectric constant. The first petrophysical transform is an
empirical relation developed by Topp and others (1980) for evaluating moisture content
measured with a tun e-domain reflectometiy (TDR) probe. In their experiments, Topp
and others (1980) analyzed TDR traveltime data for four mineral soils with degrees o f
water saturation ranging from 0.6 to 0.95. The Topp equation is a third-order polynomial
that relates volumetric water content and dielectric constant as

k = 3.03 + 9.3-0 +146.0-6 2 - 16.1 -6Z.

(5.9)

The second petrophysical transform is a volumetric mixing formula referred to as
the complex refractive index method (CRIM) or time propagation (TP) method (Birchak
and others, 1974; 'Wharton and others, 1986). The CRIM/TP method is a volumetric
mixing formula whereby the dielectric constant of a mixture is a function o f its
constituents and their respective volume fractions. At the high-frequency radar limit, the
CRIM/TP formula holds specifically for isotropic materials and ignores micro-geometry
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or electrochemical effects (Knoll and Knight, 1994). The formula contains weighted
square roots of the relative dielectric constant for each mixture constituent. The mixing
law for three phases, and for two phases when M l water saturation (Sw= 1) is assumed,
is expressed as

& =<*(i-s.W*«+*s,-fkZ+(!■-

=*/£T+( ! ■ - ( 5-io)

To complement the two published petrophysical transforms, I derive a sitespecific relation with associated confidence bounds. Therefore, the collocated porosity
fraction from the neutron logs and dielectric constant data from the velocity tomograms
at BHRS borehole A1 are cross-plotted. The quality and bounds of this fit are tested
using the three adjacent tomograms. Each o f these transforms thus provides a link
between the velocity tomograms and neutron logs.

5.3
5.3.1

Assessment of Field Data Crosshole-Radar Tomogram Results

Evaluating Adjacent Tomogram Velocity Values
The B2 to B4 Fresnel volume tomogram in Figure 5.5 shows velocity variation

ranging between 0.077 and 0.092 m/ns. This velocity estimate compares favorably to the
efficient borehole radar survey results (Buursink, 2004). N o veiy fast or very slow
velocity artifacts likely induced by data errors exist in the tomogram. Generally, the
velocities are smoothly varying with lateral continuity across certain intervals.
Specifically, the interval between 839 and 843 m has a velocity estimate o f about 0.088
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m/ns. This same velocity occurs in the lower left comer of tomogram at 833 m.
Furthermore, I interpret a slow velocity zone of about 0.077 m/ns in the interval between
834 and 838 m. Slow velocity zones also pinch out at the top and bottom o f the panel at
845 and 831 m. Nevertheless, these are regions o f reduced confidence due to decreased
Fresnel volume sensitivity (Buursink and others, submitted).

The B4 to B 6 Fresnel volume tomogram in Figure 5.6 shows velocity variation
ranging between 0.077 and 0.090 m/ns, again within the expected range from previous
borehole radar results. The tomogram images an average velocity estimate o f about
0.086 m/ns for the upper half and lower quarter o f the tomogram panel. A slow velocity
zone o f about 0.083 m/ns exists around 844 m and between 834 and 838 m. A fast
velocity lens along the borehole at 845 m may be an artifact due to the low tomogram
confidence in this region. Notably, these first two tomograms along with the third
tomogram described next, are each optimized with a trade-off parameter

77

of 355.6,

determined by the comer o f each individual L-curve.

The B2 to B 6 Fresnel volume tomogram in Figure 5.7 shows a faster average
velocity estimate of about 0.088 m/ns when compared to the previous tomograms.
However, a laterally persistent slow velocity zone again exists between 834 and 838 m.
A fast velocity zone between 833 and 834 m is laterally persistent, whereas the one
between 839 and 843 m is not as continuous. The bottom fast zone is about 1 m thick, or
slightly larger than the 0.8 m wavelength estimated for the 110 MHz radar signal. A slow
velocity zone just below the water table refraction boundary pinches out from left to right
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and correlates with a relatively high porosity in the B2 neutron log at 844 m (Figure 5.4).
The fast velocity lens at the water table refraction boundary may not be reliable.

As part of the unified workflow (Figure 5.2), QC diagrams that include picked
traveltimes and post-inversion residual times are useful for checking the tomography
results. Figure 5.8 contains B2 to B4 scatter plots o f (a) traveltime versus propagation
distance, (b) traveltime versus angle o f incidence at the receiver antenna, (c) residual time
versus propagation distance, and (d) residual time versus angle of incidence at the
receiver. The traveltimes increase smoothly with propagation distance and angle of
incidence as desired (Figure 5.8). The residuals range between -2 and 3 ns for all
distances and show no systematic dependence on the angle o f incidence, thus confirming
the lack of position error in the field data (see Appendix D for more details). The larger
residuals observed at high angles may be due to difficulty picking these attenuated radar
traces that results in larger uncertainty. However, this uncertainly is accounted for in the
3 % data error estimate assessed as part o f the inversion workflow. The histograms in
Figure 5.9 show (a) the remaining high quality traveltimes and (b) the residuals, which
are centered about zero and range primarily between -1 and 1 ns. Figure 5.10 shows the
transmitter-receiver maps for both (a) the inverted traveltimes and (b) the inverse model
residual times. The maps may identify bad transmitter antenna fans or receiver antenna
gathers as streaks along with bias errors in the data. The B4 to B6 QC maps show little
streaking and no biases in both the traveltimes and residuals. Therefore, there exists no
systematic error and only one potential bad receiver gather at about 833 m represents a
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small fraction of the field data set. The blank gaps in the maps (Figure 5.10) denote
deleted transmitter-receiver pairs that exceed the tolerances applied during the workflow
QC steps for the B2 to B4 data.

Figure 5.11 through Figure 5.13 show the QC diagrams for the B2 to B6 Fresnel
volume tomogram. Again, the scatter plots show a smooth distribution o f traveltimes and
a lack of angular dependence for the residuals (Figure 5.11). Although, the traveltime
histogram shows a smooth distribution without large outliers, the residuals for this
tomogram are a little larger (Figure 5.12). The residuals range from -1.1 to 1.1 ns but
show no bias about zero. The transmitter-receiver maps show no obvious streaking or
systematic bias suggesting confidence in all regions of the tomogram (Figure 5.13). In
Figure 5 .13(b), the positive residuals along the diagonal indicate predicted times that are
larger than the observed times, whereas the high-angle residuals are slightly more
negative, indicating smaller predicted times. This residual distribution may be induced
by under-sampling of slow velocity zones and a fast average tomogram velocity that
accelerates the high angle radar energy paths.

Figure 5.14 shows results for the three adjacent BHRS velocity tomograms
inverted separately using Fresnel volume sensitivities. The transmitter and receiver
boreholes in the third tomogram, B2 to B6, are reversed but this should not affect the
interpretations. The first and third tomograms share their outside edges, which are
collocated at borehole B2. I correlate common features across the tomograms to
characterize the three-dimensional (3-D) subsurface velocity distribution at the BHRS
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and assess the confidence in the tomograms (Figure 5.14). Overall, I interpret two fast
velocity zones alternating with two slow velocity zones. The fast velocity zones are
located between about 832 and 834 m, and between 839 and 843 m elevation; whereas
the slow velocity zones are located between 834 and 839 m, and between about 843 and
845 m elevation. These zones correspond to the lower four porosity and stratigraphic
units identified previously at the BHRS (Barrash and Clemo, 2002; Barrash and
Reboulet, 2004).

The laterally persistent slow velocity zone m/ns between 834 and 838 m can be
interpreted across all three tomograms. From borehole B2 in the northeast coiner of the
triangle (Figure 5.1), a fast velocity stringer intrudes into this zone as observed in the two
end tomograms (Figure 5.14). From this same direction, a fast velocity stringer enters the
tomogram triangle near the bottom at 833 m and pinches out towards boreholes B4 and
B6. Because this is a tomogram region o f reduced confidence, this interpretation is less
robust. The fast velocity zone above about 839 m consistently overlies the dominant
slow velocity but shows increased lateral velocity variability. In this fast zone, the
velocity difference on either side o f borehole B2 is about 0.003 m/ns or about 3.2 %
given a 0.088 m/ns average velocity. This zone is thickest in borehole B6. On top of the
persistent fast zone sits a slow velocity zone o f 0.077 m/ns that enters from borehole B2
and is consistent with the high porosity at 844 m (Figure 5.4).

The collocated neutron logs in BHRS boreholes B2, B4, and B6 are included in
Figure 5.14 to enhance the interpretation o f the adjacent tomograms. The neutron
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porosity estimates are converted to relative dielectric constants using the Topp Equation
(5.9), and then converted to radar propagation velocities using Equation (5.8). The
neutron log results are plotted along the tomogram edges using the same color scale to
correlate these with the tomogram velocities. The transitions between low and high
porosity intervals in the neutron logs generally correspond with the high to low velocity
transitions in the radar tomograms (Figure 5.14). In particular, the neutron logs confirm
the location of the lens in the slow velocity zone at 836 m. Near the top and bottoms of
the boreholes, where the confidence in the velocity tomograms is low, the neutron logs
agree less. For example, a disagreement between the neutron log and tomogram
estimates occurs at the top of borehole B2 because the tomograms indicate a slow
velocity zones, whereas the neutron log indicates a fast velocity zone. Generally, the
tomogram estimates do not span as large a range as the transformed neutron logs. For
example between 839 and 843 m, the velocity estimates from the neutron logs plot faster
than the tomogram values. This difference is discussed in detail later. Nevertheless, the
crosshole tomograms and borehole logs may be considered complementary results. A
typical correlation across adjacent neutron logs alone may ignore any lateral property
changes between the boreholes, whereas in this example, the adjacent tomograms reveal
the lateral variation in the fast velocity zone between 839 and 844 m (Figure 5.14).

5.3.2 Evaluating Intersecting Tomogram Velocitv Values
Figure 5.15 shows the results for B5 to B2 (b) Fresnel volume and (c) ray theory
velocity tomograms. For comparison, a ray theory tomogram was generated following
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the method by Aldridge and Oldenburg (1993) using the same regularization parameter as
the Fresnel volume tomogram chosen from the L-curve in Figure 5.15(a). This panel is
intersected by the B4 to B6 tomogram at 2.3 m from the transmitter borehole or 4.8 m
from the receiver borehole. This tomogram intersects the B4 to B6 tomogram at 1.5 m
from the transmitter borehole or 3.2 m from the receiver borehole. The background
velocity in this tomogram is about 0.088 m/ns. Two slow velocity zones that almost
extend from one borehole to the other are centered at 835 and 837 m. Two fast velocity
zones, located both below and above this pair o f slow zones, are less laterally continuous
and faster near the boreholes. A fast velocity lens o f 0.092 m/ns is centered in the
tomogram at 842.5 m. Although it may initially appear as an artifact, this lens is not
located in a low confidence zone o f the tomogram and subsequent inspection of
collocated results shows that it is a persistent velocity heterogeneity.

Figure 5.16 shows the results for B4 to B1 Fresnel volume velocity tomogram.
This panel is intersected by the B2 to B6 tomogram at 4.2 m from the transmitter
borehole or 1.4 m from the receiver borehole. This tomogram intersects the B2 to B6
tomogram at 4.0 m from the transmitter borehole or 1.3 m from the receiver borehole.
The background velocity in this tomogram is about 0.086 m/ns. The slow velocity zones
between 834 and 838 m are again apparent. A fast velocity zone, 0.094 m/ns, is centered
between 839 and 843 m, with faster values near the boreholes. Another fast velocity
zone sits at the center bottom of the tomogram in a region o f low confidence below the
receiver positions where reduced Fresnel volume sensitivity coverage occurs, so this may
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be an artifact. Above this artifact and just below the pair of slow velocity zones is a thin
1 m fast velocity zone at 833 m. This zone shows strong lateral continuity because
numerous side-by-side tomogram pixels share the same velocity magnitude. This
continuity is reliable and may not necessarily be induced by the inverse model flattening
operator, which is isotropic and does not weigh the horizontal direction stronger than the
vertical.

Rather than display two intersecting panels, I extract the velocity values for the
model pixel columns that constitute the intersection in each tomogram. These velocities
are plotted as a function of elevation for both intersecting tomogram pairs in Figure 5.17.
The profiles show the intervals over which the velocity estimates agree. For the first
intersecting pair, both the velocity values and zone elevations match, whereas for the
second intersecting pair, the velocity estimates and elevations at all but one zone match.
Between 838 and 844 m, the B2 to B6 tomogram velocity is 0.002 m/ns or 2.2 % slower
than the B4 to B1 velocity. Below about 831 m, the estimates do not match well for both
the intersections, but this interval sits outside the confident region o f the tomograms. The
same is true for the profile intervals above the water-table refraction limit, 91.

In Figure 5.18,1 cross-plot the velocities for the model pixels at both of the
tomogram intersections. The cross-plots show that the velocity values match over the
interval from the water-table refraction boundary down to the lowest antenna stations. I
supplement each cross-plot with a linear regression curve that has a zero-intercept and
calculate the R-squared measure o f fit. R-squared is computed as the ratio of the sum of
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the squares of the regression to the total sum o f the squares. For the first tomogram pair,
B5 to B2 and B4 to B6, the R-squared value o f 0.87 for 71 data points means that the fit
explains 87 % of the total variation in the data about the linear regression in Figure
5 .18(a). For the second tomogram pair, B4 to B1 and B2 to B6, the R-squared value of
0.71 for 70 data points means that the fit explains 71 % o f the total variation in the data in
Figure 5.18(b). In addition, the mean squared error, the inverse o f the Student-T
cumulative distribution function, and the covariance matrix are used to calculate the
bounds on the cross-plots (Devore, 1991). The velocity bias above the one-to-one fine in
both cross plots is insignificant. The 95 % confidence intervals determined from the
linear regressions are shown in Figure 5.17 and provide an estimate for the uncertainty of
the tomogram velocities. Confidence bounds define the lower and upper velocities of the
interval and thus the width indicates the uncertainty o f the fit coefficients and any
predicted observations. For example, a very wide interval may indicate that more data
could improve the confidence in the regression coefficients. Analysis o f the predicted fit
of cross-plot (a) yields a 2.3 % maximum error in velocity and cross-plot (b) yields a 3.4
% maximum error, which both occur near the bottom o f the profiles where the
tomograms may be less confident.

5.3.3

Comparing Radar Velocity Tomograms and Neutron Porosity Logs
In Figure 5.19 1 compare the results from two tomogram panels, B5 to B2 and B4

to B l, through borehole A1 with both the neutron survey and vertical radar profile (VRP)
acquired in that borehole. The model pixel velocities from dual tomogram columns, or a
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0.4 m interval, closest to the location o f borehole A1 are extracted and converted to
saturated porosity using the petrophysical transforms. The tomogram velocity is
converted to dielectric constant and then to porosity fraction with the Topp equation.
Velocities are also converted to porosities using the CRIM/TP relation using matrix and
water phases, although the dielectric constant o f water may be frequency, salinity, or
temperature dependent (Lesmes and Friedman, 2005). The summer temperature of
ground water at the BHRS is about 13.7°C (Hausrath and others, 2002). Because the
ground water is relatively fresh with a conductivity o f 2 pS/m (Hausrath and others,
2002) and the radar signal has a 110 MHz center frequency, I consider no salinity or
frequency effects and only compensate the dielectric constant for temperature, and
calculate a value o f 82.9. I assume a dielectric constant for the matrix phase o f 4.0,
which is low for quartz sand and feldspar grains according to textbook tables (Sharma,
1997). Quartz and feldspar dominate the mineralogy o f the braided stream deposits at the
BHRS (Barrash and Reboulet, 2004). Using a higher matrix dielectric constant shifts the
porosity values lower.

In Figure 5.19, the zone between 834 and 837 m with a high porosity fraction of
0.27 is consistent in both the neutron and radar data. In addition, the zone between 833
and 834 m with a low porosity fraction o f 0.18 appears in all the profiles. The high
porosity zone in the neutron results at 843 m is not observed in the tomograms due to its
proximity to the water table. Here the crosshole data have been omitted from the inverse
model, which reverts to the background velocity. In general, the tomogram derived
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porosity curves in Figure 5.19 are smoother than the neutron log curves, such that the log
measurements have a higher spatial frequency than the tomogram values. The
tomograms are affected by the sampling wavelength o f the radar instrument, which is
about 0.8 m, and by the inherent low-pass filtering o f tomography (Devaney, 1984). The
flattening operator used to regularize the ill-posed tomogram inversion may blur the
velocity contrast between adjacent model pixels. Nevertheless, the neutron log porosity
fraction is only 0.02 greater then the tomography estimates, indicating a lack o f bias
between the methods. Finally, the VRP results supplement the tomography results,
especially around the water table where the Fresnel volume assumptions break down.

In Figure 5.19, the porosities predicted by the CRIM/TP relation are consistently
lower than those predicted by the Topp equation. This discrepancy may be due to the
dielectric constant assumed for the matrix (Garambois and others, 2002). Nevertheless,
the shape of both petrophysical transform curves is similar. Furthermore, the mean
porosity difference between the tomogram derived values and the log values is about 0.03
with standard deviations between 0.021 and 0.030. In addition, the tomogram derived
porosity profiles agree well with each other, and any scatter in the values, such as at 835
m, may be induced by the different orientations o f the crosshole panels. Furthermore,
based on these replicate results, I interpret no velocity artifacts that would distort these
profiles or possibly the tomograms as a whole.
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5.3.4

BHRS-Specific Petrophysical Relation
In Figure 5.20, the square root o f the dielectric constant values extracted and

transformed from the B5B2 and B4B1 tomograms are plotted against the neutron log
porosities for 20-cm elevation intervals in borehole A1. I limit the cross-plot to the
interval between the water table refraction boundary and the lowest antenna position, and
fit the 128 data points with a linear regression and evaluate the R-squared measure o f fit.
Based on the linear regression, the BHRS petrophysical relation is expressed as

• ^ = 7 . 0 0 ^ + 1.87

(5.11)

assuming that </>=6. The R-squared value o f 0.28 means that the equation explains 28 %
o f the total variation in the data about the average. A regression with a higher degree
polynomial does not markedly improve the R-squared fit to justify the added complexity.
This is similar to findings by Ledieu and others (1986), who fit a linear expression to
their experimental TDR results. Furthermore, the scatter in Figure 5.20 may be explained
by 6 % dielectric constant uncertainty assuming the velocity error o f 2.5 % derived from
the replicate velocity estimates, while errors in the porosity data are spatially variable and
are described in the subsequent discussion.

The published and BHRS specific petrophysical transforms have similarities and
differences. The data in this study only range from 0.15 to 0.35 for the porosity fraction
and from 10.5 to 14.5 for the dielectric constant, whereas the data used to derive the Topp
equation range from 0.02 to 0.45 for the water content fraction and from 2 to 30 for the
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dielectric constant (Topp and others, 1980). The Topp equation over the range in this
study is nearly linear (Figure 5.20). The CRIM/TP predictions are added for comparison,
but do not trend along the local BHRS relation as the Topp predictions do. Alternatively,
the CRIM/TP relation results may be made to lie on top o f the local BHRS measurements
when the dielectric constants are set to 3.5 and 80, for the matrix and water components
respectively. Introducing additional components or adjusting the exponent may further
improve the CRIM/TP correlation.

To assess the local BHRS empirical transform between dielectric constant and
porosity, I apply it to the adjacent velocity tomograms and consider the collocated
neutron logs. I extract the dielectric constant values for the model pixels near the
boreholes at the edges of the tomograms in Figure 5.14. For each o f the three BHRS
boreholes, B2, B4, and B6, in Figure 5.21,1 plot the profiles for the porosity logs and the
collocated tomogram derived values. The neutron porosity falls within the 95 %
confidence interval computed for the mean tomogram derived values. The high porosity
or low velocity zone in the tomograms between 834 and 838 m is consistently reproduced
in the neutron logs. The tomogram porosity fraction estimates above 840 m remain
smooth around 0.2, whereas the log values oscillate between 0.16 and 0.28. The lack of
agreement in some intervals indicates reduced confidence o f the tomograms edges and
demonstrates that the preceding analysis near the tomogram centers is preferred.
Nevertheless, significant porosity heterogeneities are imaged by the tomograms, which
vary around 20 %, assuming a 0.22 background porosity.
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5.4
5.4.1

Discussion of Field Data Tomogram Assessment

Unified Workflow for Velocity Tomographv
The unified workflow steps, such as processing and picking o f the data, and

inverse modeling and QC of the results, are critical for generating consistent tomograms.
Furthermore, Fresnel volume sensitivities adapted for the BHRS field data are effectively
applied to generate five velocity tomograms. By following the workflow, the production
o f velocity tomograms is relatively efficient for computing the finite-frequency
sensitivities and determining the regularization trade-off with an L-curve. The reliable
production and interpretation of field data tomograms confirms the suitability o f the
Fresnel volume model tested previously with synthetic data tomograms.

Specifically, the workflow step dealing with traveltime picking is improved when
the traces are processed first and then the first peaks are identified. Assuming first order
scattering and Fresnel volume sensitivities allows these peaks to be picked robustly rather
than rely on first breaks. Furthermore, the 1 ns traveltime residuals remaining in the QC
diagrams correspond to the existing uncertainty estimates documented in the crossholeradar data error budget. This uncertainty estimate is the result o f the assessment o f
random data errors, compensation o f systematic errors, and the choice o f inverse model
regularization. Lastly, the unified workflow for radar velocity tomography is
documented so that subsequent workers generating tomograms at the BHRS or for a
similar experiment can consistently follow this procedure.
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5.4.2

Interpretation of Field Data Tomograms
The interpretation of each Fresnel volume tomogram includes a description of the

radar propagation velocity heterogeneities, which are distinguished from inversion
artifacts. The correlation o f the five collocated tomograms at the BHRS characterizes the
alluvial aquifer as both laterally and vertically heterogeneous. A laterally persistent slow
velocity zone is observed between about 834 and 838 m in the tomograms, and has a
relatively high porosity as indicated by the neutron logs. Therefore, with the addition of
hydraulic conductivity information from a pumping test, this interval may be interpreted
as a stratigraphic unit important for ground water flow at the BHRS.

For the BHRS tomograms, the borehole offsets range from 4.7 to 7.1 m with a
height o f 15 m. Therefore, some o f the tomograms are relatively narrow and possible
borehole deviation of up to 0.5 m may comprise a relatively large fraction o f the offset.
Consequently, some velocity anomalies may be expected due to inadequate projection of
out-of-plane borehole deviation. Nevertheless, my previous assessment o f crossholeradar traveltime and propagation distance errors includes this type o f uncertainty, for
which an estimate is incorporated into the velocity inversion through data weighting.
Furthermore, position error artifacts are not readily observed in the BHRS tomograms,
but were observed in simulated results from an investigation o f radar antenna cable
stretch error (see Appendix D for more details). Solution appraisal o f the velocity
tomograms may further bolster tomogram interpretation (Miller and Routh, 2006).
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5.4.3

Correlation with Collocated Survey Results
The experiments with BHRS field data successfully assess the crosshole

tomograms. The radar propagation velocity estimates from both the adjacent and
intersecting tomograms typically correlate in magnitude and elevation. The adjacent
tomogram analysis yields a 3.2 % velocity error for the pixels at the edges o f the
tomograms. This comparison is valuable because typically correlations between
tomograms and other geophysical logs are made at the crosshole panel edges (Eppstein
and Dougherty, 1998; Binley and others, 2001). The intersecting tomogram analysis
yields a 2.2 % error over an interval where the velocities are most different, but the error
is less for the remaining intervals. For comparison, previous simulations based on a field
data error budget estimated a 2.7 % error in velocity assuming 1-ns traveltime and 0.1-m
distance error bounds. Velocities for individual zones may vary because the intersecting
tomograms measure across different directions o f the inner borehole ring at the BHRS.
Nevertheless, a bias whereby one tomogram is faster then the other is not observed in the
velocity correlations. Consequently, I find that the tomograms may estimate velocity to
within 2.5 %. This finding is encouraging because the velocity or porosity changes
observed in the BHRS tomograms and in independent measurements are an order of
magnitude larger.

Although the velocity tomogram and neutron log measurements are made with
different instruments and have volumes o f investigation that differ by an order of
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magnitude, at the BHRS they are both sensitive to the aquifer porosity fraction. This is
also true for the ray theory tomogram, but these results are much rougher because of
inadequate model physics and over fitting o f the data (Buursink and others, submitted).
The locations of peaks and troughs in the porosity profiles derived from both these
methods agree in the lower two-thirds o f the profile. In the upper third, the agreement
between the velocity tomograms and neutron logs is good in high porosity zones and not
as good in low porosity zones. A similar finding was described in Alumbaugh and others
(2002). Furthermore, the tomogram-derived porosity values are smoother than the
neutron log derived values. This observation may be explained by a combination o f the
following reason, including, (1) velocity heterogeneities that are smoothed or omitted
when these have dimensions smaller than the resolution of the Fresnel volume
tomography method, (2) slow velocity zones that are under-sampled by crosshole-radar
energy (Ellefsen, 1999), (3) physical phenomena such as surface effects or
electrochemical reactions that are not modeled in the petrophysical transforms (Knoll and
Knight, 1994), (4) low porosity zones surrounding the boreholes that may be induced by
drilling remnants, and (5) upper and lower count rate values for the neutron log
conversion in the saturated zone may be biased.

Nevertheless, the average porosity logs are centered over the tomogram values,
and no bias is observed when applying the Topp equation transform. The CRIM/TP
results are biased and may not be as appropriate at the BHRS like the Topp equation.
Furthermore, the site-specific petrophysical relation may also be appropriate. But this
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relation is preliminary because it is based on the measurements at a single borehole.
Complementary in-situ porosity and laboratory dielectric constant measurements (Gribb
and others, 2004) of the sediments at the BHRS may provide additional correlations in
the future.

5.5

Conclusions

Multiple conclusions on the Fresnel volume radar propagation velocity
tomography results and interpretations at the BHRS are evident, but some findings
regarding the modeling workflow are also noteworthy. The unified workflow developed
for crosshole-radar tomography was applied to process and inverse model five field data
sets from the BHRS. As part of the unified workflow, the Fresnel volume approach is
relatively straightforward due to the semi-automatic picking o f traveltimes, the
documented processing of data and generation o f finite-frequency sensitivities, and the
systematic approach for choosing the tomogram regularization that incorporates an
estimate of field data error. Without the workflow, generating consistent high-quality
tomograms to detect real physical property changes may be difficult. For example,
without the QC step in the tomogram workflow, data errors may have introduced velocity
artifacts in the tomograms that could be misinterpreted, but this is not the case. Finally,
the finite-frequency Fresnel volume model is sensitive to wavelength scale subsurface
property changes and is valuable for characterizing the distribution o f radar propagation
velocity at the BHRS.
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The velocity tomogram interpretations generally agree with the collocated
porosity log shapes. In addition, the correlation between the porosity fraction measured
by these different methods shows that uncertainty in the velocity tomograms may be
adequately assessed within the confidence bounds. This correlation leads to robust
tomogram interpretations and increases the value o f the final physical property estimates.
The question of whether velocity heterogeneities at the BHRS are large enough to be
imaged with crosshole-radar when considering background noise in the data is answered
in the affirmative - realistic physical property changes are imaged in the five field data
tomograms. Consequently, Fresnel volume crosshole-radar propagation velocity
tomography may be successfully applied at other sites similar to the BHRS where high
quality and complementary data are acquired.

Additional velocity tomograms at the BHRS can further the 3-D characterization
of the physical property distribution in the aquifer. These tomograms may improve the
data coverage and enhance the previous efficient first-order characterization completed
with the LR and VRP surveys acquired in 27 boreholes. Nevertheless, the current
detailed interpretations of the radar propagation velocity distribution in the Fresnel
volume tomograms should more precisely constrain future hydrogeophysical modeling
efforts at the BHRS. Furthermore, where independent collocated data is lacking, these
interpretations can later be confirmed by supplemental drilling or geostatistical analysis.
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Figure S.l. Map of the inner BHRS boreholes in the local coordinate system
showing the layout of the three adjacent and two intersecting velocity tomography
panels. Porosity logs at boreholes A l, B2, B4, and B6 are used in this study.
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Figure 5.2. Nine sequential steps that constitute the unified workflow for collecting,
processing, and interpreting crosshole-radar propagation velocity tomograms
generated with field data. The data pair correction and deletion step may be
repeated, along with the inversion steps if the tomograms have velocity errors and
the traveltime residuals are large.
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amplitude as a function of sample number. The data set was collected at BHRS
panel B2 to B4. The first-peak picks that identify the traveltime of the first arriving
perturbed energy are highlighted with red circles.
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intersected by the crosshole-radar tomograms.
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Figure 5.5. Crosshole-radar propagation velocity tomogram for the B2 to B4
borehole pair at the BHRS. The transmitter stations, X’s, are located in borehole
B2, while the receiver stations, o ’s, are located in borehole B4. The L-curve for the
field data tomogram and associated optimum regularization trade-off parameter is
also shown along with he water-table refraction limit, SR. The velocity colorbar
ranges from 0.065 m/ns at the slow end with cool colors, up to 0.105 m/ns at the fast
end with warm colors.
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Figure 5.6. Crosshole-radar propagation velocity tomogram for the B4 to B6
borehole pair at the BHRS. The transmitter stations are located in borehole B2,
while the receiver stations are located in borehole B4. The L-curve for the field data
tomogram and associated optimum regularization trade-off parameter is also
shown. The same velocity colorbar is used in the remaining tomogram figures.
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Figure 5.8. Inverse modeling field data and residual-times scatter quality control
diagrams for the BHRS B4 to B6 crosshole-radar field data set. Diagram (a) plots
measured traveltime versus propagation distance for all transmitter-receiver data
pairs. Diagram (b) plots measured traveltime versus angle of incidence for all
transmitter-receiver data pairs. Diagram (c) plots inverse model residual traveltime
versus antenna feedpoint offset-distance for all transmitter-receiver data pairs.
Diagram (d) plots inverse model residual traveltime versus angle of incidence.
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Figure 5.9. Inverse modeling field data and residual-times histograms for the BHRS
B4 to B6 crosshole-radar field data set. Histogram (a) shows the measured
traveltime distribution. Histogram (b) shows the inverse model residual traveltime
distribution.
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maps for the BHRS B4 to B6 crosshole-radar field data set. Map (a) shows the
picked traveltime data for each transmitter-receiver pair. Map (b) shows the
inverse model residual traveltime for each data pair.
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Figure 5.11. Inverse modeling field data and residual-times scatter quality control
diagrams for the BHRS B2 to B6 crosshole-radar field data set. Diagram (a) plots
measured traveltime versus propagation distance for all transmitter-receiver data
pairs. Diagram (b) plots measured traveltime versus angle of incidence for all
transmitter-receiver data pairs. Diagram (c) plots inverse model residual traveltime
versus antenna feedpoint offset-distance for all transmitter-receiver data pairs.
Diagram (d) plots inverse model residual traveltime versus angle of incidence.
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Figure 5.12. Inverse modeling field data and residual-times histograms for the
BHRS B2 to B6 crosshole-radar field data set. Histogram (a) shows the measured
traveltime distribution. Histogram (b) shows the inverse model residual traveltime
distribution.
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Figure 5.14. Interpreted crosshole-radar propagation velocity tomograms for the
three adjacent borehole pairs at the BHRS, including B2 to B4, B4 to B6, and B2 to
B6. The transmitter stations are located in boreholes B2, B4, and again in B2, while
the receiver stations are located in borehole B4, B6, and again in B6. Estimates of
porosity from the collocated neutron logs are transformed to velocity using the Topp
equation and are plotted for each borehole at the edges of the tomograms.
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Figure 5.15. Crosshole-radar propagation velocity tomograms for the B5 to B2
borehole pair at the BHRS. (a) The L-curve for the Fresnel volume tomogram and
the associated regularization trade-off parameter applied for the Fresnel volume
and ray tracing tomograms, (b) The Fresnel volume tomogram, (c) The ray tracing
tomogram. The transmitter stations are located in borehole B5, while the receiver
stations are located in borehole B3.
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Figure 5.17. Profiles of radar propagation velocity versus elevation for the
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(b) shows the velocity values for the BHRS tomogram model pixels between B4 to
B1 and B2 to B6. The 95 % confidence bounds are shown for the velocity cross-plot.
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Figure 5.21. Comparison of porosity fraction profiles with elevation for three
triangulated BHRS boreholes. The profiles show the neutron porosity log results
along with the velocity values extracted from the three adjacent tomogram edges
and converted using the local BHRS relation and the associated confidence bounds.
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6

SYNTHESIS

In this dissertation synthesis chapter, I summarize the advances in borehole radar
and Fresnel volume propagation velocity tomography made through my investigation at
the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS) heterogeneous alluvial aquifer and I
present recommendations for potential future follow-up work.

6.1

Sum m ary of Research Advances

B orehole radar methods and specifically propagation velocity tom ography are
geophysical imaging methods that have significant potential for minimally invasive and
nearly spatially continuous assessment o f subsurface properties. This dissertation focuses
on advancing velocity characterization when applied to environmental and engineering
problems including assessing physical properties o f shallow aquifers. Borehole radar is
suited for these applications because the data acquisition is typically rapid and repeatable,
the data processing may be efficient, radar propagation velocity is sensitive to water
content, and the results may provide nearly three-dimensional (3-D) property
characterization. Nevertheless, estimating subsurface properties through geophysical
imaging methods, such as velocity tomography, is hindered by several remaining issues.
These issues include field data errors, approximated model physics, tomogram parameter
reliability, and petrophysical transforms and scaling. The advances made in this
dissertation seek to contribute towards understanding these issues by developing a more
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robust tomogram workflow. Through my investigations the radar velocity tomography
method benefits and thus may be applied with increased confidence to characterize the
shallow subsurface. The dissertation chapters deal with unique but often interdependent
advances.

Chapter 2 contains an investigation o f errors in borehole radar field data. The
sources and types o f field data errors are identified, described, measured, and categorized.
The effects of each type of error in the field data and possibility for remediation are
investigated. I find that both traveltime and propagation distance errors may be present
in the measurements. Timing errors may be random or systematic, whereas distance
errors may depend on antenna position or borehole location. The timing correction and
borehole deviation error are more significant than the picking error and borehole
surveying uncertainty. After compensating for the systematic errors, such as time-zero
and sampling frequency, a more accurate estimate o f the remaining, but random errors
may be incorporated into the velocity tomogram inversion. The value o f the QC
diagrams is effectively demonstrated through a sensitivity analysis tied to synthetic
modeling and actual crosshole-radar field data.

Efficient borehole radar methods are applied to characterize the velocity
distribution at the BHRS in Chapter 3. Results from multiple collocated level run (LR)
and vertical-radar profile (VRP) surveys are synthesized to generate a radar propagation
velocity control volume. Consequently, the subsurface characterization at the BHRS is
improved, specifically with regard to its 3-D radar propagation velocity distribution,
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which is inline with the site objectives. The 3-D characterization is obtained by
effectively interpolating the 1- and 2-D survey results. Individual integrated borehole
profiles provide one model because these weigh LR survey velocities more heavily,
whereas the integrated crosshole panels, based on different interpolation, provide another
model because these weigh VRP velocities more. The integration results serve as a check
for reasonable crosshole-radar traveltimes and propagation distance measurements, as
well as provide bounds on velocity estimates obtained through the quality-control
diagrams and subsequent inverse models. Finally, the characterization provides initial
background velocity estimates for the Fresnel volume tomograms.

Chapter 4 presents an innovative physical approximation for modeling crossholeradar propagation with finite-frequency Fresnel volumes. I develop the theory for the
Frechet kernel by applying the Bom approximation for first order scattering and
incorporating the whole space electromagnetic Green’s function. This Fresnel volume
sensitivity for forward modeling traveltime perturbations is validated with ray theory and
full waveform results. Plotting o f the sensitivity singular values and basis functions
shows that tomogram structure may be better localized due to the finite width o f the
finite-frequency Fresnel volumes. This improved sensitivity is evaluated by inverse
modeling velocity tomograms. Fresnel volume tomograms are compared to the true
synthetic heterogeneous velocity model and to tomograms generated with curved ray
theory. Fresnel volume tomograms require less regularization because the basis functions
are well behaved and the data is better fitted by the improved model physics. Ray theory
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tomograms reveal an X-pattem and do not fit the data as well, even when the
regularization is increased beyond that required for the Fresnel volume tomograms. In
addition, the Fresnel volume tomograms may be regularized based on the parameter
identified at the knee in an L-curve. Furthermore, traveltime data based on first-peak
picks are more robust and easier to make than first-break picks.

Velocily tomograms are generated, interpreted, and assessed for the BHRS in
Chapter 5. Clearly defined steps in the unified workflow for processing field data and for
computing consistent crosshole-radar tomograms are detailed. As part o f the workflow,
the QC diagrams ensure that systematic errors are mitigation, that only reliable data are
used, and that the traveltime residuals are minimized. The assessment o f adjacent and
intersecting tomograms establishes that the inverse model velocity estimates have a 2.5 %
uncertainty, which is an order of magnitude lower than the velocity variation measured in
the BHRS subsurface through other borehole radar methods. In addition, the Fresnel
volume tomograms can assess meter-scale velocity heterogeneity confidently in the
region bounded by the transmitter and receiver locations and the water table refraction
limit. Systematic selection of the optimum velocity tomography regularization rather
than an ad-hoc parameter selection is demonstrated along with an accounting o f the data
error in the inversion. Lastly, the velocity tomograms are correlated with collocated
neutron porosity logs using both published petrophysical transforms and a site-specific
relation developed for this study. Although the velocity heterogeneity corresponds to the
changes in the neutron logs, the tomogram results are smoother due to multiple reasons.
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Each of the advancements described in this dissertation should improve the
accuracy and confidence of crosshole-radar velocity tomography data acquisition,
processing, inverse modeling, and interpretation.

6.2

Recommendations for Future Research

Lastly, I provide suggestions for future research on some outstanding yet
important issues in radar propagation velocity tomography that may be addressed through
additional experiments. My recommendations center on four research activities: (1)
Overcoming limitations in the straight ray approximation for Fresnel volume velocity
tomography should be beneficial. To evaluate the Frechet kernel in a heterogeneous
velocity medium, the Green’s function needs to be solved with finite difference methods.
(2) Deploying a radar tomography modeling code that accounts for radar propagation
velocity anisotropy should be advantageous. Anisotropy may be modeled as function of
the angles at which the energy radiates from the transmitter feedpoint and impinges on
the receiver measurement point and thus correct tomogram artifacts. More specifically,
the effect of velocity anisotropy may be a function o f the layering o f alluvial deposits in
the different zones at the BHRS. (3) Identifying a unique petrophysical transforms
relating the radar propagation velocity parameter to the hydraulic conductivity property
should be useful. Detailed subsurface characterization and hydraulic flow and transport
modeling may be hampered by the lack of an accurate site-specific transform. The
transform may likely incorporate scale dependent physics and uncertainties. (4)
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Removing of edge effects in crosshole velocity panels should be valuable. VRP and LR
results may be jointly inverted for the 3-D velocity characterization at BHRS, and may
eventually be incorporated with crosshole data for multiple tomogram panels. The
methods would be more sensitive to physical property variations at the edges o f the
tomograms. Model sensitivities for VRP and LR acquisition geometries with ftniteffequency Fresnel volumes should certainly be computed.
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Theory for Borehole Radar Propagation
The borehole radar method is closely related to the ground-penetrating radar
(GPR) method. Whereas GPR surveys are mainly acquired from the surface in a
reflection mode, in borehole radar methods a radar signal is propagated between two
borehole antennas or from the surface down to a borehole antenna. Texts by Annan
(1992) and Daniels (1996) provide a detailed description of GPR methods and theoiy, so
I only present a brief summary in this appendix. Borehole radar or GPR energy
propagates through the subsurface as an electromagnetic (EM) field, which is controlled
by the medium’s intrinsic properties. In this summary, I develop the solution to the
Helmholtz equation for a propagating electrical field starting from Maxwell’s equations.
I start with the frequency domain expression for Faraday’s law and Ampere’s law with
Maxwell’s extension, respectively

VxE{r,&}) = -icoB{r,o})

(A.l)

V x H (r,a>) = /(r,iy)-l-/<si2)(r,a;)

(A.2)

where E = electric field intensity in Volt per meter (V/m), B = magnetic induction in
Weber per meter-squared (Wb/m2) or Tesla, H = magnetic field intensity Ampere per
meter (A/m), J = conduction current density in Ampere per meter-squared (A/m2), D =
displacement current density in Coulomb per meter-squared (C/m2), r = position vector
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with respect to the origin in meters (m), at—radar signal radial frequency in radian per
second (rad/sec), and Vx is the curl operator.

The constitutive relations were empirically derived and couple Maxwell’s
equations based on the intrinsic EM medium properties. In order to simplify the
subsequent derivation, the following constitutive relations assume a medium that is
isotropic (no tensor notation), linear (causal), and whose properties are independent of
time, pressure, and temperature, and are non-dispersive and real (no frequency
dependence)

Dir^co) = s ( r ) E (r,co)

(A.3)

B{r,a>) = f i ( r ) H (r,oo)

(A.4)

J(r,a>)= c(r)E(r,a>)

(A.5)

where s = dielectric permittivity in Faraday per meter (F/m), fi= magnetic permeability
in Henry per meter (H/m), and cr= electrical conductivity in Siemens per meter (S/m).

In Equation (A.3), the dielectric permittivity o f a medium quantifies its ability to support
an electrical charge distribution or charge separation in the presence o f an EM field. The
magnetic permeability in Equation (A.4) quantifies the ability o f a medium to be
magnetized. The electrical conductivity in Equation (A.5), which is the inverse of
resistivity, quantifies the charge movement or transport in a medium.
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To begin deriving the Helmholtz equation, I substitute the constitutive relation for
the magnetic induction into Faraday’s law, take the curl of both sides, and apply a
comm on vector identity (V xV x A = V (V -.4 )-V 2.d) to obtain the expression

V('V ■E (r, co)) - V 2E (r, a>) = -ico/Nx H or.ffl) ■

(A. 6)

Next, I substitute Ampere’s law and the constitutive relations for the electric current
densities into the previous equation. The Helmholtz equation is simplified by assuming a
low loss medium, where conduction currents are insignificant compared to displacement
currents, so that the field-fines do not diverge, V •E (r, a>)» 0 (Jackson, 1999). Because
the radar energy propagates in a geologic medium, I cannot make the typical assumption
that the Helmholtz equation for a vacuum is appropriate. For the final Helmholtz
equation, I separate out the complex EM wavenumber and add a point source function
term, as follows

where k 2 = co2f i s -

V 2E{r,Q})~ i(D^cr{r)E{r,(D) + i(m{r)E{r,co))

(A.7)

V 2E(r,G>) + K2E(r,a>) = S ( a } ) S ( r - r s )

(A.8)

is the complex EM wavenumber squared and S ( o j ) S ( r - rs) =

point source term in Volt per meter (V/m).

An expression similar to Equation (A.7) exists for the magnetic component.
When an EM field propagates through the subsurface, it consists o f a time-varying
coupled electric and magnetic field. For a time-varying electric field, a solution to the
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wave equation is rewritten to describe the change of the electric field in terms o f time and
distance away from the source or transmitter antenna (Ward and Hohmann, 1987)

e(L,t) = e0e~aL cos( cdT ± pL)

(A.9)

where e = electric field intensity in Volt per meter (V/m), L = distance in meters (m), T =
time in seconds (sec), eg = initial electric field intensity vector (V/m) at L = 0 m and 7 = 0
sec, a = attenuation constant in nepers per meter (nep/m), and p =phase constant in
radians per meter (rad/m). The attenuation and the phase constants are derived from the
solution of the EM Helmholtz wave equation and define the propagation o f EM energy in
the subsurface (Balanis, 1989).

In response to an applied EM field, electric current flows in the subsurface as a
combination of conduction or displacement currents. For this development I simplify the
EM wavenumber by assuming (1) a low loss medium, where conduction currents are
insignificant compared to displacement currents and (2) a high signal propagation
frequency. For frequencies in the borehole radar spectrum from 10 to 2000 MHz, and for
non-ferrous and unsaturated clay geologic medium electrical conductivities ranging from
0.01 to 10 mS/m, the radial frequency (&>) o f the signal is often greater than the ratio of
the electrical conductivity over the dielectric permittivity [crjs) (Powers and Olhoeft,
1995). This relation can be expressed using the loss tangent:

tan £ = — « 1 .
CDS
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The loss tangent is the ratio of the conduction current to the displacement current in a
medium. In a low-loss environment, the loss tangent may be much less than one and the
radar signal dominantly propagates rather than completely dissipates.

As a result o f the low-loss assumption, the frequency term in the expression for
the attenuation constant can be dropped, and the electrical conductivity term in the
expression for the phase constant, can be dropped (Balanis, 1989). The attenuation
constant (a) and phase constant (p) are expressed and then simplified as follows:

a-co

Ijis

l+

r <7 ^
<m)

ll + f—

ft

(A. 11)

2 Ys :

1+1

; COyfjjS .

(A. 12)

Furthermore based on the low loss assumption, the imaginary term in the wavenumber
can be ignored when compare to the magnitude o f the real term. This is shown in the
following expression for the wavenumber, which includes a term for radar propagation
velocity, v, in meters per second (m/s)

k 2=

co2ju s - icojic = o f JJ.S

CO
,2 5

The wavenumber is used to define the radar propagation velocity and to derive the
Fresnel-volume sensitivity for crosshole-radar.
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Procedure for Borehole Radar Surface Walkaway and
Airwave Quality Control Surveys
During field acquisition o f borehole radar traveltime data, errors in timing occur
due to sampling mismatch of the radar system electronics, due to lag-time introduced by
the radar system electronics and fiber-optic cable lengths, and due to performance
degradation from decreasing charge-level o f the system batteries. To ensure accurate
radar-signal traveltime estimates obtained from field data, compensated sampling
frequency and time-zero corrections are applied to the field traveltime data. These
correction values are derived from both surface walkaway (SWA) and airwave (AW)
surveys collected before and after production field data collection, or even at regular
intervals during field data collection. I document the methods to acquire and process
SWA and AW surveys in this appendix as a reference for future practitioners o f
crosshole-radar velocity tomography.

As part of this research, I collected high-quality SWA survey data because these
are an important method for identifying the compensated sampling frequency (CSF). The
CSF value accounts for the mismatch between the sampling frequency indicated by the
borehole radar system and the actual signal sampling frequency. The CSF correction is
predicted based on the SWA acquisition geometry and the known speed o f light in air,
which is 0.2998 m/ns. To carefully record the acquisition geometry, I conduct a SWA
survey with a fiberglass-coated non-stretch metal reference tape, which only serves as the
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measurement tape for the SWA surveys. This fully extended reference tape is placed on
the ground and plastic stakes are planted at the meter marks, which are the antenna
stations. The reference tape is then rolled up before the actual SWA measurements begin
and a fiberglass plastic tape is used to indicate the location of the plastic stakes during the
radar measurements.

This method and the subsequent results were refined during a controlled
experiment that included multiple SWA surveys. During a SWA survey, the transmitter
antenna remains stationary at 0 m, while the receiver antenna occupies stations in 1-m
increments from 1 out to typically 15 m. The data analysis procedure for the SWA
survey results contain four steps, which are:
1) Plot the traveltime picked for each receiver antenna position versus the antenna
offset as in Figure B. 1;
2) Derive the predicted traveltimes using the carefully recorded antenna positions
and the known velocity of light in air;
3) Find the slope and intercept o f the best-fit line through the SWA measured
traveltimes versus antenna position offset points; and
4) Calculate the CSF ratio by dividing the slope of the predicted data by the slope
o f the best-fit line through the measured data.

The CSF is in effect the ratio between the actual system sampling frequency and
the recorded system sampling frequency. The sampling frequency provides the link
between sample number and arrival time, and therefore the CSF value can be treated as a
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factor that converts from the measured to the predicted traveltimes in Figure B. 1. For a
given sample number in the data trace, the CSF now yields the measured traveltime and
not the predicted traveltime. The resulting CSF value is used to adjust all subsequent
traveltimes estimated from the crosshole-radar field data. In practice, the field data
traveltimes are multiplied by the CSF ratio, because the actual sampling frequency is less
than the recorded sampling frequency. Based on repeated controlled SWA experiments,
the CSF value was found to be 1.058. For example, when this correction is applied to a
long crosshole path with a recorded traveltime o f 120 ns, the adjusted traveltime becomes
127.0 ns, or an error of 5.8%.

In addition, I conduct a comparison of multiple CSF values obtained from
analysis of production SWA surveys at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site
(BHRS). I identify reliable data sets with complete observers notes, and then compute
the median CSF from these surveys based on the histogram in Figure B.2. I assumed no
bias in the data due to arbitrary use o f several different fiberglass measuring tapes in the
field. The median CSF value observed in the BHRS field data (1.059) is similar to the
value derived during the controlled experiment. The range observed in the CSF
histogram is due to the use o f multiple short and long measuring tapes, some o f which
were stretched or not laid down properly. Although the high-frequency 250 MHz field
data are collected with sampling frequencies o f either 2,515.151537 or 2,515.156965
MHz, a similar range of CSF ratios is found for both these sampling frequencies because
these rates are very close. The radar system sampling frequency mismatch may be
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induced by a bug in the acquisition software or by the possibility that the system
electronics are performing outside the rated limits.

As part of this research, I collected high-quality AW survey data because this
survey is an important method for identifying both the time-zero (TO) correction and time
drift error. The time-drift error occurs during the crosshole surveying day as the
electronic and battery components of the radar acquisition system are cycled. As part of
an AW survey, the traveltime of the radar signal in air between two known borehole
measurement points is recorded. For this method to be valid, I assume that the borehole
offsets are known accurately because the two borehole measurement points are checked
with repeated total station surveys, which yield errors on the order o f 2 cm. In addition,
these offsets are quickly field-checked with the non-stretch tape, yielding increased
confidence in the offset measurements. The recorded traveltime is compared to the
predicted traveltime calculated with the known velocity o f light in air. The difference
between the recorded and predicted traveltimes is the TO correction, and is applied to all
subsequent picked crosshole traveltimes. When multiple AW surveys exist for a
crosshole-radar field data set, I assume that the traveltimes can be corrected based on a
linear rate o f change o f the TO estimates during the crosshole survey. The airwave TO
estimates compare favorably to the SWA TO estimates when these are collected
consecutively. The SWA results with a TO correction are shown in Figure B. 1.
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Figure B.l. Plot of surface walk-away survey results collected at the BHRS. Shown
in blue are the raw traveltime data as a function of borehole antenna offset with the
associated best-fit line. Shown in green are the frequency compensated results,
which have a slope matching the velocity of light in air (0.2998 m/ns). Shown in red
are the time-zero corrected results, which have an intercept at zero traveltime and
zero antenna offset.
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Ratio Bin

Figure B.2. Histogram of compensated sampling frequency values obtained from 28
surface walkaway surveys collected at the BHRS during field data acquisition. The
median CSF value of 1.059 is very similar to the experimental value of 1.058.
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Acquisition and Processing of Borehole Deviation Data at the Boise
Hydrogeophysical Research Site
Corrections for borehole deviation are important for successfully processing and
inverse modeling crosshole-radar field data. Incorrect propagation distance
measurements lead to anomalous velocity estimates in the crosshole-radar tomograms.
Therefore, as part o f this tomography research, I measure the subsurface borehole
positions at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS) using a commercial
deviation probe. This appendix describes the uncertainty and quantifies the errors
associated with borehole deviation data collected at the BHRS.

I measure the deviation in BHRS boreholes A1 through C6 using the Mt. Sopris
Instruments Co. deviation probe (2DVA-1000), which houses a microprocessor corrected
three-axis magnetometer and a three-axis accelerometer. The probe cable depths,
magnetometer measurements, and accelerometer measurements are recorded every 10 cm
to computer storage using the manufacturer’s software. During processing, I transform
the recorded cable length, and the azimuth and inclination angle measurements to true
vertical depth, easting, and northing estimates, based on the local magnetic declination
and instrument calibration values obtained through QC procedures detailed by the
manufacturer. The magnetic declination at the BHRS was +15.48° East in Fall 2004, a
value obtained from the National Geophysical Data Center at NOAA. The balanced
tangential transformation that I apply is widely used and is summarized in publications
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by Walstrom and others (1972), and Killeen and others (1995). The borehole deviations I
calculate for the BHRS boreholes range from a few centimeters up to a meter, as shown
by examples in Figure C .l. All the processed deviation results for BHRS boreholes A1
through C6 are shown in map view in Figure C.2.

The magnetometer and accelerometer in the deviation probe have a rated accuracy
specified by the manufacturer. For example, for a 5° inclination error, a 1.57-m borehole
position error is produced at 18 m depth. In the subsurface with a 0.088 m/ns radarpropagation velocity, this position error produces a 17.8 ns traveltime error. Therefore,
the uncertainty in the deviation logs due to instrument accuracy produces traveltime
errors that are an order of magnitude larger then those recorded in the error budget table.
To better quantify these errors, I collected a new set o f deviation data at the BHRS and to
test the repeatability of the deviation results, multiple logs in several boreholes are
acquired over multiple days. The results in Figure C.3 show that the deviation logs are
repeatable with about a 5 cm drift, which corresponds to the 1% error recorded in the
error budget table.

An additional source of error may arise from the projection o f deviation into two
dimensions. Whereas deviation is a three-dimensional problem (3-D), the crosshole
tomography panels that are part of this research are a two-dimensional (2-D) problem.
To address this issue for each crosshole pair, I project the borehole deviation onto the
vertical plane between the two borehole axes starting at land surface. In the projection,
the in-plane component of the deviation is added to the horizontal component o f the
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station position at depth, whereas the out-of-plane component is ignored. To test this
projection, I assume two boreholes 6 meters apart at the surface with one borehole
deviating 1 m out of plane at depth, so that the difference in the propagation distance is
0.1 m. This difference produces a 1.1 ns traveltime error assuming a 0.088-m/ns
subsurface radar velocity, which is recorded in the error budget table.

To test my interpretations o f the deviation data and assumptions about the
projections, I apply the borehole deviations to the level-run (LR) survey processing flow.
To calculate the velocity for each LR transmitter to receiver data pair, the radar trace
traveltime is picked and the propagation distance is estimated. The propagation distance
is based on the borehole offset and deviation measurements, and therefore the LR
velocities provide a check o f the deviation data processing and projection. The velocities
for 27 LR surveys collected at the BHRS are plotted as a function o f elevation. In Figure
C.4(a), the LR results are shown without the benefit o f incorporating borehole deviation
data. The scatter in the LR velocity estimates is reduced when the borehole deviation is
used in Figure C.4(b). The maximum standard deviation for the velocities derived
without deviation is 0.0069, whereas for the results with deviation it is 0.0021.
Furthermore, because there is no significant increase in the LR velocity scatter with
increasing depth, the projection o f the 3-D deviation into the 2-D crosshole planes is
adequate, and therefore this method can be applied to the crosshole velocity tomogram
inversion. If the deviation projection is erroneous, then the velocity estimates would
likely vary more than expected real velocity variations measured at the BHRS.
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Figure C . l . Example calculated deviation profiles for BHRS boreholes A 1 and B5.
Deviation for the BHRS boreholes ranges from centimeters up to a meter. These
two boreholes show examples of both a non-deviated and a severely deviated
borehole. The deviation is shown based on the calculated true vertical depth and
not the measured cable depth.
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Figure C.2. Map of BHRS boreholes in the local coordinate system showing the
plan view of borehole deviation. The boreholes deviated away from the surface
location of the borehole central-axis.
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Figure C.3. Example of the repeatability of the borehole deviation logs for BHRS
boreholes B4 and B5. For borehole B4, three repeat surveys are shown, and for
borehole B5, four repeat surveys are shown. At the bottom of the borehole the
Easting values for borehole B5 differ up to 5 cm
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Figure C.4. Plot of level-run (LR) survey results and the effect of borehole
deviation, (a) LR survey results processed (a) without incorporating deviation data
and (b) with borehole deviation data. The LR results show radar propagation
velocity variation with elevation at the BHRS depth for 27 crosshole panels.
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Sensitivity Analysis of Position Errors in Crosshole-Radar Tomography
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Sensitivity Analysis of Position Errors in Crosshole-Radar Tomography
Artifacts in velocity tomograms may result from errors in the crosshole-radar data
and from the physical approximation o f the radar propagation forward model.
Specifically, antenna position errors continue to plague velocity tomograms. For
example, Maurer and Green (1997) looked at quantifying station coordinate mislocation
in crosshole field data and saw that this affected measured traveltimes. In addition,
Vasco and others (Vasco and others, 1997) explained that mislocation o f sources and
receivers may overwhelm true variations in a velocity tomogram due to erroneous
perturbations in the data. Consequently, several workers have tried to mitigate these
errors by incorporating a joint inversion for static corrections when producing velocity
tomograms (Squires and others, 1994; Maurer, 1996). Furthermore, the determination o f
the exact source location is the central problem o f earthquake hypocenter location (Aki
and Lee, 1976; Pavlis and Booker, 1980). Station location errors also affect electrical
resistivity tomography (Oldenborger and others, 2005).

In this appendix, I analyze and discuss the sensitivity o f traveltimes and velocity
tomograms to position errors, and consider ray theory and Fresnel volume sensitivities. I
previously catalog and quantify crosshole-radar field data errors and show that antenna
position uncertainty is a large error that cannot be easily mitigated. I also demonstrate
that Fresnel volumes provide improvements over the traditional ray theory based model
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due to its finite-frequency propagation properties. Therefore as a follow-up, I investigate
the sensitivity o f position errors on the Fresnel volume and ray theory sensitivities, but do
not address the joint inverse problem to update static corrections for position coordinates.
I demonstrate the effect of position errors in traveltimes and through QC diagrams, and
describe this effect in the resultant tomograms and the associated regularization
parameter. Lastly, the method to derive the analytical derivative o f the Fresnel volume
model sensitivity to position perturbation may be applied to other position errors in
crosshole-radar data, such as borehole deviation and borehole offset.

D .l

Insight into Position Error Sensitivity
In the following, I describe the concept o f overlapping Fresnel volume

sensitivities in a crosshole tomogram. Figure D.l is a conceptual diagram showing two
adjacent straight rays compared to two adjacent Fresnel volumes. The adjacent travel
paths are induced by a position perturbation, Az, o f the receiver antenna station on the
right-hand side of the model. The adjacent Fresnel volumes show overlap o f the model
pixels common to the sensitivities o f the correct and incorrect receiver positions. The
expectation is that with large overlap, the sensitivity to position error is mitigated, but this
expectation also depends on the frequency content o f the radar signal. At lower signal
frequency, the Fresnel volume has a larger diameter thus creating more overlap. The
adjacent rays show little overlap, demonstrating the expected very high or infinite
frequency behavior. In this case, there exists minimal shared sensitivity when a receiver
station perturbation occurs.
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The analytical expression o f the Fresnel volume sensitivity to position error relies
on the previously derived Frechet kernel (Buursink and others, submitted). To find the
analytical derivative, I solve this expression for the change in traveltime with respect to
change in receiver elevation. First, the derivative o f the sensitivity with respect to each
o f three path lengths illustrated in Figure 4.1 is found. These path lengths include the
transmitter to receiver path along with the detour paths, which are the transmitter to
scatterer path and the scatterer to receiver path. Then the sensitivity of each o f the path
lengths to the receiver antenna elevation is found. In this case the transmitter to scatterer
path has no sensitivity to the receiver antenna elevation and this term reduces to zero.

The Fresnel volume sensitivity kernel relates the traveltime perturbation
measurement to the slowness anomaly, or perturbation, which is integrated over all space
and is given by

ST( r,rs)= j K ( r , r ' , r s) S s ( r ’)dr'

(D .l)

vol

where <5T= traveltime perturbation in seconds (sec), s = radar propagation slowness in
seconds per meter (sec/m) , r = distance to the receiver in meters (m), f = distance to the
scatterer in meters (m), and rs = distance to the source in meters (m). This formulation is
developed as a valid forward model for crosshole-radar traveltimes assuming a
homogeneous background slowness and starting with Maxwell’s equations. The kernel
equations is expressed as
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where L = the transmitter to receiver distance in meters (m), U = the transmitter to
scatterer distance in meters (m), L" = the scatterer to receiver distance in meters (m), co=
radar signal frequency in radians per second (rad/sec) or (180/7T H ertz), and |*S(<y) | 2 is
the source-pulse power.

To find the position sensitivity for the Fresnel volume kernel in Equation (D.2), I
assume a dependence on the receiver position but not on the scatterer location nor on the
background slowness distribution. Therefore, I derive the derivative o f Fresnel volume
traveltime perturbation with respect to the receiver station position using the chain rule,
such that

I
and taking the kernel out of the integral gives

dK _ QK{L,L',L") _ dK

dL | dK

| OK 8L"

d z ~ ~ d i ' ^ ~ +dr ’ +d r ' ^
w here Szr.. = the receiver station position perturbation in m eters (m ) and noting that L ’ is
n o t a function o f the receiver position. The tw o non-zero path length derivative
expressions are formulated as follow s:
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The two Fresnel volume sensitivity kernel derivatives, which do not cancel out,
are formulated as follows. First, I find the kernel derivative with respect to the
transmitter to receiver path length, L, given by

dK _ s
8L I n V-L

J aj3|iS(«u)|3 sin[a>s(L'+Ln-L)~Jda>

J V |S H

'l")

do

(D.l)
s (

l

\ J0

c o s [ g >s

2 n \ L ’L ”

'5 1

/

( L ' + L " - L jjd c o
s ]2

<y |S(*y)|

da)

Second, I find the kernel derivative with respect to the scatterer to receiver path length,
L ”, given by

dK

s (

dl»~

L

^ £ V l s f o ) | 2 Bin[<pj(Z,+ Z ,,-Z)]rfa>

j V | s ( « , ) | a <to

2 n \ L }L"2)

(D.8 )
f
2n

£ ^ JQ « A y |s (<£>)]2 c o s [« jj ,( Z '+ Z " - X ) ] r f f y
L'L"

Jo

co2|»5>(<u)|2 da>

These two derivative terms are substituted back into the sensitivity Equation (D.4). The
final analytical sensitivity with respect to receiver elevation expression is used to
calculate the traveltime perturbation given a background velocity model.
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For comparison, I derive the analytical formula for the straight ray traveltime
perturbation with respect to receiver station position. The following equation relates the
traveltime to the propagation distance between the transmitter and the receiver antenna
and the slowness

T** = *L-

CD-9)

The following equation now relates the change in traveltime to the change in elevation of
the receiver antenna. I substitute in the propagation path length derivative, 8L/8zR(,
from Equation (D.5) above to find that

st TjF,

_
L

(DIO)

This derivative expression is used to calculate the traveltime perturbation in a manner
similar to the Fresnel volume sensitivity derivative calculation.

For further comparison, I derive the analytical formula for the curved ray
traveltime perturbation with respect to receiver station position. The equation for the
curved ray traveltime, on which traditional traveltime tomography is based, is an integral
along the path length segments

(D .ll)
I(s.r)

where the line integral over L depends on the velocity or slowness distribution, s(r), and
the transmitter to receiver distance, which is a function of the antenna position
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coordinates, l iX r x , Z t*, X r x, Z rx). N o w I consider a sm all receiver elevation perturbation,
8 Z rx~> d r, so that line integral interval becom es

L ( s ,r ) + SL = L ( s , r + S r ) .

(D.12)

The curved ray traveltime equation is perturbed to account for the change in the path
length between the transmitter and receiver antennas due to the change in receiver
elevation

T + ST =

J

s( r) -d l.

(D .l3)

L+ SL

The change in traveltime for nonlinear ray tracing may be rewritten in Equation (D .l4),
which is then normalized by the position perturbation in the second equation:

J

ST =

s[r)-dl- js (r )-d l,

(D-14)

L+ SL

J s(rydl-^s(r)-dl
£----------- .

=
dz R,

D.2

(D.15)

dZfr

Forward Modeling
I simulate a realistic cable stretch error for the receiver antenna when forward

modeling the traveltime perturbations. This stretch is induced in the fiber-optic cable that
repeatedly lowers the borehole radar receiver antenna down the borehole. To quantify
this error, I record the cable depth from both an odometer and regularly spaced tape
marks. Figure 2.13 contains the two plots o f the receiver antenna cable stretch error, such
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that plot (a) shows the trends of the recorded antenna depth (red) and the actual antenna
depth (blue) and plot (b) illustrates the increasing position perturbation observed between
the recorded and actual antenna stations at every meter. To compare the results from the
unperturbed and perturbed acquisition geometries, I generate traveltimes with three
methods, including straight rays, full waveforms, and the Fresnel volumes. The
transmitter stations are regularly spaced at 0.4 m intervals from 0 to 20 m, whereas the
receiver stations are spaced at this interval in the unperturbed geometry and are then
spaced slightly farther apart according the perturbed geometry in Figure 2.13.

To forward model the Fresnel volume traveltimes I use two homogeneous
velocity models, the background is 0.080 m/ns and the main is 0.088 m/ns, so that Sv =
0.008 m/ns. The Fresnel volume forward model is used to generate traveltime
perturbations based on the velocity perturbation following the method described
previously (Buursink and others, submitted). The straight ray traveltimes are simply
computed by multiplying the slowness, or inverse o f the 0.088 m/ns velocity model, by
the path length matrix based on the two acquisition geometries. Full waveform
crosshole-radar traces are used exclusively to generate traveltimes for the numerical
modeling approach, and are computed in two dimensions using a finite-difference model
(Holliger and Bergmann, 2002). Traveltimes are extracted from the unperturbed and
perturbed full waveforms by picking the first-peaks and then confirming these traveltimes
with the QC methods (Figure D.2). The position sensitivity results are expressed as
change in traveltime normalized by the receiver station perturbation in Figure D.3. To
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simplify the illustration of the results only the sensitivity estimates for a single transmitter
fixed at a depth of 16.4 m in the borehole are shown, while the receiver antenna sweeps
between 4 to 20 m. There is no change in sensitivity when the antennas are level to each
other. In the waveforms, the signal to noise ratio is poor for the high-angle antenna
offsets, and therefore the full-waveform data are only computed below 9 m.

Figure D.3(a) shows the numerical modeling results, including sensitivity values
for the ray theory, full waveform, and Fresnel volume methods, whereas (b) shows the
analytical modeling results, including the ray theory and Fresnel volume values. The
differenced Fresnel volume delta-times are superimposed onto the differenced straight
ray traveltimes to derive the relative change in sensitivity. The numerical results show a
slightly larger decrease in sensitivity, about 1.5 ns/m at the farthest offset, when
compared to the analytical modeling results, which is about

1

ns/m at the farthest offset

with 10 ns/m of sensitivity. The decrease in position sensitivity for the Fresnel volume
theory becomes larger when a lower signal frequency, such as 10 MHz instead o f 110
MHz, is used in the analytical sensitivity calculation. This decrease arises because the
Fresnel volume sensitivity is derived using the antenna offset, background velocity, and
signal frequency as in Equation (D.2). Ray theory incorporates no finite-frequency
dependence and therefore does not show this effect.
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D.3

Inverse Modeling
Although quantifying the errors and sensitivities associated with antenna position

perturbations is easier in the forward modeling domain, illustrations of perturbed
tomograms are valuable to show how the intepretations may be affected. For the
homogeneous velocity inverse modeling the previous full waveform data is used along
with a background/starting model o f 0.080 m/ns. I compare Fresnel volume tomograms
computed using the method from Buursink and others (submitted) with the non-linear
curved ray tomograms computed using the method from Aldridge and Oldenburg (1993).
Both the Fresnel volume and curved ray inversion algorithms incorporate an isotropic 2D first-derivative flattening operator applied to the model but do not benefit from a
reference model.

I pick the first-peaks for the Fresnel volume inversion method and pick the firstbreaks for the ray theory inversion method. According to Vasco and others (1995),
picking first-peaks of the first pulse is acceptable because this signal measures the effect
o f first-order scattering quantified in the Fresnel volumes. I confirm this finding by
comparing traveltimes differenced from picking the first-peaks and from crosscorrelating full waveforms for the homogeneous unperturbed and perturbed models. The
results in Figure D.2 show little dissimilarity between (a) the differenced and (b) the
cross-correlated traveltimes. Tomograms for three Fresnel volume cases are shown in
Figure D.4, including (b) with no position error, (c) with un-modeled position error, and
(d) with modeled position error. The first panel, Figure D.4(a), is the true velocity model
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and the inverse model pixels outside the region with data indicated by the transmitter
(x’s) and receiver (o’s) positions are truncated. The vertical and horizontal axes in the
tomograms are consistent to facilitate comparison, and include borehole depth from

0

to

20 m, and borehole separation from 0 to about 7 m. The panels in each figure share the
same color bar with velocities ranging from 0.065 to 0.105 m/ns.

The tomograms based on the homogeneous velocity model show very few
anomalies for the no data error and modeled data error scenarios, as expected. For these
cases, the anomalies are less than 0.0005 m/ns when using the color scale as a reference.
When the data error is not modeled, the tomograms do have anomalies that consist of
both high and low velocity regions located in opposite comers o f the tomograms when
compared to the 0.088 m/ns background velocity (Figure D.4). The high velocity
anomalies in the upper-right and lower-left exceed 0.0925 m/ns, and the low velocity
anomalies in the upper-left and lower-right drop below 0.085 m/ns. These anomalies in
opposite comers arise due to this specific cable stretch error scenario. Other errors may
likely produce different velocity anomalies in tomographic models. Because the receiver
depths are actually deeper than they are modeled, the propagation distances between, for
example, high transmitter positions and low receiver positions are longer and hence the
measured traveltimes are larger. When the receiver position perturbation is not
accounted for in the crosshole data, the inversion algorithm models a slower velocity to
generate the longer traveltimes. Furthermore, because the level and near horizontal
crosshole paths are not as sensitive to this error due to the difference in the angle of
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incidence, the inversion algorithm models a fast velocity zone to compensate for the slow
velocity estimates in the opposite comer.

Tomograms for the three ray theory cases are shown in a Figure D.5, including (b)
with no position error, (c) with un-modeled position error, and (d) with modeled position
error. Again, the first panel, Figure D.5(a) is the true velocity model. Because the non
linear inversion provides no systematic way to chose the regularization parameter, I use
the same values of rj as where chosen from the linear Fresnel volume inversion L-curves.
Values o f 77 include 2.7 for the no data error cases, 13.9 for the un-modeled data error
cases, and for consistency, again 2.7 for the modeled data error case. The ray theory
tomograms based on the homogeneous velocity model again show very few anomalies
for the no data error and modeled data error scenarios. These tomograms again have
anomalies when the data error is not modeled (Figure D.5). The anomalies are both high
and low velocity regions located in opposite comers o f the tomograms just as in the
Fresnel volume tomograms. The high velocity anomalies in the upper-right and lowerleft exceed 0.095 m/ns, and the low velocity anomalies in the upper-left and lower-right
drop below 0.0825 m/ns. The velocity anomalies generated by ray theory are more
irregular when compared to the Fresnel volume results in Figure D.4. The ray theory
tomograms are rough and may benefit from additional regularization through model
flattening. Furthermore, the anomalous velocity values are slightly more exaggerated.

The residual QC plots for the Fresnel volume tomograms with un-modeled
position error are shown in Figure D.6 . QC diagram (a) is a scatter plot o f the residual
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traveltime versus the angle of incidence at the receiver antenna, diagram (b) is a residual
traveltime distribution histogram, and diagram (c) is a residual traveltime map for each
crosshole data pair. The Fresnel volume tomography residual RMS error for no data
error case is 0.11 ns, for the un-modeled position error case it is 0.27 ns, and for the
modeled data error case it is 0.09 ns. In Figure D.6 (a) and (c), the residuals for the downgoing paths are less than zero, whereas the residuals for the up-going paths are greater
than zero. The level paths are not affected nor are the very high-angle paths because the
comer velocity anomalies adjust these predicted times. The residual QC plots for the ray
theory tomograms with un-modeled position error are shown in Figure D.7. The ray
theory residuals show more scatter than the Fresnel volume tomogram residuals. The
difference in the number o f data points included in the inversion may arise through the
difference in traveltime picking and through ray tracing errors (Aldridge and Oldenburg,
1993). The ray theory tomography residual RMS error is 0.52 ns for the no data error
case, 0.63 ns for the un-modeled case, and 0.51 ns for the modeled data error case. The
angular dependence in Figure D.7(a) is still apparent, and the contrast between up-going
and down-going rays is apparent in Figure D.7(c).

D.4

Discussion
The differences in the Fresnel volume, full waveform, and ray theory traveltime

sensitivities to position perturbations are forward modeled. Sensitivity differences
between the methods exist but the improvement in the Fresnel volume results o f 10 % is
not as large as expected from the insight into the conceptual diagram o f overlapping
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sensitivities. The desired improvement or reduction in sensitivity is dependent on the
diameter of the Fresnel volume and hence the frequency o f the radar signal. Furthermore,
the numerical results show a slightly larger decrease in sensitivity when compared to the
analytical results, but this difference may be due to computation inaccuracy over the
model grid. Consequently, the frill waveform results have more scatter, which may be
due to the implementation of finite-difference calculations in the model. Despite the
observed variations, these independent numerical modeling estimates do confirm the
results of analytical sensitivity formulation.

Velocity anomalies are detected in comers of the Fresnel volume tomograms
when modeling data with position errors despite the a priori estimate o f uncertainty and
the benefit of the overlapping sensitivities. Similar artifacts are observed in the ray
theoiy tomograms, but these are slightly more degraded. Again, differences exist in the
tomograms but the large reduction in sensitivity observed in the Fresnel volume results is
not observed as is expected from the conceptualization diagram. Furthermore, the unmodeled error tomograms require more regularization, but the ray theory method benefits
from more regularization because o f the physical limitations o f ray theoiy.
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Figure D .l. Conceptual diagram showing (a) two adjacent ray paths compared to
(b) two adjacent Fresnel volumes. The adjacent propagation paths represent
position perturbation, Az, of the receiver antenna station on the right-hand side of
the tomogram model.
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Figure D.2. Comparison of changes in crosshole-radar traveltimes obtained from
both differencing first-peak picks and cross-correlation. The first data set consists
of synthetic waveforms modeled with a homogeneous velocity and a correct
acquisition geometry, whereas the second set consist of waveforms modeled with a
perturbed acquisition geometry. Shown are results for (a) differenced first-peak
picks and (b) cross-correlation of the two synthetic waveform data sets.
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Figure D.3. Plots of the position sensitivity for different forward modeling methods.
The plots show the sensitivity, which is delta-time per perturbation distance for a
given transmitter fan, with data acquired at a range of receiver depths. Plot (a)
compares the numerical modeling relations, including straight ray, full wave, and
Fresnel volume results, whereas plot (b) compares the analytical modeling relations,
including straight ray and Fresnel volume results.
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Figure D.4. Fresnel volume tomography results for synthetic full waveform data generated with a homogeneous velocity
model (a). The tomograms are inverted with (b) no position error, (c) un-modeled position error, and (d) modeled position
error. The transmitter antenna positions are indicated with x ’s and the receiver positions with O’s.
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Figure D.5. Ray theory tomography results for synthetic full waveform data generated with a homogeneous velocity model
(a). The tomograms are inverted with (b) no position error and a regularization parameter of 2.7, (c) un-modeled position
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Figure D.6. Quality control diagrams for the inverse modeling residual times from
the Fresnel volume tomogram results with un-modeled data error. Diagram (a) is a
scatter plot of the residual traveltime versus the crosshole angle of incidence.
Diagram (b) is a residual traveltime distribution histogram. Diagram (c) is a
residual traveltime map for each crosshole data pair.
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Figure D.7. Quality control diagrams for the inverse modeling residual times from
the ray theory tomogram results with un-modeled data error. Diagram (a) is a
scatter plot of the residual traveltime versus the crosshole angle of incidence.
Diagram (b) is a residual traveltime distribution histogram. Diagram (c) is a
residual traveltime map for each crosshole data pair.
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theoretical and field-based earth models.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Geoscientist, Chevron Corporation, ETC Earth Science Division, Reservoir
Prediction and Characterization Team, beginning 2006 (Houston, TX)
• Model and process geophysical data to characterize hydrocarbon reservoirs and seals.
Graduate Research Fellow, Boise State University, Center for the Geophysical
Investigation of the Shallow Subsurface, 2000-present (Boise, ID)
• Conduct numerical modeling and field-based research on geophysical measurements
at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site using borehole ground-penetrating
radar, borehole seismic, and borehole resistivity methods.
• Experience in geophysical research problems including tomography, physicalproperty characterization, borehole geophysics, and EM wave propagation.
• Develop standardize workflow for quality control, processing, inverse modeling, and
solution appraisal of crosshole-radar velocity tomography field-data.
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• Present research findings in peer-reviewed publications and at national and regional
professional conferences.
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Hydrologist, U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Geophysical Applications and
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imaging small aperture bedrock fractures filled with various liquids.
• Train USGS hydrologists nationwide in the application o f emerging geophysical
methods that benefit their proj ect work.
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Taught laboratory classes, led geology field trips, and tutored individual students.
Duties included the coordination o f lecture and lab schedules between faculty and
teaching assistants, and purchase of laboratory equipment and supplies.
Physical Science Technician, U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Eastern Regional
Geology, 1992-1995 (Reston, VA)
Assigned to the Southwest Florida Geologic Mapping Project. Collected and
interpreted GPR data to establish a subsurface hydrogeologic framework. Compiled
borehole geophysical logs into a computer database. Combined geophysical data with
geologic information into cross sections and into a subsurface model. Assisted with
field mapping, drilling, core description, and geologic exposure study.
V olunteer for Science, U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Eastern Regional
Geology, 1991-1992 (Reston, VA)
Researched the application of borehole geophysical logs to geologic mapping.
Collected and interpreted borehole geophysical data at a FL drill site and contributed
geophysical data to the geologic map o f southwest FL. Participated in shallow
subsurface geophysical surveys in central CT. Served as a field assistant for mapping
the surficial geology o f glacial terrain in northern N J.
Academic Intern, Smithsonian Institution, National A ir and Space Museum,
Summer 1990 (Washington, DC)
Assisted curatorial staff of the Aeronautics Department in care and accessioning o f
flight material, in a competitively awarded appointment. Participated in rebuilding and
restoring a World War I bomber aircraft now on display in the Museum gallery.
Researched aircraft history and initiated correspondence with donors and museum
associates.
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TECHNICAL SKILLS
Geophysical H ardw are:
Seismic methods: Geometries Smartseis multi-channel and 12-Channel Bison
seismographs.
Ground-penetrating radar (GPRi: Mala Geoscience, Sensors & Software, and GSSI
systems.
Borehole logging systems: Century Geophysical and Mt. Sopris winch and tools, and
Raax BIPS optical televiewer tool.
Borehole radar: Mala Geoscience directional and high-frequency borehole-radar
systems, and Sensors & Software borehole radar antennas.
DC-resistivitv: AGI Sting/Swift, Iris Instruments, and Abem Terrameter/Multimac.
Terrain conductivity: Geonics EM-34-3 instrument and Abem Wadi VLF instrument.
Geophysical Software:
Seismic methods: S eis Works (Landmark training class), ProMax (Landmark), GeoLog
(Paradigm), WinSeis (KGS), and SPW (Parallel Geoscience).
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR): Radan (GSSI), RadPro and Radlnter (Mala
Geoscience), and Gradix and IxeTerra (Interpex Ltd.).
Borehole radar: Pronto/ProMax (Landmark) and GeoTomCG (GISCO).
Electrical methods: Res2Dinv (M.H. Lohke), Resix Plus and Emix 34 Plus (Interpex
Ltd.).
Data Publication: WellCad (Alt) for borehole logging data; Surfer and Grapher
(Golden Software) for data presentation; Arc/Info (ESRI) for GIS databases and
mapping; desktop and web publishing (Adobe and Microsoft).
Platforms: Linux/Unix, Microsoft Windows, and Apple Macintosh.
Program m ing Languages: Matlab Signal Processing (MathWorks), Fortran, and
Java.
LANGUAGE SKILLS
English, French, and Dutch (fluent in all three).
AWARDS
Subsurface G raduate Program Fellowship (Two Years), Inland Northwest Research
Alliance, 2003.
Doctoral Fellowship (Three Years), Boise State University, 2000.
Star Awards, U.S. Geological Survey, 1999 (April and September),
T eaching Assistantship (Two Years), University o f Connecticut, 1995.
O utstanding C ontribution Award, U.S. Geological Survey, 1993.
V olunteer for Science Service Award, U.S. Geological Survey, 1992.
Eagle Scout Award, Boy Scouts of America, 1988.
PERSONAL
T ravel & Relocation: Available to travel and/or relocate nationally and
internationally. Have extensive experience living in Africa and Europe.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Society o f Exploration Geophysicists (including BSU Student Geophysicist Society and
Near-Surface Geophysics Section)
American Geophysical Union (Hydrology Section)
Inland Northwest Research Alliance (Doctoral Research Fellowship)
Environmental and Engineering Geophysical Society
National Ground Water Association (Scientist and Engineers Division)
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Idaho M ountain Search and Rescue Unit, 2000-present, serve on Board o f Directors
and hold Search Specialist rank with Mountain Rescue Association (Boise, ID).
Gem State Grotto, 2001-present, National Speleological Society Member (Boise, ID).
BSU Society of Exploration Geophysicists, 2001-present, Club Officer (Boise, ID).
Ham O perator License, KD7ZMS, Technician Class.
H abitat for Humanity, 1998-2000, Volunteer (Storrs, CT).
W illington Fire Departm ent #1, 1996-2000, EMT Volunteer (Willington, CT).
National Outdoor Leadership School, 1994, Outdoor Educator Course (Palmer, AK).
Scottsville Volunteer Rescue Squad, 1993-1995, Senior Emergency Medical
T echnician (S cotts ville, V A).
A ppalachian Search and Rescue Conference, Inc., 1991-1996, Field-Team Leader
and Incident Staff for Search Management (Charlottesville, VA).
Blue Ridge M ountain Rescue Group, 1993-1994, Group Chair (Charlottesville, VA).
French House, University of Virginia, 1990-1991, Resident (Charlottesville, VA).
Boy Scouts of America, Troop 667, 1982-1994, to Asst. Scoutmaster (McLean, VA).
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Center for Geophysical Imaging Shallow Subsurface, Boise State University
1910 University Drive, MG-206, Boise, ID 83725
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• John W. Lane
Branch of Geophysics, WRD, U.S. Geological Survey
11 Sherman Place, U-5015, Storrs, CT 06269
(860) 487-7402; jwlane@usgs.gov
• F. Peter Haeni
Branch of Geophysics, WRD, U.S. Geological Survey (Retired)
11 Sherman Place, U-5015, Storrs, CT 06269
(860) 487-7402; phaeni@usgs.gov
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